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About the “CAPITALS” 
 
Some do not like to be “screamed at with CAPITALS”. 
It is not literally correct either. 
Neither do I claim to be an “literature academic”. 
The MESSAGE recording evolved over a period of 50 years. 
The first 20 years were of the “basic training”. 
The later 30 years were of the “Direct Mission involvement”, globally. 
As such, the ESSENCE of the Message became DENSER. 
No lengthy philosophy, but “coming to the Point”. 
Not the Messenger but the MESSAGE. 
Over time “lower cap” began to change into “CAP”. 
Laterally, “to Capture”. 
The Inspirations (in Spirit”) became Denser. 
Therefore, the “writing style” have become Unique, as the Message is. 
Not to worry about how another will “thinks about it”, but following as how Spirit wants it to Be. 
With all due Respect, millions of Books were written by great Thinkers, but so far NOT one Solution for a 
single problem. 
Humanity is still toiling with finding out how to “live WITH the problem”. 
With the creation of more laws, medicine, money, food and education we created more injustice, disease, 
poverty and starvation. 
Governments depend on departments (Parts) where the left-hand does not know what the right-hand is 
doing. 
I will Continue as how Spirit tells me to Deliver the Message. 
The Capitals are used to “come to the point”. 
Not much time left to fill out many pages with words. 
LOVE. 
Tawa – Roy Littlesun 
 
 
 



 

 

Introduction 
 
     The time is upon us to REMEMBER WHY we have come to Planet Earth with Her Extreme 3-
Dimensional Density. The Divine PLAN is to make Earth the PORTAL of PEACE. Therefore the TWO 
Extreme Opposites are needed. We cannot create a Portal or Passage with only one side.  
     One side of the Portal is a Given, which is Creation. The other side the Human must create. Therefore 
we were given FREE WILL, which is the Creative Force or the WILL of GOD. Thus… the Human must 
Endeavor in the Extreme Effort to create the “other side”, ANTI-Creation… to USE the Will AGAINST 
Ourselves (making ourselves sick and misserable) and everything that constitutes the ONENESS. 
Therefore the Dividing Nations, Religions, “Parties and Diets”, Traditions and different forms of Terrorism.  
      Creation is Maintained by its Essence or Center, which is the Only CONSTANT that is Absolute and 
Eternal. This LAW of laws never Change, hence the Onelaw is CHANGE! 
     So, in order to have Anti Creation… we must create laws which rather do the Opposite. Laws which 
Limit. Laws which cultivate Anti Change, REACTION and the CONDITIONAL. Thereby TERRITORIAL 
CLAIM came about. Then, the Territory needs to be Defended. Consequently laws are used as a Weapon, 
making Weapons the law. And so the World has become. The PROMOTION of War, both of the Outer and 
of the Inner (disease), are NEEDED to Maintain the “System of the Other Side”.  
     Roma (Vatican), going by the Dictates of LUCIFER (pope Francis stated “Lucifer is God”) has been 
instrumental to Systematically Subject Humanity to the law that makes it ILLEGAL to LIVE UP to the 
ONELAW of Creation, notably the Right to BE (the Passport Identity instead, and finally the Microchip 
implant). 
      This BOOK REVEALS the Process of the PLAN, showing the TOTAL PICTURE, as HOW Both Sides of 
the Portal have provided the Means for the HUMAN to find out what it takes to UNITE the TWO, in order to 
EMERGE from the CENTER of centers, FROM WITHIN = FREEDOM. 
 

The Sequence of Roma´s Method to 
 Control Humanity from the OUTER 

1- 
Instill FEAR by way of TORTURE. 

2- 
Persecute those who Control the HOME, of which its KITCHEN is the First Cathedral/Temple, Laboratory of 

Alchemy - Hospital where the FOOD is used as the Primary Medicine, that upon the Digestive Process 
becomes the BLOOD whereby we can THINK - School of Life – Bank, storing the universal Food whereby 
the Highest Quality of Blood is created, so that also the Highest Quality of VALUE-perception is created - 
also the True Money that we can GROW and EAT. Therefore WOMAN (Controller of the Blood quality, 

Original Bank,  Education) , the MIDWIFE (Original Doctor) and the ALCHEMIST (Universal Scientist) were 
Systematically REPLACED by the “Economic System”, Public School”, “Doctor” and “Scientist” of 

Chemistry and Microscopic way of Thinking). Today, all of it constitutes the “Government” that Operates by 
the principle of Roma´s Dictates. 

3- 
Make Humanity BELIEVE that it can ONLY be “secure, comfortable and independent” Under the 

“protection” of laws which can be Used as a Weapon making Weapons the law. And that the Enforcement 
of these “laws” need to be PAID by those whose “safety” DEPENDS on the “willingness” to be 

SUBJECTED to the “asking the fox to protect the chickens” System. As such MONEY has been Used as 
ROMA´s TOOL to Psychologically Lead Humanity to its Sacrificial Altars (operation table and battlefield). 



 

 

 

WHO can DELETE this SELF-Oppression/Denial from Planet Earth? YOU!!! HOW??? BY: 
1- 

The Basic EDUCATION to KNOW HOW to RESTORE the HOME as the CENTER of the Government OF; 
BY and FOR the PEOPLE (True Democracy). Therefore WE must SUPPORT the Essential Education to 
LIBERATE Humanity from Roma´s TRAP. The First Step to it is outlined with in the Change ROMA INTO 

AMOR BOOK, to be Multiplied and SHARED with Others around the World. This Fundamental Teaching is 
Supported by Wisdom-keepers from around the World (Inca, Maya, Bushman, Celtic and those of other 

Ancient Origin). 
2- 

Getting Educated as HOW to Select, Prepare, Eat, Biologically Transmute (Digest) FOOD into the BLOOD 
that enables us to: Function, experience Emotion, be able to Think, make Choices, become CONSCIOUS 
WHO we ARE as a UNIVERSAL BEING,…so that we can REALIZE that we are the Creator of our Own 

Reality = BE the Universal SOVEREIGN. 
3- 

Make the HOME the Center of Government! 
 

“ THANKS for the Accomplishment” of the Most Cruel and Corrupt Contrasting Side…ROMA! WE Learned 
much, but for NOW… Know that the Experiment is OVER! 

 
 
 
 
 

The following introduces the Basic Knowledge to Understand the Human and the World 
within the Infinite Universe, and what it takes to Realize the Divine PLAN to make Planet 

Earth the PORTAL of PEACE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 
 

PART 1-  
Total Picture Aspects 

 
 
 

The following Formulates the Principle of the 
Total Medicine, Physically, Mentally and Spiritually 

 
Construct of Perception and Experience 

 
The Origin of Construct is HERE and NOW, where we ARE. 
This INSTANT correlates with SLEEP, the Unconscious or Nothing (Great Mystery). 
To WAKE UP, in order to become Conscious, we must Activate the BRAIN with the BLOOD that originates 
from FOOD. 
Food Originates from the SEED, which correlates with the Instant. 
So, what happens when we plant the Seed? 
At first the Root emerges, then the Branch. 
Why the Root first? 
Because it Seeks the Center or Nucleus of the context in which the Seed is Planted. 
That´s why one Tendency of the Polarity is CONTRACTION. 
By the initial connection, the planted Seed can EXTEND the MEMORY that it Contains. 
The Branch makes the Memory VISIBLE by way of EXPANSION, to complete the Polarity whereby we can 
REALIZE (of what is within). 
It is like a Book, Reading it to KNOW what it Contains, condensing the Distance between Front and Back 
Cover to Cultivate CONSCIOUSNESS. 
The Book or Seed are the HERE and NOW, and by the Polarization (“big bang”), Here and Now can be 
Perceived as SPACE and TIME. 
In other words, Space and Time are the DELAYED Perceptions of Here and Now.  
In the Dynamic sense, Space correlates with Expansion and Time correlates with Contraction. 
With these Two we have the Basic tools for the Construct of PERCEPTION and EXPLORATION, in the 
Cultivation of Consciousness. 
The illustration of it is the Circle (space) and Center (time). 
And what connects the Circle with the Center is the EXPERIENCE. 
By the Polarization the Experience can be Dual too. 
One Experience is of the OUTER (space, circle).  



 

 

The other Experience is of the INNER (time, center). 
Both Experiences enable us to do the TOTAL Self-examination. 
The Outer experience is preceded by FOOD and what makes it Grow. 
The Inner-experience is by how Food is REFINED into the Blood whereby we can become AWARE of the 
Difference between the Outer and the Inner. 
These Refinements of Food are, bodily function, feeling, emotion, tasting, smelling, speaking, hearing, 
seeing and thinking. 
By the TOTAL Outer-Inner Experience we can REALIZE that the Genuine HUMAN is the TOTALITY within 
the TOTALITY. 
As such, we can Totally KNOW what the BOOK or SEED Contains. 
The Whole Cereal Grain is the MAIN-food that correlates with the Total Book. 
The needed “Reading-skill” can be gained with the SACRED ART of EATING! 
 
So, let´s expand on the above´s explanation of the Construct. 
From the External (Circle) point of view, we can ONLY have a PART of the Experience. 
Because, it is Perceived on a part of the Circle, which we identify as the HORIZONTAL. 
By this Superficial Perception, the MIND can be TEMPORARILY in Control (= Deductive Mindset). 
As such, we can at the Surface use Space and Time in an EXCLUSIVE way. 
TERRITORY can then be Claimed, which is Centered around laws which need to be Artificially Enforced 
(“law-enforcement”).  
When there are more than one of such applications, then there will be a “collision” between territories, 
along with the law-enforcements = WAR. 
As it is on Planet Earth, there is the Conquest for Uniting (UN) the different territories Under laws which 
have been making GOD´s LAW ILLEGAL to LIVE by. 
All of it WILL FAIL, because anything that is Divided has a Beginning and End. 
And this Ladies and Gentlemen … is today unfolding the Prophecy that “at the END there will be the WAR 
between GOD and Devils”, including science presented with the Covid-19 CODE. 
The SOLUTION would be the REALIZTION of the Divine PLAN to make Earth the PORTAL of PEACE and 
LIBERATION. 
Thus, the Deductive Mindset needs to be Changed into the Inductive. 
In other words, Changing the Horizontal-perception into that of the Vertical. 
Therefore, the INDIVIDUAL must use FREE WILL (= GOD´s WILL flowing THROUGH us) along with 
making GOD´s ONELAW, the Primary Constant in normal daily life. 
We are at the Last Page of the “Total Book” and can close it with giving the Best Answer to the Last 
Question: “to BE or Not to BE”? 
With the “Not to BE” answer we will get TRAPPED in the BOOK, with possibly another chance to read it 
with a Clear Mind? 
 
The “FALL of Man” correlates with the initial “Horizontal Experience”. 
With it we can Discern by way of Antagonism: right-wrong, good-bad. Like-dislike, mine-yours. 
Out of it we created the Governmental System that DIS-connects the Center with the Circle. 
That´s why its Leadership Depends on “Parties”, and Parties in turn Depending on an Administrative 
Economy to keep Humanity in the Competitive mode (“ping-pong government”), division creating division in 
a vicious cycle of conflict of Interest. 
But that´s not where it ends. 
CHANGE is the LAW of laws. 
With the “Fall” (horizontal) we can RISE from the Bottom, UP (vertical). 



 

 

This Process´ Principle is Biologically integrated and enables us to Use the Mind by way of Intelligence, to 
make the inner shift, of the Horizontal into the Vertical (right-left brain into small-intestine-heart-brain 
alignment).  
This Divine Opportunity, to Realize that we can indeed USE the POWER of powers, FROM WITHIN, is 
upon us all.  
Humanity ARISE! 
 
Illustrations: 
 

1- Creator, Original Seed, Nucleus, Onelaw, from where Creation proceeds (2). 
2- Context/Creation in which we can have the Experience and Perception to become Conscious. 
3- In order to Realize that we have the Center Within, the Deductive Mindset needs to be Developed 

from the Outer into the Inner. Therefore, we create our Own laws (4), to Control a Claimed Territory 
(5) on the Horizontal (part of the circle). As such, the danger comes about to get in Conflict (6) with 
another who does the same. 

4- Secondary laws, which need to be Artificially Enforced. 
5- Claimed Territory, 
6- Dualism (right-wrong, good-bad, like-dislike, mine-yours) to create Reactionary Conditions. 
7- OneHeart Pattern of Human´s BLOOD-circulation, whereby ALL the details of Creation are 

Interconnected, WITHIN. 
 

 
 

Conclusion … 
 

There are TWO ways to come to the CENTER of CONTROL 
From WITHIN (1) and From WITHOUT (2). 
The first one requires the Complete DETACHMENT from the outer (2). 
Our entire Being, while having the Experience within the territorial realm (4, 5), has to be Dedicated in the 
Realization of the Divine PLAN. 
The PLAN is about reaching the GOAL of Life, which is the Self-realization. 
Self-realization requires the Cultivation of the Consciousness that ALL IS ONE. 
That, the Inner and the Outer are ONE, so that by the CYCLE that maintains the TOTALITY, we can 
TOTALLY BREATHE, physically, Mentally and Spiritually (no Mask of any kind). 
The second Option for reaching the Center, is to LOCK the Control with the EGO. 
Ego is created by Not letting go of the Mentally created things and experiences. 
It includes the Unforgiving. 



 

 

Any form of Resentment that leads to DIVISION, will BLOCK the RELEASE from the Center that can give 
us the Inner-Control. 
Instead, the holding on to the “law-enforcement” to secure the claimed Territory. 
Yes, we will eventually come to the Center of centers or GOD´s “Power.point”, but then NOT be able to 
RELEASE ourselves from it into the Infinite. 
This would be the “Ultimate LOCKDOWN”! 
By it, we believe that we have the “Control behind the Mask” and thus have become a SLAVE of the 
DEMON that we created Ourself. 
In other words, although “inevitably returned to the SOURCE” (1), but with holding on to the Horizontal (2) 
Experience by way of Mind, we CANNOT Transcend the LIMIT (2) with the POWER to be used with the 
Vertical Expansion (1-2) into the Infinite, FROM WITHIN. 
The TOTALITY (Freedom) has Both, Horizontal and Vertical, and the Human has it both in a Unified 
Pattern, BIOLOGICALLY. 
That’s why the Pattern of the Blood-circulation (7) internally interconnect the Center (1) and the Circle (2), 
is neither Horizontal or Vertical, but Spirally and harmoniously projecting the Horizonal and Vertical in ALL 
Directions, with the “inner OneHeart Dance”. 

 
 
 

The Tawa Message 
Conceived at Hopiland,1995 

 
     We are the Miracle! This message explains why. "Tawa" means "Sun" in Hopi and "Moon" in Tibetan. 
What unites the two different meanings of one word is One Mother Earth. This Oneness can also be found 
in our Heart! Our heart is pulsated by what interconnects all our body cells, by Blood. Why does blood do 
that? Blood is the biological transmutation of Food. Food is the result of the concentrated accumulation of 
environmental energies. This realm stretches out into the infinite universe. 
 
     Outside of our solar system the energies of the Universe centre around the stars. All the stars 
interconnect with one another by their rays of light. Our sun is the closest star to us and by its light planet 
Earth receives Heaven's energies. By this union of Heaven and Earth, plants (food) grow. When we eat 
food, the stars outside become the stars within, in our body cells. Thus, similar to the way the sun 
interconnects with all the other Suns, our heart seeks union with all the inner suns by the circulation of the 
‘liquefied sunlight’, the blood. Then the Eater (of food) becomes food for what originated food, by how we 
return to the outer by our expressions or behavior. As such the ‘hologram’ is created in which we can 
create our own reality. Before the stars' energies reach the sun, they are influenced and organized by the 
twelve constellations or heavenly   bodies. This heavenly clock regulates the rhythm of the energy flow 
before we can come to the realization that our heart ‘ticks’. These twelve constellations manifest within us 
as the twelve organs or organizers. Finally, when the Earth captures the stars’ energies, they become the 
planet’s ecology and cycles. This also manifests within our body. 
 
     Our blood is synchronized with the ocean water, by having the same mineral composition and salinity. 
The blood's pulsation resonates with the ocean waves. The lungs become the inner forests and by 
breathing we maintain the inter-relationship. The rivers become our blood vessels, lakes become our liver, 
springs become our salivary glands, rain becomes our sweat, wind becomes our breath, thunder becomes 



 

 

our speech, lightning becomes our vision, atmospheric vibrations become our thinking ability, etc. The 
moon reflects the sun and internally manifests as feelings. Physically, the moon is represented by the 
pericardium (the sack in which the heart is contained and is one of the twelve organs). By it we can become 
conscious of what is within and what is without (Common sense = sensing what we have in common). By 
the purity of blood, having true health, we can have the great joy of true freedom in the circle of Light. 
 
     The degree of synchronicity or Oneness between the "stars within" and the "stars without" depends 
basically upon our way of eating. By eating the cosmic food, the cosmic way, we can return to the Heavens 
with a greater sense of Being. Plants extend Earth's radiation. This happens after the sun’s rays 
impregnate the Earth. In order for the Earth's energies to ascend beyond its environment, they need to be 
organized within a body that can contain the integrity of the Earth, and by having the ability to biologically 
transmute food into higher frequencies of energy. This ascension begins with the integration of Earth's 
centre (iron, Fe) by having it become our blood's nucleus, around which the complexity of the Earth is 
centred. Thus, wherever our blood circulates to, we can feel, indicating that we can radiate the Earth 
through the Human potential beyond the moon into far distant realms of the infinite universe. 
 
     In short, the more we can extract the essence or MEMORY of food into our blood, the more we are 
‘liked’ by an ‘eater’ of a higher order. Ultimately we become food for the Creator. Self-realization is 
completely becoming food for the Creator within! For this reason we must fully digest our food, in order to 
Remember who we truly are. 

 
Control 

     Most humans today lack the synchronicity of the Oneness between Creation without and Creation 
within. This disharmony is the seed-cause of disease, mental instability and disturbing behaviour patterns. 
There can be no peace, justice, freedom or joy in the world when the masses suffer from their inner 
violence among the stars within = star wars! 
 
     Disease is war within. Addiction is slavery within. Unhappiness is the stagnation of spirit. Instead of a 
clean and harmonious flow of blood, obstruction manifests as pain, swellings (including obesity), cysts, 
tumors, stones, suspicion, insecurity, fear, jealousy, hatred, and anger, etc. 
 
    Instead of resolving the world’s problems by restoring one's true health - cleaning up the inner debris - 
methods are employed by which one can ‘live’ with the pollution. The “problem syndrome” is preferred 
because the world has conformed to systems we can be comfortable with. Consequently the system's 
sciences and technologies using the energy from artificial sources deprive our bodies/ minds/ emotions of 
the true food needed to keep the system ‘healthy and stable’. Weak body/ mind/ emotions can be more 
easily controlled and exploited by a centralized system or syndication. This control has been developed 
through the monopoly over: 
* Land - by commercialized agriculture (‘cash-crops’). 
* Body - by junk food, medicine, drugs. 
* Mind - by education, science, media, politics and money vested interests. 
* Spirit - by the manipulation of atmospheric conditions, microwaves, fear, enforcement of politically 
designed laws and “religion”. 
 
     Due to the poor quality of blood, the mind has become unable to distinguish between what is correct and 
incorrect. Good is not good when the body has to depend on the correct administration of the incorrect way 
of eating and healing. By surrendering to a false belief, one's spirit can be forged into a syndicate-controlled 



 

 

world. Under the control of a corrupt centralized government, the good can only be good when one can be 
found to be bad. Therefore, the syndicate-enforced laws make sure that the bad prevails so that the 
‘goodness’ of the state can survive. This is the idea of the cultivation of disease, giving the medicine by 
which one can ‘live’ with the disease. That's why prisons are breeding-grounds of crime, because it helps 
the judicial system in power. Having ‘rights’ and ‘freedom’ based on politically designed laws one can keep 
the masses within self-imposed limitations. Thus we can perpetually defend the boundaries by making ‘war 
for peace’! 

 
The Universal Purpose of Free Will 

     Our Will represents the Creative Force by which we were created and can continue to exist. When this 
inner force is solely used to maintain the Oneness between the inner and outer, we can, like stones and 
plants, continue to exist. Unless we can use our will for making a choice, we cannot fully contribute to the 
Human Potential. In other words, in order to cultivate our spirit unto the highest levels, we must be able to 
consciously use our will or inner creative force to extend the present, which is an accumulation of the past. 
The Conscious extension of the ever-present, through Discernment, is known as Choice. By the 
understanding of how we are a part of Creation we can universally grow. Through ‘public education’, 
however, our universal growth has become stunted. Consequently addiction sets in, which is the final dead-
end mode, instant gratification or extreme illusion. 
 
     The Human being, since it has the greatest integration of Heaven and Earth energies, is most able to 
evolve from the planet by choice and can direct the Force by which we were created into much higher 
levels of existence. Due to the great ability to reflect the inner sun, by feeling, the human being has the 
great ability to discern, and to create its own future and reality in order to validate its being by making a 
choice. The ultimate reflection upon one's ability to express will is by having the ultimate contrast to the 
Order of Creation. 
 
     By the discovery that we can direct our own sensation course (sensation is the result of contrast), we 
can deviate from the Absolute Constant (Creator's One-law) and can create our own laws by which we can 
experiment (temporal world). New and unique things and ways can come into being, which can teach us 
about ourselves, our limitations and also the endless world of change - Freedom. This is the basis for 
experimentation. 
When the experiment has come to its end, we can then see the limitations of the world we have created 
under the temporal laws. Then the condition is established by which the ultimate choice can be made. Then 
our power of will can undergo the final Test. The extreme options then are ‘to BE’ and ‘not to BE’: 

 
‘not to BE’ 

Continue with the experiment and self-destruct. 
 

‘to BE’ 
     Return to the non-experimental world, Creation, and enjoy Freedom. Presently, the danger exists that 
the world can be destroyed through the experimental mode of the ‘new world order’. An increasing number 
of people are becoming aware of the need to discontinue and separate themselves from the syndicate-
controlled world by becoming Sovereign Under Creator’s Law. The first step is to consciously restore your 
Oneness with Creation. This is basically done through the Sacred Way of Eating. Food is much more than 
nutrition! 

 
In Other Words 



 

 

     The Human race on planet Earth has to grow out of its immaturity of spirit. The darkness of the world 
was needed to find the inner light. The pains of body, mind and spirit indicate the seeking for the Sun that 
must radiate from within. As the contrast of Earth's darkness and Heaven's light come to the extreme, the 
final choice can be made. We either choose to remain blind to the inner light and continue to suffer, or 
choose to ignite the inner light to brighten the world into PEACE - to BE Hopi (peaceful individual = 
peaceful indivisible -two). 
The first choice requires one to follow the course of addiction to the very end. The second choice requires 
one to purify the body with Creator's medicine, Food and Prayer. Only then can we heal our Heart and trust 
our mind and truly comprehend the Tawa Message. This call is that of joy. 

 
Moreover 

     Separation equals limitation. Oneness equals Freedom. We all breath from the same Heaven, drink and 
eat from the same Earth. Then what is it that makes us divide and war? Both Heaven and Earth have One 
Origin. This Source maintains Heaven and Earth by the One-law. It is by the individual's relationship to this 
absolute constant that Humanity's unity is maintained. 
By not living the Law of laws, the people will create their own laws and ways. By doing so, boundaries are 
set up, indicating the limits of the secondary laws. Consequently the people who claim their rights under the 
secondary law will quarrel about what they have in common: their limitations! This is the irony of today's 
quest for ‘freedom’ = make war for ‘peace’. This blindness is due to the darkness that is carried by one's 
Blood. 
Indeed, separation equals limitation and will lead to the organization of murder. It has led to the creation of 
nations in which the ways and things that were originally free can be price-tagged and monopolized. Today 
a nation's main interest is to economically survive because their laws make it illegal to be SOVEREIGN 
UNDER CREATOR'S LAW. 
 
     Legality makes sure that one has the right to make a ‘living’ at the Expense of life. Exclusive laws justify 
the killing of those who trespass our own boundaries. The most profitable commodity, weaponry, supports 
the costly armies required to do the defending. By this madness one is told why, how, who, where and 
when to kill. This insanity has come to its climax, by uniting nations under the same laws which have been 
creating such disunity. Murder is supported under the supervision of a centralized economy. Those who do 
not agree will be economically boycotted and killed. All of this craziness began with one's separation from 
Creation's Order by the destruction of one's Oneness with Creation. 
 
     The world is beginning to get used to having extreme weather conditions and traumatic shifts in nature 
(high winds, floods, volcanic eruptions, and earthquakes). Reacting to that by shifting economic interests or 
re-budgeting and by the design of protective means truly shows the arrogance and suicidal state of today’s 
world. 
 
     In parallel, the body reacts by internal imbalance: by fever, vomiting, diarrhoea, convulsions, etc., and 
ultimately by degenerative diseases. Nature maintains itself through the change of cycles. This in turn 
affects those whose internal imbalance created the environmental instability. This is justice. 
 
     It has to be understood that due to the Oneness between our inner and outer being, the ecology of the 
world is affected by everything we do with our being, whether it is physically, mentally, or spiritually. All is 
interconnected. To think that we can be excluded from Universal Justice by ignoring the Oneness, indicates 
the great disease of spirit: arrogance. This pestilence can be cured in two ways: 
 



 

 

     By nature's upheaval which will increase with our persistence in following the experimental way of life 
over the order of Creation. Consequently lives will be terminated traumatically by disease (inner war) or war 
(outer disease). 

 
Or 

     By becoming humble and fully submitting to the highest law of the Infinite Universe. By purifying our 
Blood. By restoring our Oneness with Creation. By becoming Sovereign Under Creator’s Law. This requires 
Strong Courage, to test our Will by making the Choice in the Light of Truth. By making this choice we can 
be a true member of Creation. The false democracy (demonocracy) requires us to choose between 
syndicate-controlled options and by having individuals join a majority of weaklings (‘dropouts’) within the 
universal context. This is the disguised minority. The freedom that this ‘majority" seeks has to be defended 
by ‘making war for peace’, with its tax money and lack of spirit. Thus with each ‘victory’ everyone loses, 
because the ‘majority’ consists of the ultimate ‘minority’, which is the Individual (= ‘indivisible–two’). The 
chain is as strong as its weakest link, THINK. 
 
     The connection between the inner and the outer freedom should be clear. Now we can choose between 
the costly and enslaving ‘universal coverage" (live with disease) keeping us separate from Creation, or to 
be Human again by freely enjoying true Freedom. Vote for the consensus of Oneness! 
 
     As the sounds of self-destruction become louder, the need to listen to the Tawa Message becomes 
louder too. The solution has to come from within, from the point of Silence and Stillness. The choice is ours 
and can be independently made. 
 

The Total Picture  
for the 

Greater Perspective of Health and Happiness 

 

     Health means Whole. So, how Whole do we want to be? First of all, we are Creation in the Human 
Form, and to REALIZE this to be true we must ‘grow up’ in order to be able to attain the Responsibility to 
fully take care of this most Precious GIFT: the Body = ‘All of Creation at our fingertips’.  
As a Baby we need to be taken care of by our Parents, who must teach us how to become an Adult - the 
Education we need in order to be Responsible = ‘to Respond’. The true Adult can fully Respond to the ONE 
Who gave us the Gift. This ONE is Within, and it requires the great Maturity of Spirit for the Body to SHOW 
the Truth that we have Total Health, of body, mind and spirit. Know that the Body Always tells the Truth! 
Instead, most get ‘educated’ to listen to the superficial/symptomatic/outer, of those whose perspective is 
microscopic (literally) along with exploitative motives.  
 
     Having a degenerative disease or coming to the state that we lose parts of our body, TELLS us how 
irresponsible we actually are. An example is the highly revered Dalai Lama who responses to the doctor, 
instead of to the ONE Who is Within. Consequently he unnecessarily lost his gall-bladder in the hospital. 
Then others who are supposed to be a Teacher by Example have diabetes, a heart problem or are grossly 
obese (= food that has not been refined into a higher frequency).  
 



 

 

     So, how can we Grow Up to become a True Adult? First, stop listening to those who cannot Be an 
Example of Health, unless they also explain their IGNORANCE (as such ignorance/mistake can lead to 
Wisdom). Definitely don’t listen to the doctor who ignores his ignorance = Arrogance.  

1. Growing up in order to become Spiritually Mature implies to become increasingly part of the Greater World, 
and the following can give us an idea of our cosmic growth of Perspective and Consciousness:  

2. Great Mystery/Deep Sleep, containing the Infinite Possibilities. 
3. The PORTAL that connects the Unknown with the Dual World (Creation) in which the possibility can be 

Realized. This realm we enter with the Question, ‘who AM I’? From here the Search begins! 
4. Altogether the 9 basic stages for us to arrive at the Earthly three-dimensional Density, to find out what it 

takes to deliver the ‘I AM’-answer from the depth of the Cosmic Womb/Heart. The 9 stages of Descend: 
Portal, Creative Force, Polarization, Vibration, Light/Lightning, Sound/Thunder, Gas/Wind, Liquid/Rain, 
Solid/Earth. These 9 ‘sports’ can then be used to Ascend, when we Remember them by way of FOOD, to 
then experience: physical functions, feeling, breath/emotion, speech/reasoning, vision/social, 
thinking/ideological, discernment/options, will/choice, identity/I AM. In other words, the SAME 9 steps by 
which we could make the Earthly connection are condensed in the form of MEMORY, and when they are 
internally Refined into Consciousness (by basically changing the Food into Blood) we can then Remember 
of how to Return to the Source. 

5. The entire process from ‘Heaven to Earth’ is the Link or Memory that we need in order to proceed, until we 
Know the ‘I AM’-answer that has to be fully integrated by the Body, which is Creation in the Human Form. 
Therefore we need to experience the biological evolution on the Horizontal plane (Earth’s surface). By it we 
develop the Digestive system that is needed for the release of the Foods’s memory. Earth’s nucleus 
contains the memory of the initial ‘cosmic ladder’ that we later must use to ‘climb up’ or ascend, to deliver 
the ‘I AM’-answer to the one who asked the question. This ‘one’ is the One who we truly Are! 

6. The Memory that Earth’s nucleus contains is brought to Her surface by the volcanic eruptions. From it the 
soil is created to have the plant refine the memory into a higher frequency. The Power that makes the plant 
grow is the same whereby Creation came about. As such a soft mushroom can push itself though a 
pavement, by it resonating to the Heaven-Earth UNION through itself. 

7. By way of Cooking/Alchemy (control by space, time, pressure, salt, water, fire, sequence of adding the 
ingredients, etc) it is only the Human who can enhance his creation from the outer (before the Food 
becomes the blood that in turn controls the entire Being, physically, mentally and spiritually). Therefore the 
KITCHEN need to be the Centre of Government, whereby the individual can be in control of the Self-
realization. 

8. The Sun’s energy that is captured by the tree can be released through the food (cooking) and further on 
through the Body, which enhances the Ascension process. 

9. The Sacred Art of Eating is the first and most important daily Ceremony. 
10. The Mouth is the portal (correlates with 2) that connects outer and inner-Creation. 
11. The digestive system is the continuation of the Heaven to Earth descend. 
12. By the Central nervous system we ‘eat our way UP’. Consequently the memory that the blood contains is 

delivered to the brain, from where we can ‘think up’, all the way to the Source. 
13. By the graduation from mystery school Earth we also transcended the primitive stages of evolution. We 

then have become a true Human. 
The final step back to the one who raised the ‘I AM’-Question, who we finally find Within. We then know 
that it is true that ALL IS ONE and that the outer/mirror and inner/observer are also One! Now we Know 
that we are the creator of our own Reality – This is the Freedom that the I AM can experience from Within!. 



 

 

 

The Trap 
 
WE succeeded in the creation of the Trap as part of the Plan to make Earth the Portal of Peace. Two sides 
are needed to create a portal that can serve the Universe and beyond. The extreme sides have to be 
Creation (Heart-control) and ‘anti-Creation’ (Mind-control). Today’s world order is in every detail contrasting 
Creation. Not only that, it is geared towards the Total Destruction and this has become Evident, that the 
‘order’ will NOT solve just one problem, not even the headache. So, now the TEST is on for Humanity to 
find out what it takes to UNITE the two sides. And in order to just do that, we need to first of all understand 
What and How the Trap we find ourselves in is in principle maintained: 
1. The Creative Force derived from Great Mystery, which came into being by spirally manifesting in stages 
(polarity, vibration, light, sound, gas, liquid, solid) to then be condensed in Earth’s Nucleus 2. as Memory 
(Link between the Alpha and the Omega).  
3. Release of the Memory via the mineral and plant realms, which is FOOD. 
From here on the creation of the Trap begins. 
4. Energy of inorganic origin (instead of true fire, electric and microwave for food preparation) are used to 
weaken and possibly destroy the food’s memory and also that of the body.cell. 
5. Various forms of manipulation to weaken and possibly destroy the memory. 
6. Junk-foods and beverages (foremost Coca Cola), by which mind can take full control over Heart. 
7. Consequently the isolation within a matrix of which its habitat is systematically reduced to a state where 
only the primitive cell (bacteria, virus) can thrive best. This explains the massive ‘chemtrailing’ by 
‘mysterious planes’ and also the deforestation to increase the CO2 poisoning. The primitive cell also thrives 
on radiation. All of it goes together with the systematic reduction of the complex Human cell into the 
cancerous one. Then the ‘solution’ with chemo and radiation therapies to synchronize the inner with the 
outer. 
8. The Trap 
9. By body and mind having become tuned to the Extra Low Frequency (ELF) it then becomes easy to 
manipulate Humanity via the Earth surrounded satellite system. The Hopi predicted that ‘at one time there 
will be a technology where our thoughts can be seen on a screen’.  



 

 

10. The INQUISITION was the prelude of the food-control by the secondary order. Therefore Woman 
became the inquisition’s main-target. Her Womb also correlates with the small-intestine, which is the inner-
Earth. So, by the systematic weakening of the Womb/small-intestine, the Power that we can have by the 
inner-Heaven/Earth connection is diminished and thus the Ascension back to the Source is blocked. Then 
the need to depend on a ‘job’ that is a part of the ‘black box’ (5). 
11. General Degeneration. 
12. Self-destruction.  

 

The Dual Experience 
 
        Whose PLAN? ALL is GOD-willing. Any questions? Yes. How are we relating to 
the PLAN? The Quest (original question: Who AM I?) brought us to Earth with a PLAN 
and most of us forgot this. Forgetting was needed in order to enter a cycle of 
Consciousness. By forgetting that ALL IS ONE we can enter a context of the MIND or 
ILLUSION. By it we become a Seeker, to find the Answer WITHIN. 
 
        By forgetting One becomes Two, the Duality, hence mind can Function in Space 
and Time. In the Oneness we are in the “here and now” or as IS, NOW, I AM. In the 
duality we have the OPPORTUNITY to DISCOVER the SELF in a new Light of 
FREEDOM. Therefore we need to SEE the Steppingstone or Limit that can only “exist” 
by the mind. With both Heart and Mind the Self can Realise the Self by and within the 
Self, but this can only happen at the end of the Quest, when Heart can again get in 
control over Mind, when we subject ourselves to Creator’s Will. And this goes along with 
the realisation of the PLAN. The realisation will also create the true Happiness, which is 
the endless realisation of an infinite dream. The “dreams” which are generated within 
the hologram will end up in nightmares, because they are contained by “every beginning 
has an end” or Conditions, which Reactions (conflicts of interest).  
 
     Creator’s Dream is endless, because His Will, whereby the Dream can be Realised, 
is beginning-less and thus has no end. The Oneness IS. ALL IS ONE. 
 
        In order to have the POWER to make the STEP to transcend the Limit, the Two 
has to become One again. Thus the CHOICE must be made between the Non-existent 



 

 

(“not to BE”) and the Reality (“to BE”). Hence the last question: “to BE or not to BE”? 
The Heart (“to BE”) must then control the Mind (“not to BE”). 
 
        While in the duality we gained the delayed perception (“time out”) of the “here and 
now” which enables us to perceive space and time, both maintaining a context or 
hologram that has a beginning and end. Thus we find ourselves in cycles, such as day 
and night and the four seasons. Internally it is by our blood-circulation whereby we can 
feel, have emotions, think and discern. At the last instance we can come to the extreme 
options, “to BE” and “not to BE”. Then The Choice must be made, either dissolve within 
the illusion or step UP to a New Consciousness of BE-ing. 
 
        While in the state of forgetfulness it becomes possible to get preoccupied with a 
plan of the “not to BE”. Consequently we try to secure the selfish gains, centred around 
today’s monetary system that can only “exist” by the “forgetting-mind”, under secondary 
laws which rather FIX us within the temporary realm or hologram. Today’s ruling order 
facilitates this FUTILE attempt to secure ourselves. Here the forgetting also includes the 
forgetting that ALL is GOD-willing - GOD, the Creator. Consequently the secondary 
order is that of CONSUMERISM and the concept of a “religious god”.  
 
     This scheme is needed to suck any energy available, to keep the system going. The 
“system” is just a product of the mind and has thus no source from where energy can 
come from. Thus the “system” needs to be PARASYSTIC and exploits the human most, 
because we are Creation in the Human form. And, since ALL IS ONE, Creation and 
Creator are One too. This sets the principle that we can have FREE WILL, because the 
Creator is WITHIN! 
 
 
        Since ALL is GOD-willing…is the “system” or any form of corruption also GOD-
willing? Yes it is, because the inevitable consequence, its self-destruction is also GOD-
willing! Today’s world is the Steppingstone that all of us has been laboured for. But in 
the extreme state of forgetfulness we can become the ADDICT that goes along with the 
FEAR to BE and thus continue with the labouring on the temporary or non-reality 
(especially with the “researches” to find out how one can outwit the Creator), not for the 
realisation of the PLAN, but to BECOME the Steppingstone (be stepped on, to be 
exploited) that one does not want to Transcend. This is what self-destruction is.  
 
     The “system” is coming to the extreme measure to contain Humanity within its 
“supernova hologram”, which is the END of anti-Creation. In other words, this END is 
where Creation began, the “big bang”. It is so obvious, the “system” has made it illegal 
for us to flow along with the Creative Force (Power of Happiness. Happiness = it 
Happens). What constantly Happens is God’s Will, whereby we can EXTEND Creation 
FROM WITHIN. But instead, many allow themselves and their children to be redesigned 
in the image of an inferior god. The artificial immunity (vaccine), artificial blood from 
artificial food, artificial ovum, sperm, womb, insemination, birth, kidney, heart, brain 
(computer), life, identity (passport) and dearth…they all indicate the “not to BE”.  
 



 

 

        The PLAN that brought us to Earth is to make Her the PORTAL of Peace and 
Liberation and this can only happen through the Human Potential that is centred around 
Free Will, HIS Will, that can flow through us by making the Choice to BE. We must 
make Creator’s Law, CHANGE, our Primary Constant. The Last and Total Revolution, 
the ONEHEART, is needed to bring forth the True Warrior (I AM) who can Change the 
world from WITHIN. 

WAKE UP! 
 

The NOW-blood 
 
SELF-realization is the GAOL of Life. 
What else could it possibly BE? 
To Realize is to BE Real. 
What is most Real is NOW. 
Not the past or the future. 
Not even a second before or after. 
So, what IS NOW? 
NOW is Un-measureable. 
And so is Infinity, which has no beginning nor end. 
NOW is the direct Connection with Infinity. 
NOW is what IS. 
Want to BE Real? 
Then KNOW who we ARE. 
We cannot BE other that what Contains us, which is the ONENESS. 
And as long as we allow ourselves to be measured we cannot BE FREE. 
To be Measured is to be Contained by the Conditional, while the NOW is Unconditional. 
We can be measured by Desire, Expectation, Insecurity, Fear and Doubt. 
Therefore we need a diploma, passport or some sort of “official ID”. 
Official, be part of an office = off-target. 
The Goal is there where the BLOOD is Directly Connected with the Center of centers. 
This is the Heart that is Pulsated By the Blood, which can give us the Sense of the Difference between 
Outer and the Inner. 
And by the Difference we can become CONSCIOUS. 
Ultimately becoming Conscious that ALL IS ONE. 
The Blood is needed to maintain the inner-Oneness. 
And the FOOD that we eat becomes the Blood whereby we can Sense. 
So, the Quality of the Food determines the Quality of the Blood. 
This must make us AWARE that Food is the Blood of the Outer-Being. 
In order to become Fully Aware that ALL IS ONE, we have to Be Creation in the Human Form. 
And that is who we ARE. 
As such we Contain both, the Limitless Circle and its Essence, the Center of centers or “point-zero”. 
To BE FREE and Realize it requires the BLOOD that can register the NOW = NOWBLOOD. 
Today most people are a “Delay-blood”. 



 

 

So, in order to know who we are NOT, we need to be examined with a “blood-test”, the “result” days 
afterwards given by the laboratory. 
A passport that can be lost or expired. 
A diploma that becomes outdated due to newly obtained knowledge. 
All of it one tries to cramp into a Microchip to be implanted in order the become a part of a “Not to Be 
System”.  
So, the “Last Question” is….”to BE or Not to BE?” = “to be micro-chipped or not to be micro-chipped?” 
And the FOOD/BLOOD is the Control-factor! 
NINE systems comprise the Human, that of: Solids (1), Liquids (2), Gas (3), Sound (4), Light (5) and 
Vibration/Energy (6), Polarity (7), Creative Force (8), BEING (9).  
Personally, what are these Nin made of? 
Tissues and organs, to Organize (systemize) the Whole. 
What are tissues and organs made of? 
Cells. 
What are cells made of? 
Molecules. 
What are molecules made of? 
Atoms. 
What are atoms made of? 
Sub-atomic particles. 
What are subatomic particles made of? 
Vibration/Energy. 
And here is where the “bug stops”? 
Vibration is due to the Polarity (7) which correlates with Awareness or Consciousness. 
Polarity is due to the Creative Force (8) for the One to become Two. 
The ONENESS (9) Contains the Creative Force. 
The Oneness or ORIGIN contains the Infinite Possibilities. 
So…in order to Truly REALIZE the One who must Realize…we must Directly Connect with The Origin to 
Control the Energy by way of: 
7- Discernment to know the Options whereby we can create the Conditional.   
8- WILL, correlates with making a Choice to Change the Conditional into the Unconditional = One Two 
becoming One = UNION 
9- Realizing that the One who makes the Choice can be fully Responsible for the Consequence of making 
the Choice. 
In other words Realizing that we are the Creator of our Own Reality. 
This is SELF-realization. 
Hence the Saying: “God helps those who help Themselves!” 
How Un-responsible Humanity is today, which has let to the Scientific Exploitive System that does not leave 
any Choice to BE. 
The Misconstrued Democracy by making the masses believe that the only way to BE is to be an integral 
part of a scientifically designed System, to have the Mind be Trapped with the believe that we cannot 
Transcend the Conditional (7). 
Hence the Global Spy-system to detect any one who has the WILL to BE, to mark this one as a Terrorist. 
This is truly Demonocracy (a word that got deleted from today’s dictionaries). 
Stage one of this system has already become the Norm, by everyone allowing themselves to be marked as 
a Prisoner at “check-points” (airports among others). 
This entire Self-demeaning system we can easily Dismantle by being in Control of our BLOOD-quality. 



 

 

Therefore we must make the KITCHEN again become the Center of Government!  
 

 
The BOOK 

 
At the SOURCE we were ONE. 
We Temporarily Exited to have an Experience in a Mind-field, to find out How it FEELS to BE ONE. 
How do we Feel Now, with all the Sufferings? 
Suffering can Only be by the ONE becoming the TWO, and to END it the TWO has to become the ONE, 
again. 
No one can escape from this Divine TEST. 
How can we ever escape from the Totality? 
The Graduation requires the KNOWING that we are the Totality within the Totality. 
Therefore we were given a Heart and a Brain. 
With the Heart-Brain Division we will Suffer from the Conditional, to AWAKEN at the Center of the Mind-
field. 
With the Heart-Brain Union we will Enjoy the Bliss of the Unconditional, to SEE and KNOW from Heart’s 
Center. 
This is what the Oneheart Teaching is all about, which enables us to READ the BOOK of books, that we 
ARE.  
Then we can Comprehend ourselves as ONE, that the SOURCE is indeed WITHIN. 
This is FREEDOM! 

 
The Sky is the Limit! 

 
ALL IS ONE, and there is No way out. 
We can Only go WITHIN to Know the TRUTH. 
Truth is as inevitable as the ALL IS ONE. 
Both are Eternal, without a Beginning and End. 
We are Contained by it. 
This is the “Original Prison”, with the “Invisible wall”. 
The Only Liberation is by making the Wall VISIBLE, so that we can Transcend it. 
By it we can REALIZE that we are Eternal too! 
This is truly Self-realization. 
The Divine Process requires the Observer to SEE Full-spectrum. 
Therefore the One has to become Two, the Polarization by which the Observer can be Surrounded by the 
Mirror. 
That’s what Creation is for, to have the Experience or inter-action between Observer and Mirror. 
And not until observer and Mirror have become ONE…we remain in the “Original Prison”, with the 
difference that now the Observer can See and Sense the Prison’s outline. 
Evolution is needed to gradually become Aware of the Distance between Observer and Mirror. 
And to shorten the distance we must “Eat the Mirror”. 
That’s what FOOD is for. 



 

 

Food is the Condensation of what Surrounds us, all the way from the Heavens to the Earth where our 
evolutionary process came forth. 
The food we digest becomes then the BLOOD that enables us to Sense the Relationship between the inner 
and the outer. 
The more we Internalize the Mirror the more we become Creation in the Human Form, whose very Heart’s 
Center contains the Key of Liberation. 
Therefore, in order to become fully a Conscious Human, the Whole Cereal Grain has to be our Daily Main 
Food. 
This utmost Universal food has the “Subtle Link” or Memory for outer and inner to be Fully Synchronized. 
With the resulting Blood, flowing to the Heart…Observer and Mirror can become ONE. 
Not any longer be contained by the “Invisible Wall”, because now we can SEE Beyond the Mirror and 
Project Creation From Within. 
The True Human is a Co-Creator and Portal of the Infinite Possibilities, able to Realize with its growing 
Power from Within. 
This is LIBERATION and HAPPINESS without end. 
Indeed, “the Sky is the Limit”! 

 

The Will to BE – I AM 
     It is by the Will that we can make a Choice, to then “process” Creation through the Human Form. This 
process or evolution is made possible by the Creative Force, Creator’s Will or Love, whereby Creation 
came about, by the ONE becoming the TWO (polarization), the alpha and the omega. Science names this 
the “big bang”. The choices we make depend on the “Two in action”, to perpetuate and REFINE Creation 
from Within. By this “Original TWO”, the Nature of Polarity comes about, Expansion and Contraction, that is 
why every part of our Being depends on these two Complementary Forces, such as the breath and heart’s 
pulsation. 

     With the Question, ’Who am I’ Expansion Resulted, because a context or space is needed to get 
engaged with the Search for the Answer. And since ALL IS ONE, the answer Cannot be given other than 
by the One who asked the “Original Question”. Hence, the complementary force of Contraction, to Return 
the question in the form of its Complementary Part, The Answer - from the Heart, where all Opposites meet 
to become ONE, again. This has to be, because nothing can escape the Oneness or ALL THERE IS.  

     The answer is in principle the “Reconstruction of the Question” from the opposite side. This could not be 
otherwise since ALL IS ONE. It is by the question and answer that we can enter “Point-zero” that leaves us 
without any possibility of doubt. It gives us the Certainty of being or the I AM. The questions increasingly 
diminish when we begin to see within the context of the un-measurable Oneness. From hereon we will 
increasingly KNOW. The knowing is the inner-Union of question and answer. Question and answer are like 
the front and the back of a hand. The TWO are ONE, and this is in principle of how we can become 
Conscious of who we Are, the I AM. Hence the word “Individual” which means “Indivisible-two”. 

In order to get the “TWO in Action” or “moving hand” (having a front and a back), we need to know the 
Options for the choice-making. If we consider the original question “WHO AM I?”, the options could not be 
other than         “I AM” and ‘who we are Not’, or “to BE or Not to BE”. In other words, front and back of the 
hand interact to maintain their Oneness and this makes the hand move. It is through the intellect that the 
original polarity can be changed in purpose. to develop into the ever higher growth of Meaning. 



 

 

     Being a part of the eternal Oneness, the “BE-answer” has to be based on the eternal constant whereby 
Creation is maintained, which is CHANGE. This gives reason that the contrary “Not BE” is maintained by 
inconsistent laws which can be changed. So, since Change is the only absolute and eternally Constant, by 
which the TWO enables the ‘hand’ to move, the changing laws can only work when the “hand cannot 
move”. Thus the Opposite instead. It is like the relationship between the centre and circumference of a 
wheel. The very centre relative to the circle is still, to make it possible for the wheel to move. By this 
principle of the polarity maintenance we can either create health or disease, happiness or suffering, 
creativity or destruction.  

      A tumor (fixation) for example, is the result of not living by the Constant (change) of Creation. 
Happiness is the result of being one with what always happens, which is Change. Happiness shows that 
we are giving justice to ourselves. When our life is based on laws which cannot be constant we will surely 
experience unhappiness at the end, because secondary laws cannot last. 

     The original Power (Seed-power) comes from the Centre and by the attempt to artificially create the 
opposite, it will automatically cause the wheel not to move. By this opposite force it ultimately causes the 
center or nucleus to be destroyed. It was by this principle that the atom-bomb was created, with all the 
consequences thereafter. The extent of this imbalance, is today’s digital-technology whereby Humanity is 
increasingly fixed within the Matrix, which needs to be maintained with the uncreative nuclear-energy, or 
the forces coming from sources which are destructive to the inner-conditions and related cellular-memory. 
Realistically this cannot continue, because the Now or the Oneness of the Two is the only Reality. This 
illusion is a condition as the result of Division, is in contrast to the Unconditional Now, where the mind is 
used to follow a way that has a Beginning and an End. This is contrary to the Now, which has no beginning 
and end. It is by Conscious living according to the Eternal Law that we can transcend any condition or limit. 
A condition is due to the distance between opposites, which is the creation of perception or the dualistic 
mindset. The Now contains the TWO and is thus unconditional and with it we can be truly “IN Love”.  

     Secondary constants or laws can only work as long as the mind can be used to obey by way of 
insecurity, fear, guilt, shame and the addictive way of ‘life’, all based CONDITIONS, such as right and 
wrong. The infamous inquisition set the basis of it, literally meaning inquiring what we think. 

     The obedience to a secondary order, today the “New World Order”, requires the mind to be Externally 
Controlled. Thus, the very Centre of the Heart from where the Power of ONE is generated, has to be 
overtaken by the Dual-brain. In order to achieve this, the polarity of the brain, which is the small-intestine, 
needs to be Weakened. This is so, because from this inner-Earth/small-intestine, where the blood is 
biologically transmuted from food, we can THINK. 

     It is first of all by controlling the food and its subsequent effect on the blood that the mind can be 
controlled, and by it the Will to BE can also be weakened from the outside. This explains the extreme 
efforts of the “New World Order” to control the food-cycle, via the seed and the environmental conditions. At 
the same time the acceptance of corruption as a norm.  

     The time is upon us to deliver the Answer with the Will to BE. Therefore, Creator’s ONELAW has to 
become the primary constant in daily life, which is also the Last Message of the Hopi. 

 

The Experiment is OVER! 
 



 

 

     The SOURCE contains the infinite Possibilities and the Duality is needed to realize the possibility. 
Therefore the mind must be used to find out what it takes to Be Real. Realization means to be Aware, and 
since everything can only make Sense by the duality, the awareness has also two sides: 
1. Inductive - perceiving the Outer from the Inner, this enables us to get the Full-spectrum Understanding in 
order to Universally Expand our Consciousness. 
2. Deductive – perceiving the Inner from the Outer, which enables us to discover the details in order to 
narrow the understanding of the microscopic (literally using the microscope). 
So, the ‘University’ is not quite that universal. It has been basically used to serve the deductive mindset, so 
that we can get engaged in the Grand Experiment. But then, to know that every experiment is bound by 
Beginning and End; it is now imminent to know what it takes to come to the Synthesis.  
The university requires the student to graduate by its thesis, needed to highlight a possibility, as how it can 
be integrated in the Conclusive Realization. And to summarize it all, we can conclude that the Grand 
Experiment has created: 
 * More injustice and corruption with more laws. 
 * More disease with more medicine. 
 * More war with more weapons. 
 * More poverty with more money. 
 * More questions with more research, etc. 
 
So, what are we waiting for, for it to be too late for us to decide to be practical, to get engaged in the Grand 
Synthesis for the SOLUTION? Now the University must be based on the very Principle and Law of the 
Infinite Universe, and this book can be of help to ‘make our heads turn around’, to See that the Experiment 
is OVER! 
 
 

Humanity´s Birthing Process 

To SEE! 
 
LIGHT is the SOURCE of Creation, and DARKNESS is that what keeps us from 
SEEING the LIGHT. 
Darkness is also the SKIN of the Source, keeping the ILLUSORY DISTANCE between 
the OBSERVER (who is Contained by the Totality) and the MIRROR/CREATION. 
The Connection between these TWO is the PORTAL, SEED or ¨Mystery Egg¨. 
The HUMAN is the One to be BIRTHED from The Egg. 
The Human MENTALLY Exits from the Egg to EXPLORE Creation, with the Original 
QUESTION,  “ Who AM I”? 
In order to be able to get engaged with this Process, the Human has to be Imprinted 
with the Design of the “Totality Within the Totality”, which will through EVOLUTION 
Constitutes the Human Form.  
The Exit goes along with the Power of EXPANSION, which correlates with SPACE, the 
“Gap” within the Totality. 
Exited by Mind, the Self-EAMINATION begins, and with it the Power of CONTRACTION 
is initiated, so that the Answer can be given to the one who Questioned. 
As such the BREATH begins…”Question-Answer, Question-Answer…Question-
Answer”…each time getting closer to the “Last Total Breath”. 



 

 

By the EVELUTIONARY Process the BRAIN can fully Develop, so that the Mind can 
also be fully used to Create the CONSCIOUSNESS that ALL IS ONE. 
Having Arrived on Earth´s 3-Dimensional Density…from here the RETURN to the 
Source, to Deliver the TOTAL ANSWER. 
On Earth the LIGHT is Polarized by DAY and NIGHT, so that the MIND can be used to 
create the PERCEPTION of the Two Extreme OPTIONS: “BE” and “Not BE”. 
The Night correlates with the Source´s Skin and the Day connects us with the Source´s 
Light and All There IS. 
With the Day-CYCLE, created within the 3-Dimesional…the UNIFYING Center has to 
be Consciously Located, WITHIN the HEART. 
This Center is the SWITCH, that once we have Found it…we can turn it on to Totally 
Negate the Darkness. 
This Center of centers correlates with Earth´s CORE/Heart. 
Therefore Human´s BLOOD has also the Similar Nucleus, so that we can SENSE and 
SEE FROM WITHIN. 
With the Day-Night RITHM, the Blood can make the Inner Heaven-Earth Cycle, 
which correlates with Heart´s Pulsation to maintain the Inner-Cycle. 
With the SYNCHRONICITY of the Outer and Inner Cycle we can attain Total Health, 
Total Being, Total Consciousness. 
This Harmony is basically accomplished with the Consumption of the Total FOOD, to be 
Totally REFINED into Consciousness. 
This goes on until the Human has found out what it takes to make the THREE ONE -
Inner, Outer and the CONSTANT that Unites the Two. 
This absolute and eternal Constant is the ONELAW of Creation, and by Living it in 
normal Daily Life, we at last will REALIZE that we are the Creator of our Own Reality. 
The accomplishment goes along with the CHOICE to give the BEST Answer to the Last 
Question, the I AM. 
Then the LIGHT can SEE the LIGHT! 
Observer and Mirror have become the “ONE to ONE = ONE”. 
We have at last Found GOD Within. 
The Mind can then WITHDRAW back to the NOTHING/SOURCE, leaving the POWER 
of ONE to be used, for the HUMAN to BIRTH ITSELF from Within Mystery Egg. 
“Thank you Mind for being the “Cosmic Tour-guide”! 
The Birthing also correlates with the Human to Break Through Earth´s IONOSPHERE, 
that the “SYSTEM” (Shell, Darkness), tries to DOMINATE and DEMOLISH, so that the 
Human will possibly give up the WILL to BE – to rather “be” a Clone that´s  artificially 
birthed by the System. 
WAKE UP and SEE! 
 
 

Observer and Mirror 
 
ALL IS ONE, and there is No way out.  
We can Only go IN to Know the TRUTH.  
Truth is as inevitable as the ALL IS ONE.  
Both are Eternal, without a Beginning and End.  



 

 

We are Contained by it.  
This is the ‘Original Prison’, with the ‘Invisible wall’.  
The Only Liberation is by making the Wall VISIBLE, so that we can Transcend it.  
By it we can REALIZE that we are Eternal too!  
This is truly Self-realization.  
The Divine Process requires the Observer to SEE.  
Therefore the One has to become Two, the Polarization by which the Observer can be Surrounded by the 
Mirror.  
That’s what Creation is for, to have the Experience or inter-action between Observer and Mirror.  
And not until observer and Mirror have become ONE…we remain in the ‘Original Prison’, with the 
difference that now the Observer can See and Sense the Prison’s outline.  
Evolution is needed to gradually become Aware of the Distance between Observer and Mirror.  
And to shorten the distance we must ‘Eat the Mirror’.  
That’s what FOOD is for.  
Food is the Condensation of what Surrounds us, all the way from the Heavens to the Earth where our 
evolutionary process came forth.  
The food we digest becomes then the BLOOD that enables us to Sense the Relationship between the inner 
and the outer.  
The more we Internalize the Mirror the more we become Creation in the Human Form, whose very Heart’s 
Center contains the Key of Liberation.  
Therefore, in order to become fully a Conscious Human, the Whole Cereal Grain has to be our Daily Main 
Food.  
This utmost Universal food has the ‘Subtle Link’ or Memory for outer and inner to be Synchronized.  
With the resulting Blood, flowing to the Heart…Observer and Mirror can become ONE.  
Not any longer be contained by the ‘Invisible Wall’, because now we can SEE Beyond the Mirror and 
Project Creation From Within.  
The True Human is a Co-Creator and Portal of the Infinite Possibilities, able to Realize with its growing 
Power from Within.  
This is LIBERATION and HAPPINESS without end.  
Indeed, ‘the Sky is the Limit’!   
 

Seed and Tree 
 

ESSENCE Description: “the Tree is in the Seed and the Seed is in the Tree”. 
By this Constant or Law of laws Creation is Maintained. 
Here the Distinction is made between the Eternal (Seed) and the Temporary (Tree). 
The Temporary also correlates with the Expanding Force, creating the Circle. 
While the Eternal correlates with the Contracting Force, creating the Center. 
In other words, the Circle is the expanded center and the Center is the contracted circle. 
Both signify the First Truth that ALL IS ONE. 
So, WHY the distinction between the Tree/Temporary and the Seed/Eternal? 
Are the Temporary and the Eternal also One? 
Yes, they are ONE, and the Cosmic Purpose of it is to Cultivate CONSCIOUSNESS. 
To be Practical, the TWO correlate with the Daily Cycle of Day and Night, which are also ONE. 
During the night we are Asleep, be Unconscious. 



 

 

We Enter the day with Opening our eyes, to continue with becoming AWARE by bodily movement, feeling, 
emotion thinking and actions. 
Then we fall back into sleep, and as long as we have not managed during the Waking hours to find out 
what it takes to STAY AWAKE…we Cannot be FREE from Suffering. 
We simply “suffer” to become Aware that we are Fixed by the Temporary or Division. 
The “tree can suffer from weather conditions, insects, vandalism, etc”, contrasting its Seed-essence, which 
cannot be seen or touched until the tree has come to Maturity. 
Similar with us, Creation in the Human Form…not until we have become fully Universally Conscious that 
ALL IS ONE…we find ourselves Fixed within the world of Conditions. 
As such we create our own laws, which need to be Artificially Enforced. 
In other words, all laws next to the ONELAW can be used as a Weapon making Weapons the law. 
It is the Major part of the PLAN that brought us to Earth, to Establish the Onelaw of Creation as the 
Dominant Constant within Earth’s 3-dimensional density. 
Today the Contrast between the Two basic laws have come to the Extreme, which correlate with the Last 
CHOICE to be made by the Human: “to BE or Not to BE”? 
With the Best Choice we can Control the Secondary law with our SOVEREIGNTY Under the Onelaw. 
In the Contrary, Dependence on the Privileges given Under the Secondary law…will make us a Universal 
Traitor. 
 
 

Finding Ourselves 
to Endlessly Shine Forth From Within!  

 
  

First TRUTH: ALL IS ONE. 
Friend and Enemy are One too. 
What Separates them is by becoming the Enemy to Ourselves first. 
This is accomplished by Forgetting that ONENESS is The ORIGIN. 
The lack of MEMORY is due to the FOOD we eat Not having the Memory of the Seed.  
The Food with the Total Memory Is the Whole Cereal Grain, that upon the Digestive Process becomes the 
BLOOD that goes to the Heart before going to the Brain from where we can become Aware, Think and 
make a Choice. 
Without the integration of the Total Memory the MIND “thinks that it can Control the Heart. 
The Heart Thinks in terms of ONENESS. 
The Mind thinks in terms of Opposites 
Know that the Heart has Brain-cells too. 
Friend and Enemy are Merely Front and Back belonging to the SAME ONENESS . 
DIVISION  and the consequential Conflict begins from here, by the ILLUSORY  Perception of one Side 
Over the Other. 
The Enemy is merely the Missing part of Our True selves. 
Hence Self-devaluation and self-destruction follows when we try to Destroy the Enemy. 
It is like Separating the Root from the Branch-system of a Tree. 
In True Life there is no Superiority of one over another, only Complementariness.  
WHY have we Allowed Ourselves to be Subjected to the Destructive Division, which has come to the Very 
Extremes of the “To BE or Not to BE”? 



 

 

We Temporarily EXITED the ONENESS, where we were in DEEP SLEEP, so that we can become AWARE 
that we are the Totality within the Totality, that ALL IS ONE. 
The time is upon us to Totally WAKE UP! 
 
 

The Way for becoming a 

Universal SOVEREIGN 
 
We Begin with a HEAD upon the Conception in Mother´s Womb. 
Then, within the 8 days following the Heart Develops in the Head. 
With the flow of Mother´s Blood the Evolutionary past is condensed in the Womb, 
whereby the Body is Extended from the Head. 
As such the Heart “sinks” to make place for the TONGUE. 
As the Body develops, to also contain the EARTH (Small-intestine), the Nervous system 
develops towards the Head. 
Consequently the BRAIN develops. 
Then, upon Birth the “Bodily Mouth” (Umbilicus) shifts to the Head from where we can 
THINK, become Conscious and make Decisions. 
Now, with the Mind/Thinking we can set the Basis for the Ascension Process, to 
LIBERATE Ourselves from the 3-Dimensional into the INFINITE or Non-dimensional. 
This can only happen by the Releasing of Earth´s Nucleus through the Human Body 
into the Higher Realm. 
That´s why our BLOOD´s center is similar as that of Earth´s. 
So, with the Earthly FOOD, with the Help of the Plants, we must fully Connect with 
Earth´s Circumference, in order to go beyond Her Ionosphere, of which its Frequency is 
Similar as that of the Brain. 
However… having been endowed with Creator´s POWER (FREE WILL) we can also go 
Against the Liberation FROM WITHIN (Breaking through “Mystery Egg´s Shell” or 
Ionosphere). 
The Evidence that this is true, is by the creation of the Nano-technology to BIND 
Human´s Brain Frequency with the LOWER Frequencies (cell-phone, micro-wave 
devises, media, “education”, junk-foods). 
The Dis-connection with Higher Realm can Basically happen with the Hampering of the 
Earth-nucleus Connection by way of the Manipulated FOOD. 
By not Having the Complete MEMORY and SEED-Power contained by the Blood, the 
Brain/Mind remains Oriented on the Horizontal level, so that we can be easily controlled 
from the Earth´s 3-dimensional level. 
And this is How the “Low Frequency System” can TRAP the “Human in the Making with 
short-lived Pleasures/Sensations (palliatives, sex, fashion, games and all sorts of 
illusions). 
So, we must KNOW HOW to CONTROL what goes into the MOUTH, from where we 
can via the Small-intestine, where the Food Changes into the Blood, Control the BRAIN 
via  the HEART.  
This Inner-Control we can Loose when we allow the Short-lived Sensations Control the 
Brain by-passing the Small-intestine with refined foods, such as Sugar, Coca Cola, 
Fanta, Chemicalized foods, even too many fruits and juices.  



 

 

In Sort, we can be in full CONTROL of the TOTAL BEING, VIA the Mouth-Small-
intestine-Heart, to become the Universal SOVEREIGN, who Realizes that it is the 
Creator of its Own Reality. 
Know more about the Sacred Art of Eating, as it is presented by the Oneheart University 
Alliance. 

Also visit www.shaketheanthil.info 
 

 
To Win the Decisive Battle Within 

  

      
     Wars were waged throughout the Universe and all the Gods could not make Peace. So, what could 
possibly be the Solution? The PORTAL of Peace is needed for the Purification Process to be initiated. This 
Portal has to be Extremely Dense/Centered in order to bring forth the Creative Force (Creation began by it) 
From Within (Heart’s Center or “Point-zero”). Hence planet Earth was chosen for her Extreme 3-
Dimensional Density. This Earth-Human Relationship is also evident by both having the same Nucleus-
power (Magnetism). 
     Thus Creation became Condensed in the Human Form, to also contain the Creative Force that at the 
end has to be released by making the CHOICE to BE (Self-realization, both as an Individual and a 
Collective Being = World Peace).   

 
The Criteria of the Peace Process: 

A- The Human to be TESTED by way of Feeling and Intelligence, in a Collective way within Earth’s 3-
Dimensional Density (greatest density in the Universe) . 
B- The creation of the Extreme Duality, of Body, Mind and Spirit. 
C- The use of Free Will to Consciously make the Choice to BE. 
 
     Thus the Best Warriors of the Universe were Selected, to be part of the Test/Experiment, and were 
ordered to FIND OUT what it takes to create WORLD PEACE, that we by now can describe as follows: 

A 
    By being Creation in the Human Form, we can also internalize Earth by way of FOOD, especially the 
food that has the Total Memory, the whole Cereal Grain, also needed in the creation and maintenance of 
the complex Human body-cell. As such the Human can have the extreme Conscious 3-dimensional 
experience (also the suffering...).  
 
     Thus, those who control the Food from where the Blood originates, can also control the Human and its 
Relationship with Creation and the Creator. Also know that the TEST is based on the creation of the 
Extreme Contrast: Creation verses Anti-creation. And it is by this extreme duality that the Portal of Peace 
can be created. We cannot have a portal with only one side. How well can the Human succeed in the 
creation of Anti-creation? So, in the final stage Roma’s INQUISITION (to locate the Enemy that we want to 
delete from the Universe) was created, and by it Everything that is needed to maintain the Human within 
Creation became “Illegal” under the “Roman Law” (secondary laws which can be used as weapons, which 
ultimately make weapons the law, as it is today). And the Punishment for not obeying the “Roman law” 
became death by torture. Today it is “death by enjoying a torturous way of life”.  

 



 

 

The Inquisition 
     Law is the Constant whereby Order can be created and maintained. So, to create an order that 
absolutely contrasts the Order of Creation, a Process is needed to make Humanity absolutely Obedient to 
the Secondary/Roman law. And the initiation to it was the Control over Food. Therefore Woman, the 
Controller of Food, needed to be focused on, to become the Main-target or “enemy number one” of the 
state (the “witch”). Moreover, her KITCHEN was the Center of Government. It was the first Temple 
(church), Laboratory, Hospital (food is the primary medicine), School of Life (home-schooling) and Bank 
(storing the Universal food that we can multiply by growing it and eat it too). Also the Alchemist, who used 
the Onelaw in the practice of the Universal Science, was Roma’s target. From thereon Chemistry became 
the basis of the science that grew out to today’s global electronic control-system. Also, the Midwife was 
hunted down, because she helped the Mother to create strong healthy Children (no vaccines). Has the 
Inquisition ever ended? Ask the Pope and he would say “yes, it is of the past”. Then present another 
question….”so, then when and how did it end”? Silence would be the answer. Today’s global order of 
control (NWO) is the Proof that WE have succeeded in the creation of Anti-creation, in every detail! And, 
we can Un-create it too. 

 
B 

     Now the TEST: Unifying the Two sides in order to have the PORTAL of PEACE. The UNION of the Two 
is the Test. Anti-creation does Not want the Union under Creator’s Onelaw, because it has systematically 
schemed the Heart to be controlled by the Mind. The Human can only Pass the Test by having the Heart 
control the Mind, by way of FORGIVENESS (the system is of the contrary, Revenge and Punishment). In 
other words, the Union of Heart and Mind can basically happen by the BLOOD that contains the Total 
Memory, to connect Heart and the Brain from where we can Think and make Choices. Again Food, and 
since Anti-creation is in control of the food-cycle, it requires Humanity to again get in full control of the 
Primary Medicine, Food, to Heal and Reconstruct the World, From WITHIN. First Srep: make the Kitchen 
again the Center of Government! 

 
C 

     What is Free Will? How free are we to use our will? Firstlyy, we must make the distinction between the 
two basic Systems: 

 
Creation 

     Living according to the Unconditional Onelaw of Creation, which has no need for any form of artificial 
enforcement (weaponry). This Law or Absolute Constant is the self-enforcing CHANGE, which Happens 
anyway, whether we like it or not. Going along with Change is the Way of the Wise. Example: the Seasons 
are the result of the Onelaw and together create all the Power to make the plants grow. These plants 
become our food and by eating the food according to the seasons we naturally inherit the Power that we 
can then apply to our growth of Mind and Spirit. The contrary is happening today, because we are not 
following the Law of laws, and instead follow the will of another or just the subjection to 
commercially/politically (also fashion) created norms. 

 
Anti-creation 

     Today’s educational system was created by Roma and does the contrary, the blind obedience to 
“authority” and “behind the closed door created laws”- all done to have the Mind be dictated by the 
artificially cultivated ignorance, appetites and addictions. This (dis-) order’s last stage to be victorious is by 
Humanity to make the “choice” of “Not to BE” (micro-chipped) = Self-denial/betrayal. Therefore it has 
DELIBERATELY EXPOSED itself as being Corrupt, Cruel and Destructive, to then give the “opportunity” for 



 

 

Humanity to seek “justice and freedom” under the Same Roman law by which the injustice and restriction 
was created. Knowing how to Live under Creator’s Onelaw is most feared by the “system”, because it takes 
away the need for the “protection” of the “Same”. We can imprison all the corrupt ones and STILL end up 
with the same ignorant masses who merely want to survive and have “fun”, not knowing or caring about the 
Realization of the PLAN. 

 
Demonocracy 

The Order of Demons to Systematically bring Humanity into Total Submission 
 

     Demonocracy is a word that mysteriously disappeared from the dictionary. WHY? So, let’s examine it 
and be clear about it to conclude how it has been used. It is the ‘final Trojan horse’ that Aldous Huxley 
described as follows: 
 
     There will be in the next generation or so a pharmacological method of making people love their 
servitude and producing dictatorship without tears so to speak. Producing a kind of painless concentration 
camp for entire societies so that people will in fact have their liberties taken away from them, but will rather 
enjoy it, because they will be distracted from any desire to rebel by propaganda, or brainwashing enhanced 
by pharmacological methods. And this seems to be the final revolution’ (‘solution’?). 
 
     In earlier days a fortress or castle was often besieged by surrounding it to starve the defenders. In some 
cases it did not work. Troy was besieged for ten years. The enemy could not invade from the Outer. So, 
therefore the ‘Trojan horse plot’, to defeat from the INNER. Consumerism is Demonocracy’s ‘Trojan horse’ 
and has been used as follows: 
 
1. Make the masses believe that they have a choice with the ‘majority-win vote’, so that a ‘chosen few’ can 
decide what the ‘options’ are. Today people are allowing themselves be distracted by STAGED 
demonstrations and petitions, but NONE of them truly point out the very root of all the corruptions. 
2. By the manipulation of the daily life basics: food, beverages, shelter, communication (media), half-truths 
(‘scientific information’) and exchange (money). 
3. By the destruction of the family-unit.  
4. By the inquisition’s created medical system to weaken the Body, which is Creation in the Human Form. 
Pope Francis recently stated that the ‘church is the body of God’. The truth is that the body is the church of 
God. This reveals that the Vatican created inquisition has not ended. It has become global, which is the 
demonocracy that the ignorant masses believe is democracy. The true democracy is of, by and for the 
People. Today it is completely of the opposite. 
5. By making money the main-issue, so that via the mind the entire Being can be kept with the Velvet-
prison 
 
 

CONTROL 
 
What is “Control”? 
Control also means to “check it Out”, to Manage or Investigate that of what is of our 
Concern. 



 

 

In other words, we want to Sense and Secure that what is within our “claimed space” 
(Circle). 
It also implies RESPOSIBILITY. 
And when the extend of the territory is “out of sight”, we have to delegate the 
responsibility or create a System to have the “ Greater Control”. 
A leader of a Nation cannot be “everywhere”, and thus must Delegate responsibilities.  
Today, the “System” wants to TOTALLY Control Humanity and the World, and does it 
with the use of the Planetary Satellite Spy System. 
This method requires “extra people” to aid a “chosen few”, who want to Dominate from 
one Center or “HEAD/MIND-quarter”.  
Of course this cannot be Foolproof, because the “helpers” can for some reason “have 
an opinion” and rebel. 
Therefore the “solution”, by making Humanity MINDLESS, and this can happen with the 
creation of the ARTIFICIAL BRAIN. 
The Artificial Womb is already in use. 
Prior to it, the Bypassing of the Small-intestine where the FOOD is biologically 
transmuted into the BLOOD, which enables us to THINK. 
Therefore SUGAR has been used as the “main-ingredient”, because this highly Refined 
substance will similarly as alcohol. 
It enters the Blood before it can be stabilized and further transmuted in the Small-
intestine. 
So, instead of us to do the Inner-Refining, the Food is externally Refined, which 
Disables us to be in CONTROL to Determine HOW we want to INDEPENDENTLY 
cultivate our own Uniqueness with the Independent Cultivation of Consciousness. 
Instead, becoming the Obedient CLONE who loves to be Out of Control, to enjoy the 
“ongoing orgasm” by way of Pleasure and SEX. 
The Human has the Universal Imprint of the “Totality within the Totality”, and thus can 
BE in Control of itself. 
And thus difficult to be Controlled by another. 
That´s why the EXPLOITATIVE Order has been SYSTEMATICALLY Disempowering 
(since Roma´s INQUISITION) Humanity by way of Food and Blood Devaluation. 
And on top of it the Deception and Disorientation by way of “Education”, Media and all 
sorts of Propaganda. 
All of it began with Roma Destroying the Ancient Libraries and Killing of the Wisdom-
keepers, especially the Alchemists.    
Now Humanity must Know HOW to be LIBERATED from the Trap with its False 
Teachings. 
The PRINCIPLE to that is to be in CONTROL of the Center of centers, which is located 
in the HEART... to be Connected via the MOUTH, basically with FOOD and Way of 
Eating. 
Food comes from All of Creation, and it is by the PLANT that more or less Creation is 
Condensed to become FOOD. 
So, by Eating Food we increasingly CENTER Creation, until it reaches Heart´s Center. 
Then to the Brain from where we can “Investigate”, to CONTROL. 



 

 

This “HEAD-quarter” is indeed the “Original CIA” (Central Intelligence Agency) from 
where the Circle can infinitely Expand and be Controlled, all Depending on What and 
How we use FOOD to Synchronize the Outer with the Inner (Sacred Art of Eating). 
The understanding of all of the above has been Narrowed down to the Concept of the 
“money-control¨, to be attained by having ourselves BE CONTROLLED by an 
ILLUSORY CONCEPT of VALUE. 
Therefore we go to “school”, to get a job, to “earn money”, to be fully Preoccupied with 
the “Survival of the fittest” (competition).  
To be fully Controlled by the “chosen few”... Humanity has to be DE-valuated with the 
Things and Ways which Devalues the Individual FROM WITHIN, basically with the 
Manipulated Foods, Beverages and “Medicine” (vaccines, drugs). 
This works quite well, because anything we value correlates with How we value 
Ourselves, because ALL IS ONE (First Truth). 
And this explains WHY Money and Everything that can be bought with it has been 
steadily Devaluating. 
Making the whole World a Trash-bin and Mass-grave is the System´s GOAL (total 
pollution, deforestation, making everything artificial) 
ALL has come to Manifest with the Human to SHOW its attained INFERIORITY, to be 
powerless against the most primitive form of life, the VIRUS, and even of a lower 
Frequency, such as the “5G”.. 
 
 

HOMAGE to the Oppressor! 
 
Human…where are you coming from? 
What are you doing here? 
Where are you going to? 
What is your Mission? 
The Total Answer in one Formula. 
The Seed is in the Tree and the Tree is in the Seed. 
The SEED we Contain, to Remember where we came from. 
With Earth’s Fertility the Seed Grows by the POWER of ONE. 
The Tree Continues with the Succeeding Seed. 
We Contain Both, Seed and Tree. 
Our Mission is to bring forth the TEACHING that ALL IS ONE. 
The Human is now going through the TEST or Labor-pains, 
Giving Birth of itself, by itself and for itself with the POWER of the SEED. 
This POWER we must be Aware of, so that we can USE it Constructively. 
Oppression by the Fear to BE instills the Search for LOVE 
And when we Find it we can HATCH Mystery Egg Earth FROM WITHIN. 
Continue with the CARE to SHARE POWER. 
Know that the Seed Serves as the Center of CONTROL. 
The Oppression is of the External, Needed to AWAKEN the WILL to BE. 
Know that we are the Totality within the Totality. 
Who can ever Oppress the Totality separate from the Totality? 
The Egg’s SHELL is Not to Oppress, nor Impress. 



 

 

It brings forth the Hatching-Power FROM WITHN, 
So, GO FOR IT, All the WAY! 
Enter the WAY from Heart’s Center. 
This is the SECRET and Essence of the ONEHEART Teaching. 
The WAY is of those who Know HOW to Plant the SEED. 
At last WE will Create on Earth the True GOVERNMENT OF, BY and FOR the PEOPLE! 
One Seed Ten Thousand Seeds is the WAY of Infinite Wealth, FREEDOM. 
So, Honor The MOTHER of Mothers, for She is the Essence of the SEED. 
It is She who has the POWER to Transcend the Labor-pain. 
It is She who can LIBERATE HUMANITY from the Global Oppression. 
It is She who we all have WITHIN. 
We can CREATE FOM WITHIN. 
Peace, Wealth, Happiness and Freedom can Only be Gained FROM WITHIN! 
Oppression? 
Dominance? 
Know that the MEEK who will inherit the Earth, are of the SEED’s CENTER. 
The SEED is the MOTHER of Mothers, the PORTAL that Connects the Unknown with Creation. 
Those who do not Honor the Mother will NOT be able to TASTE LIFE, but DEATH. 
So, who are the Leaders of Today? 
That of Life or of Death? 
That of Wealth or of Poverty? 
That of Truth or of Lies? 
That of Justice or of Injustice? 
That of Love or of Hate? 
That of Generosity or of Greed? 
That of Health or of Disease? 
That of Peace or of War? 
That of Freedom or of Slavery? 
That of BE or Not BE? 
SEARCH your Mind and Heart, and Know the Difference, to then make The CHOICE! 
 
Homage to the “OPPRESSOR” who have set the Process in Motion - with the Following Song: 
 

Wake Up, Wake Up Wake Up! 
Rise with the Rising Sun! 

Listen to the Heart! 
We Are On, We Are One, We Are One! 

 
 

The Velvet Prison 
 
     What is a Prison? Why do we need a prison? These basic questions need to be answered first, in order 
to make the prison not needed anymore. Prisons are not pleasant places to be in and are a burden to 
society when they are not properly used. Today’s prisons are breeding-grounds of crime, because the laws 
which are used to sentence the criminal are the result of the criminal behaviour against the Creator and His 
Creation, by the ‘higher ups’.  



 

 

 
     Creator’s Law has been overruled by the laws of those who want to be the leader and owner of the 
world. Of course this cannot be unless humanity fully agrees with the corruption. The principle to be applied 
is to let the Mind fully control the Heart, and goes along with making secondary laws overrule the only true 
Constant or Law, of the Creator. And, since Creator and Creation are One, Creation must be put under the 
control of the secondary laws as well. This oppressive approach has been staged on Earth through the 
Human Potential that’s centre around Free Will. This Will is that of the Creator Who controls from within the 
Heart. Moreover, the Human, being Creation in the human form, needs to be redesigned (cloned) in the 
image of the inferior, artificial god or warden of the Velvet Prison. A Velvet Prison it has to be, otherwise 
humanity will not volunteer to be in it! This prison can only come to completion when there is not a single 
true Human left who can possibly make us SEE the invisible walls of the Prison. This is how the walls have 
become invisible. It is of the disconnected Mind, from the Heart:  
 
     Without the following information you may have no idea what to DO, to prevent from becoming a bio-
robot. The scientific witchcraft is in place and you are already under the Spell by being a part of 
Consumerism. 
 
 

Total Terrorism 

     Dictionary: Fear is having the unpleasant feeling that you think you are in danger This idea or concept of 
what fear is has been used as the principle to Trap Humanity by the way of Consumerism. Moreover, 
‘democracy’ became possible by this self-oppressive state of Mind, in the creation of a ‘Happy Slaves’ 
planet. The sequential steps for the creation of Consumerism are as follows:  

1. Change the Unpleasant into the ‘pleasant’, in such a way that the ‘pleasant’ becomes the desirable 
psychological norm in daily life – systematically controlled through ‘education’, commercials, ‘scientific 
information’ (derived from corporate funded laboratories), media, politics, to justify the ‘need’ to market 
‘comforts’. 

2. Make all of the above only available by a monopolised concept of value, which is the money that is under 
full control of those who have created stage 1. As such we must Labour and even kill (doesn’t matter what 
job, as long as it pays well) to get the money we need to have the desired comforts. 

3. Make us uncomfortable with the idea that our comfort-zone can be taken away by another. Thus we 
must compete to stay on top of our job. Self-oppression by people policing each other. 

4. Expand the competition between categories of nations by way of political ideologies, so that the fear to 
lose the acquired comfort is instigated on a global scale. Fascism, communism and any other faction that 
supports terrorism have been financed by the SAME who now finance ‘democracy’. It has let to today’s 
‘globalisation’ where one end of the world has to depend on the other end, through the middleman or the 
‘same’. Now humanity can be easily full-scale played out on the scientific-psychological level by way of 



 

 

economics and the internet. Money is purely a mind created ‘non-thing’ like any other ‘thing’ that is subject 
to the marketing of commodities. 

5. The only Thing left to be controlled by the ‘same’ is the Soul or the Direct Connection with the Creator. 
Therefore we must fully deny the Creator Within. This control is essential for the system that is managed 
under the rule of an inferior god, because we are Creation in the Human form. And since Creator and 
creation are One, we must first of all relinquish Creation Within by way of food. For food is the Link between 
us and Creation without (Total Mirror), which is the realm by which we can realize who we Are, in order to 
expand our consciousness of freedom. This expansion can only be when we have the Will to make the 
Limit the Steppingstone. In other words, changing the conditional into the unconditional. The more 
conditions we acquire the more we block ourselves from true freedom, and by consumerism we 
exponentially create the condition – that’s why the system will NOT provide a single solution for any 
problem. ‘medicine’ and ‘laws’ are created to create more of it. This has become glaringly obvious. 

6. Now that our most basic need, Food, is globally under the control of “same”, making one believe that 
money is the only thing left for survival. That is, when we continue our thinking to be controlled by the “food 
of the same”. The “Same” know this too, that’s why the last extreme efforts are made to outlaw any real 
food that can be independently grown. 

7. Meanwhile, the “same” systematically reduce the value of the money whereby the masses measure 
themselves by. It proportionally declines the self-esteem and along with the increasing need to have 
money, it becomes likely for us to in turn to become the worthless money with the acceptance of the 
microchip-implant. Then, since “democracy” is of the “majority rule system” (controlled by the “Same”) – 
when the masses have accepted the implant, the microchip becomes then mandatory, like it already is with 
the pet dog. Humanity has then joined “Mc Donald’s Farm - Heya heya ho”! We have become Sheeple.  

8. In the 1-7 process the CONCEPT of “terrorism” has been used to increase the Fear-factor, to the point 
where we completely Fear to BE. It requires us to fully accept corruption as the norm. The “911 incident” 
was therefore staged. In full view of the world we witnessed the deliberately clumsy set up to blame a “Bin 
Laden” for the act, but now it has become a “public secret” that it was to the benefit of the “same”, who now 
can show that humanity have surrendered to their will, by accepting ourselves to be treated as a “potential 
terrorist” at “checkpoints” around the world. This will go on until the entire planet is “under check” via the 
satellite system. The sell-out to an inferior god has almost come to completion. Almost, because there is 
still the chance to restore the Kitchen as the Centre of Government. 

Consumerism 

     In the midst of a world where the masses feel comfortable with consumerism, we can expect great 
resentment when we point out that consumerism is humanity’s worst disease and that it can only be Cured 
with the Total Revolution From Within – today known as the One heart Revolution. Consumerism is not just 
the satisfying of appetites. It has become the global disease that drags millions of people in the mass-grave 



 

 

upon great sufferings. Daily at least 100.000 miserably die to uphold consumerism, so that the ‘unaffected 
nations’ can happily do their daily shopping. The ‘globalisation’ makes sure that one end of the world must 
depend on the other end to get the distribution of food secured. The demand of the ‘privileged consumer’ is 
not restricted to food. All things that the ‘privileged consumer’ wants has to be available at their fingertips, 
the same fingers which touch the money to keep the consumer ‘on top of the world’. Although this ‘all you 
can eat person’ is pushed with the back against the wall, it will do nothing Effective to help with the Cure. 
The backwards force is greater, because the Power to advance is lacking, due to the absence of the blood 
with the Total Memory. We can come to this conclusion when we do the sincere Self-examination from the 
Heart. 

Global Prison Maintenance 

     Everything we fear and go along with, becomes our master. At first there was the ‘bacteria-fear’. Thus 
the antibiotic (anti-life) was created to integrate the nature of the bacteria. Then it became the ‘virus-fear’, to 
be integrated with the vaccine. This was the set up for the ‘AIDS Concept’, patented so that the owners of 
this non-existent creature can create the ‘solution’ to what they say is a ‘disease’ that cannot be cured. It 
cannot, because it does not exist! In other words, an illusion has been used to instil the fear about Nothing, 
so that we can be mastered by ‘something’ that cannot be detected by the senses and mind, to then be 
trapped within invisible walls or Nothing. Yet heavily conditioned but not noticed, because we have become 
Nothing.  

     Next the ‘computer-virus fear’, that today millions of people keep on the edge of the fear that can 
completely dull the mind. This goes on towards subtler levels until we become Fear, by the integration of 
the ‘fear creating fear virus’. Finally, the spiritual suicide by the complete surrender to the satanic god who 
owns all of the establishments institutions. 

The Norm 

     From Latin Norma, which is carpenter's square or a rule. The Norm can be interpreted in two ways:1. 
Within the Changing World. 2. Within the Unchanging World 

     Both worlds are maintained by a Constant or Law. The Norm of the changing world is Constant, 
absolute and eternal. This assures the eternal world (‘here and now’) without a beginning and end, where 
at every moment the Two are One. This explains the ultimate Power of the Individual’s (from Latin 
individuus/indivisible, ‘indivisible-two’) Free Will, by which the Choice can be made to be driven by the 
Unstoppable NOW. This supreme force becomes complete with the Self-realisation (the to BE or I AM). 
Being gifted with Free Will the Self (closest to the Creator, within) can choose to be Conscious within the 
outer or within the inner. 



 

 

     When the choice is made to experience the outer world, over the inner, then the Perception of constant 
or law has to be changed, because change does not change. Thus by applying the Deductive mindset, by 
which the concept of constant can be changed into the Inconstant (laws that can be changed), the Self can 
be ‘externalised’. Consequently the order of the outer-world must become fixed. 

     In other words, within the eternal world Change is the norm that has to be contrasted with the norms of 
the non-changing or finite world, which causes laws to be corrupted. This explains the extreme efforts to fix 
the Human within the illusory straight-jacket of body, mind and spirit. Ultimately it is done by the cloning of 
the Human in the image of an illusory god. This god correlates with the laws which are needed to contain 
the world within an illusory realm, where money is used to manipulate the illusory concepts of value and 
being. 

     Moreover, to keep the Human within the secondary order the ‘externalised-self’ must be kept within the 
illusion that it is in control of the constant or government (controlling the enforcement of law) by which one 
can be secure. Hence the scheme of today's democracy to make the corruption of ‘law and order’ the norm. 
Millions of Humans have already accepted the corrupt politicians (that they vote in) to be their leaders. This 
truly shows how much one has lost ones Centre Within. The ‘new world order’ can only continue with the 
systematic creation and maintenance of its norm, by ones fear not to belong to the corruption. 

     In short: Unless corruption becomes the Norm, the artificial ‘new world order’ has no chance to last. 
Artificial indeed, presented in the following order in its development: 

1. Artificial laws  
2. Artificial food  
3. Artificial medicine  
4. Artificial organs  
5. Artificial way of thinking 
6. Artificial way of life  
7. Artificial universe  
8. Artificial god 
 
     The focus on the last one began with the religion that replaced Creator's One Law, with laws that require 
an institution or government that can enforce the secondary laws. Hence the ‘new world order’ for ‘making 
war for peace’ and management of any form of Terrorism. And it all began with Roma’s INQUISITION. 

     As it is, lies and any form of corruption are deliberately made obvious, to make one accept corruption to 
be the norm. Laws are piling up to put humanity in the voluntary straight-jacket. ‘oh it is a law’, ‘’let’s 
demonstrate’, ‘write your congressman’, ‘sign this petition’, it is a joke. We have become like sheep. We 
see in front of us the slaughter, but continue in the same direction. We see that the ship is sinking and hold 
on to it until the downdraft gets us. Have we totally lost the courage to choose the salvation in the Infinite 
Ocean of which we are a microcosm? Are we even able to think? 



 

 

     The ‘911’, less than 10% of the people of the USA believe that this ‘incident’ was staged by the so called 
‘Ikaida’, and way less by the people around the world. Yet, we globally allow ourselves to be treated like 
criminals at ‘checkpoints’, by those who staged the whole idea of ‘terrorism’. There is ‘something missing 
inside’, that makes us so powerless and docile. 

     Indeed, we are not Practicing Creator’s Law. We have been pushed with the back against the wall, 
because we do not make the limit that is in front of us the Steppingstone. We need the One heart 
Revolution to get back the inner-Power or Creator’s Will, to move on 

Memory 

     The dictionary merely says that memory is ‘I remember your face. I saw you before’. Something we 
remember. But what IS IT? The following analogy can give us a more accurate description of what memory 
actually is. 

     We visited a friend and on our way to the car, to come home, we discovered that we forgot the car’s key 
at the place we just visited. So, we must go back to retrieve it. Memory makes the connection between 
Beginning and End. The distance or gap between the two extremes, beginning and end, gives us the 
opportunity to have an experience or time to “think it over”. Memory correlates with the context in which we 
can grow or cultivate Consciousness. Also an opportunity to exercise the mind, to find out how we can use 
it for making the best Choice to BE, I AM. 

     The seed is in the tree and the tree is in the seed. The seed has the total memory, because it is the 
Union of the Alpha and Omega. By the “tree” we can become Aware of what is hidden in the seed. So, by 
the seed’s growth we can go beyond the extremes of beginning and end, due to Creator’s Law, which is 
Change, the absolute and eternal constant. So, between the very extremes of the root (Alpha) and branch 
(Omega) system, by these polarities circulation or Relationship becomes possible. In other words, the true 
relationship is based on Creator’s Law. By change we can know what the Alpha and Omega hide within. 
They contain the Infinite Possibilities, which can only be realized through the duality whereby a context can 
be created in which we can have an experience or “drama”. 

     Another way of understanding Memory is by the Centre/Circle analogy. The center (seed) is the 
contracted circle and the circle (tree) is the expanded center. They are One. The perception of this 
Oneness comes from within the nucleus, seed or Heart. Here the “unchanging change” is absolutely still 
and silent - from where the Knowing comes from. Question and Answer become One at the Centre, where 
we can be as close as possible with the Creator. When we find this Centre Within, then we will Know. But, 
when a distance is created between question and answer, we can get engaged with the ever deepening 
probe with the never-ending WHY, to give constantly a New Meaning to what the Seed contains. Always 
bringing forth new possibilities which can be realized while we “forget” that ALL IS ONE. 



 

 

     We are now ending a “tree-stage”. The tree is dying to birth the seed that can create the next tree. We 
brought forth today’s world with all the might that the Creator gave us in the form of Free Will. We can use 
His Will, because we are Creation in the Human Form. And since Creation and Creator are One, we must 
make His Law the Primary Constant to distil the tree back into the seed that’s Within. Now we must 
remember that ALL IS ONE. We need the memory that we can restore with the Sacred Art of Eating, for 
Food is the distillation of Creation. It is by the gap between the Alpha and Omega that a parasitic order 
could come about, that is now doing everything possible to destroy the Seed, so that the Tree can be 
owned under secondary laws. It is absurd but true, that the only way to “secure” this kind of “ownership” 
can only be by diminishing that what is to be “owned” and ‘”invested” in the VOID. This is the innate nature 
of the Demon, to reverse everything that is part of Creation into a non-existent form. This is pure illusion. 
That’s why today’s demonocracy does everything possible to reduce value on the monetary level. So, by 
ultimately accepting the microchip implant we can be fully owned by the Demon and be kept “safe” within 
the Void. This can be done, because we have become money, nothing! The Demon knows that nothing can 
escape the Oneness or Creator’s Domain and is clever enough to use this Truth. Thus the Demon say’s 
“OK, I can KEEP you within the Oneness, but then in a regressive way and ultimately from the void you can 
possibly again enter Creation in a progressive way. But now you must prove that you can truly say I AM. 
Until then you belong to me. So, you better obey my laws or else “. 

    The demonic order does everything possible to destroy any relationship that can Unite and from it the 
opportunity to create the Consciousness that WE ARE ONE, the I AM. The family unit is no more, as it is 
within. Right and left-brain, Mind and Heart have been put within a conflicting condition. All spaces which 
are needed to maintain and cultivate relationship are now divided in “smoking and no smoking sections”. It 
has nothing to do with Health. People are now spying on one another to see who is smoking or not 
smoking. It is absurd! All of it is happening while around the world airplanes are massively spraying Earth’s 
space with deadly chemicals. Whole flocks of birds drop dead from the sky because of it. Only with the 
restoration of the Total Memory, can Humanity be revived from the hypnotic state of self-oppression. 
Therefore the One heart Revolution is needed for the Global Awakening. 

Evolution of Consciousness 
 

Both Heaven and Earth give Birth the FORM. 
WATER Links Heaven with Earth. 
FIRE Links Earth with Heaven. 
Heaven gives Birth to Substance. 
Earth gives Birth to the Meaning of Substance. 
The Human can Combine Substance and Meaning by way Unifying Heaven and Earth WITHIN 
Which will Ultimately make Us Creation in the Human Form. 
In other words, Making Creation Conscious. 
Therefore We must have the BLOOD that Contains the Water and Fire Element. 
As such, with the Blood containing Water the Link is made with the “Heaven of the Past”.  
This Link is the MEMORY whereby We can Identify Substance by the Form it takes. 
So, by Form we can SEE the Heaven-Earth Union in many ways. 
However. Without the Complete Use of Fire and the Total Memory, We cannot REALIZE that we are 
Eternal. 



 

 

And this keeps us Confined in the Birth-Death Cycle. 
This Impermanence, which correlates with the Impermanence that Water can SHOW, enables us to have 
an Ongoing EXPERIENCE 
As how the Ultimate Permanence Maintains the Heaven-Earth Relationship 
Which sets the Basis for the Cultivation of Consciousness. 
Now We are Completing a Cycle of Consciousness within Earth’s 3-Dimensional Density. 
And requires the Human to Master the Triple-FIRE. 
The First Fire precedes Water, which is Heaven’s Lightning. 
So, Water Contains Fire. 
With the rain-Water the Fire can be Contained by Earth. 
From Her Plants can Grow, to make the Heaven-Earth Union on a higher Frequency.  
Plants become the FOOD whereby its Water give Birth to the Eater, who then can Begin to Sense. 
So, wherever the Blood flows to in the Body we can Feel and Sense everything that contributed in the 
Creation of Food. 
As through EVOLUTION the Blood increasingly Ascends, the BRAIN becomes increasingly able to Expand 
the gained Memory derived from Food  
Into Conscious Behavior and Dedication to the “Higher Being”. 
In ADDITION to the inner-Transmutation of Food into Consciousness, the Earthly Fire derived from Plants 
are added to the Food. 
Hereby the Ascension Process towards Heaven is accelerated.  
Then, with both Heavenly and Earthly Fire, the Third Fire is created. 
This fire is of the HEART, where Heaven and Earth Meet. 
Hence the Heart’s Pulsation or “Knocking on Creation’s Door” to give Entrance to the Center of centers or 
“Point-zero”. 
From this Unifying Center of Creation Cosmic ORDER is Maintained. 
This Center Correlates with the Only absolute and Eternal CONSTANT of Creation. 
This Constant is the ONELAW, CHANGE, whereby 
The Human can Change the World FROM WITHIN. 
So, with Water we can Experience the impermanent by way of Evolution. 
With Fire we can End the impermanence of the Physical Evolution by way of COOKING/EATING FOOD. 
From thereon the Realization that We are Eternal and also the Creator of our Own Reality. 
 
 

Roy Littlesun´s 

Vision Quest 
the Hopi and the 

 “Give to Give = FREEDOM” Lesson 
 
     I chose to be part of the great Test near a portal that connects the underworld with 
the upper world, which the Hopi initially went through in order to qualify to be Earth's 
stewards. 
 
     It started with my involvement with the sacred Fire Clan stone tablets. There were 
prophetic signs showing me that it was time for the world to know that the Hopi have not 



 

 

given up this responsibility of stewardship.  The tablets representing the title for this 
stewardship needed to be shown at a government office in Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
 
     It was part of the Hopi's cosmic instructions to watch out for the "gourd full of ashes", 
the atom bomb. When it's energy is released, this would be a signal hor Humanity that's 
time to return to the Natural Order. That, we cannot go beyond using our capacity to 
penetrate Great Mystery, unless we want to destroy ourselves. 
 
     Hopi scouts were then sent into the Four Directions to find the "house of mica" and 
give the message for the Return. Four attempts ("four knocks") have to be made for the 
delivery. The "house" turned out to be the United Nations building in New York. 
 
     Since then more than "four knocks" were given, but none of them were answered. 
Grandfather David Monangue was in charge of the deliveries and decided with "no 
more". Then one more attempt has to be made at Santa Fe New Mexico. 
 
     At Santa Fe the treaty was made between the USA and Mexico and concerned the 
transfer of land, the South-West, to the USA. Part of the treaty stated that the Hopi were 
not part of it and they have to be honored as a Sovereign People. But, like all the 
treaties that the USA made with the Native American, also this one was conveniently 
dishonored. 
 
     So, when in 1990 the "new world order" made its open move with its show of power 
at the Middle East, this was the sign for the Hopi that the very "last knock" has to be 
made,at Santa Fe. The sign also went along with a certain purifying herb that would 
produce yellow flowers in winter, which it did. 
 
     Now the Hopi had to show at Santa Fe that they were given by Great Spirit the Title 
of the Earth in the form of Stone Tablets. Also the request had to be made for the world 
to see the treaties on paper. 
 
     So, destiny commissioned me with the task to make the Hopi connection with Santa 
Fe. All went well and upon our return to Hopiland there was snow lightning and thunder. 
But that's where it did not stop. After this mission "all hell broke loose" for me too.  The 
great test had begun! 
 
     Then I knew that it was time for me to examine my soul deeply.  I decided to 
experience a four-day vision quest at a certain canyon. Upon my entrance to the place 
of vision a Bull Snake was lying on my path.  The Hopi says that this snake, although 
not poisonous, is more dangerous than any other snake.  If it bites you it will drain your 
soul! 
 
     The path was narrow. I either had to pass within inches of the snake or make a long 
detour.  Strangely the snake was lying straight as a pencil and it didn't move. Its tail 
pointed in the direction from which I had just come.   
 



 

 

     I had a pouch with me in which I carry Hopi cornmeal for blessings.  I approached 
the snake and sprinkled some meal on its tail.  Still the snake didn't move, but I saw just 
a slight vibration at the tip of its tail.  Trust took over and I passed the snake only at a 
foot distance.  It coiled and looked in the other direction away from me.  I continued for 
four paces and looked back.  The Bull snake, Guardian of the canyon was gone. 
 
     Half way to my destination I found three Red Tail Hawk feathers. One from the tail, 
one from the wing and one from the chest. Now, two signs were given to me.  They 
were to be my focus for the following three days.  The snake representing the Earth, the 
Hawk representing Heaven.  These were tracks leading me to the meeting point, the 
Heart.  This became very clear on the fourth day of the quest. 
 
     With the Rising Sun of the last day I found myself a spot next to a spring. I had with 
me a One-Heart Rattle containing fifty white Hopi corn kernels.  On a cloth in front of me 
serving as an altar, I placed the three Hawk feathers. With a Javanese batik cloth that I 
wore around my waist I felt comfortable, yet filled with undefined energies. 
 
     The vision came of two paths piercing through a hazy Web, showing me that all is 
interconnected.  This Oneness became obscured when I looked into the left path. This 
direction if chosen, would promise me great power and the authority to be a world 
dictator.  The condition was that I had to obey all orders, regardless of how corrupt they 
may turn out to be. I then understood the great suffering of humanity. I saw the traumas 
of the American soldiers in Vietnam who found themselves forced to do horrible things. I 
could see the trap in which humanity was and Realised that the Key, which could break 
open the global prison, can only be delivered from the Right Path. 
 
     I then looked into the Right Path and saw how equally difficult that was to walk. Once 
chosen there is no return, only suicide or a way forward.  However, once finished would 
mean the liberation of the world.  The self-imposed prison would be abolished and world 
peace would become a physical reality. 
 
     The Mirror was now given to me, to see my lack of trust in the Greatest Within.  
Where was my courage? I became suicidal and cried for help. I intuitively picked up the 
Oneheart Rattle and took out its contents, as I heard a voice saying: "listen to the 
silence." I did just that while shaking the empty Rattle, and looking into the Rising Sun. 
 
     Then... I began to realize the Oneness between the Sun and my Heart, that, when 
both are in union the Gate of Freedom is open. This would also break the spell of self-
oppression and self-denial, as we enter the realm of our greater self. courage came 
back and I confirmed my commitment to be a servant of Creation, forever.  I decided to 
walk the Right Path. 
 
     While I was shaking the empty Rattle the Hawk's chest feather suddenly went up and 
landed on top of the rattle. I shook the rattle wildly and the feather did not come off, it 
was stuck. How could that be? I looked closer and saw that at the base of the quill there 
was flesh and blood.  This made it stick. What kind of magic was this? The feather had 



 

 

come alive! Long afterwards the bloodstain on the rattle could still be seen, convincing 
me that I had definitely not been hallucinating. 
 
     Why did the Hawk feather fly up to the Rattle, Gate? The only answer I received was 
that it wanted to be put in the rattle - that my Heart had to become "feather light" and be 
lifted up, to make the Heart-connection with All There Is.  So I placed the Heart Feather 
Medicine in the Oneheart Rattle, ready to be used on the Right Path.  Now I had to 
prove that I could indeed do it.  The first step was next! 
 
     I left all my belongings behind, including my wallet, ID cards, clothes and shoes.  The 
only things I kept were the Javanese waistcloth and the Oneheart Rattle. A twenty-mile 
walk was ahead.  First over burning hot sharp stones, then through an icy cold desert 
night, sometimes making my feet bloodier than they would have been had I entered a 
thicket of thorns.  At all times I was thinking about my decision. 
 
     Finally I came back to camp where I stayed for four days, thinking over whether I can 
truly live up to my commitment, forever.  I decided to pick up all my belongings I had left 
behind, which are the tools to be used for going beyond "step one".  Every single thing 
was still there. 
 
     Afterwards I went to the San Francisco Peaks, to offer the Oneheart Rattle to Great 
Spirit. Moments after I placed it at a special spot on top of the mountain a Hawk landed 
at arm-length on my left side. It stayed for a few moments while we were looking at 
each other, then flew up and circled three times overhead before it went into the 
direction of Hopiland.  This moment of truth has been the greatest gift of my life! 
 
     I then went back to Flagstaff, a hundred miles southwest of Hopiland. My future 
adoptive Hopi father Titus Qomayumptewa was waiting there for me, telling me to return 
to Hopiland and take care of the cornfield. We embraced and cried with joy! 
 

Conclusion of the Vision Quest Experience 
 

     Had I hold on to the Rattle that contained the “Magig Feather”… I only held on to a 
Part of the Bird who shed a Part of its body, so that it can grow New feathers given by 
the Ever Giving Creator of ALL. But by UNCONDITIONALLY Giving it to the Creator… I 
was Given the LIVING Bird, both “in the flesh” and in Spirit, FREE to Fly in the 
ONENESS that we BOTH SHARE. This Total FREEDOM can Only be attained when 
we let go of the Mental Attachment to a Limited Concept of VALUE. In other words, 
anything we value correlates How we value Ourselves. When we value ourselves as 
being PRICELESS, then we cannot Hold On to anything that “belongs to us”. We 
Belong to the Totality as the Totality Belongs to us. So, HOW can we ever Claim the 
Totality other than having it be there where it can SERVE the Totality? Can that be 
when we put the bird in a cage? 
  
     We put ourselves in a Cage by holding on to things which do Not Serve the Totality. 
And the Human, the Totality within the Totality, can Only REALIZE this to be TRUE, 



 

 

when we GIVE TO GIVE. In other words, be UNCONDITIONAL (= Love) in maintaining 
ourselves within the TOTALITY. Thus Different than maintainng ourselves in the Cage 
according to the Dictates of those who Created and Own the Cage. Money and money 
related things and ways have been used to KEEP Humanity IN the “Rattle that only 
holds a tiny Part of the Bird”. With Experience of Unconditional Giving it more than a 
Bird that is FREED. It is a LESSON that can FREE EVERYONE. 

 
 
 
 

Part 2- 
The Onelaw 

 
 
 

Territory and Law 
 
     A long Evolutionary period of sequences was needed to finally come to the Human Form, which can 
Contain Creation. Yes, we are Creation in the Human Form! But does this mean we have become 
HUMAN? Much needs to be REFINED, internally, before we can truly say “ I AM that I AM”, to be fully 
Conscious that Outer and inner-Creation are ONE. And that the Creator is also Within. TODAY this 
Evolutionary Process is coming to its Conclusion. Some have become Qualified to take on them the Divine 
Responsibility (to Respond to Creation) and can take on a Leadership Task, which implies the Teaching of 
Virtue by being an Example.       
     The rest still have to Transcend the Animal-qualities. They are Territorial like the animal who competes 
for Survival. Today’s “world order” is based on this type of “human”. With the intellect driven with the animal 
instinct they create laws to secure their Own Boundaries, which are then imposed on the rest of the world. 
 
     Survival is of the Animal who has not learned yet, of how to fully Synchronize the inner with the outer, by 
being Unconscious that each of its Body-cells corresponds with a Star. It is therefore in some way 
Territorial. Territory is like the Circle that needs to be controlled from its Center. This Center is also the 
Constant, which we know as Law. So, the greater the Context to be claimed the more Potent the Law has 
to be. Not until we have reached the Consciousness within the Context of Creation....we will remain to a 
certain degree Animal and accordingly Territorial. But we, in essence Creation in the Human Form, can 
Transcend Territorial-ism. Tribes, Nations and Identities by which in some way Territory is claimed, show 
that we have Not yet become Fully Human. Today's Extreme conquest for Territory goes along with the 
Extreme Enforcement of laws which can be used as Weapons, which will ultimately make Weapons the 
law. As such it is today into its Extremes. We came to Earth to create the Portal of Peace. therefore 



 

 

Creator's Onelaw has to become the Governing Law of laws. There cannot be a greater Law or Constant 
than CHANGE. The true Human is the one who can Change From Within, because we are the Microcosm 
of the Largest Territory, Creation. The attainment of World Peace has a much greater meaning than what 
many believe is to be "nice to one another". It is the Divine Plan that concerns the entire Universe that has 
so far suffered from the Territorial-ism among the different Galactic Orders, which have been 
microscopically played out on Earth. It is now the Turn of the Human to Realize the PLAN, by making 
Creator's Onelaw the Law of laws. By this absolute and eternal Constant there is no need to resort to 
militant enforcement or any form of intimidation, because it is Self-enforcing. Change doesn't need 
anyone's interference. It Happens by itself. Hence by Living it we will Naturally be a Part of the POWER 
that Maintains Creation. It is only by he lack of this Power, that has to come From Within, that we resort to 
the secondary and inferior powers, which will lead to the Self-destruction. Hence the Last Hopi (the 
Peaceful One) Message: "Tell the World the Truth about Creator's Law". The Global Reconstruction 
Alliance (GRA) is about making the Onelaw the Governing Law of laws, so that we can have the Natural 
Alliance or Synchronicity between the Inner and he Outer, and this can make Earth the Portal of Peace, 
because it has Transcended Territorial-ism. It will also affect the entire Animal kingdom. Then the Lion and 
the Lamb can also Peacefully Live side by side. 

 
Video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B3OjfK0t1XM 

 
What is Change? 

 
     According to the Gospel of Thomas, Jesus said: 
‘When the body has become of the spirit it is a marvel, but when the spirit has become of the body it is a 
marvel of marvels’. 
 
     This truth correlates with the absolute and eternal constant of the infinite universe, Change, which 
secures Life. As such the ‘seed is in the tree and the tree is in the seed’, whereby the seed succeeds itself 
within itself, through the tree, by change. This Supreme Power is the Creative Force whereby the One and 
the Two constantly alternate and it is the ‘only ONE’ who is the observer, knower and experiencer of the 
drama that the body projects into Creation. 
 
     So, it requires Wisdom and Integrity to be the Observer and not to get entangled with the Mirror, which 
leads us to identify ourselves by the body. Body is merely the ‘bridging-tree’ to lead the seed from stage to 
stage. The seed contains the Observer, but there is not a moment during the movement (changing 
moment) where the Observer can be externally fixed, only by the illusion, by which we can find ourselves 
externalised as a ‘not to BE’. The Observer is eternal and can thus See the consequence of the non-
changing change. Being captured by the external we can See the result of change. For example, the 
movement of the wheel’s circumference. As we get closer to the wheel’s centre the perception of that what 
changes is ultimately reduced to nil. And it is at the very centre or still-point that we can ‘see Nothing’. But 
by totally letting go of the illusory outer, we can truly see the total extend of change. We can then SEE 
Oneness! 
 
     There is Change and That what changes or the result of change. Therefore the one who knows HOW to 
change can be the Master of the Self/Seed, by applying change to what constitutes the body or 
‘wheel/tree’. So, the Self being the Observer can See to it that Self succeeds the Self by how the Self uses 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B3OjfK0t1XM


 

 

change or the Creative Force. Change is the KEY for unlocking the Portal of Great Mystery that contains 
the infinite possibilities. This makes Self the Magician! 
 
     When whirling, do we get dizzy because we identify ourselves with the body or, stay focussed because 
we are one with the Observer who perceives full-spectrum. Do we become angry because we identify the 
body by objects or, be peaceful because we identify ourselves to be a part of Creator’s Body? Do we 
identify ourselves by the experience or the experiencer? What is real, the screen or the projection on the 
screen? What is projected on the screen? Who is the one who created that what is projected on the 
screen? Who is the Creator and where is He/She? 
 
     While in the ‘tree stage’, trying to find out the difference between the experience and experiencer there 
is the possibility to become overly ‘body conscious’, because the concept of ‘difference’ is created by the 
deductive mindset. This mindset is the result of the polarised brain, and the brain being a part of the body 
entices us with the body-consciousness, how it feels and what it looks like in the mirror. We look into the 
mirror and, what do we actually See? From thereon more and more temporary things and ways come about 
to entertain the body. Today the body has become quite a ‘christmas tree’! All of it has locked Humanity 
within the consumerism that has been used to have the world be exploited by a ‘chosen few’, who we elect 
to be our leaders out of fear to be left in the cold. 
 
     Exploitation known as slavery can only come about by one lacking the Integrity and Power to fulfil ones 
dream. Consequently a scheme is concocted to tap into Creation via those who have the ‘Connection’. This 
Bond is maintained by the ‘inner-link’, which is held in place by the Brain/inner-Heaven and Small-
intestine/inner-Earth polarity. Between these poles the spirit is aligned. The spirit being eternal is thus 
desired by those who function by the temporary Reactionary energies. And thus a system has to be 
devised to transfer the harmonious union into the reactionary division. "inner-Earth’ from where the 
Ascension begins, this base one wants to terminate, because the exploitative order is Earth-based and 
cannot tolerate the individual (‘indivisible-two) to be in control of the Earth-based spirit. 
 
     Woman is most in control of the inner-Earth. Thus near it is the Womb, in which the link is made with 
Creation. Therefore Man’s sperm is needed to have an aspect of Creation be distilled and connected with 
the ovum or distilled Earth. As such a spirit can find entrance into the physical realm in order to be part of 
the Earth-experience. When we see the child’s body growing, what we actually see is how portions of 
Creation are distilled around the spirit. Along with this accumulation the Memory grows and by the 
Remembering we also re-enter or re-connect with the different aspects from where the Memory originated. 
As such a hologram is created in which we create our own reality. 
 
     The ‘cosmic pirates’ have since ages waited for the ‘big harvest’. They have systematically instigated 
the weakening of Memory, through the creation of governing systems in conjunct with education, science, 
agriculture, medicine, commerce, media and the church. Woman has been especially targeted, for she was 
the Alchemist who controlled the body through the arts performed in the Kitchen. In the West this came to 
an end with the persecution of the ‘Witches’. About five million Women were tortured or burned alive to 
serve as an example. From thereon chemistry took over. This reactionary science, using the deductive 
mindset (approaching the inner from the outer) coincides with the destruction of the nucleus where the 
Memory is contained. Externally it led to the creation and use of the atom-bomb. From thereon Woman’s 
Womb became increasingly targeted: 
 
Birth control pills 



 

 

Organized abortion 
Routine “C-section” 
Artificial insemination 
Regular removal of the Womb and Ovaries 
Soon the artificial Womb (already the artificial heart) 
From thereon the clone with the complete absence of the Memory that’s needed for the Return to the 
Source. 
 
     Also FASHION has been used to debilitate Woman’s reproductive organs. Especially the Womb area 
and kidneys need to be kept warm. Today even in cold weather this area is blatantly exposed. Traditionally 
Women wore a sash around the waste and in Japan the obi was used, which is not just ‘some tradition’, but 
to protect the vital reproductive region. Practically ALL Women who now go along with this very strange 
‘exposure fashion’ will sooner or later experience ‘female problems’, including the chance of getting breast-
cancer. ‘science’ will NOT come up with the solution, because it is not in the best interest of the exploitative 
order for the Body to create the Spirit, of Freedom. It rather goes for ‘their miracle’, which is based on the 
reduction of the Soul. Anti-Creation is its aim. 
 
     The following illustrated texts explain the principle of the two contrasting realms, Heaven’s and Earth’s, 
which can together become the Oneheart-Portal, by the Human who must make the choice to BE, from the 
Heart. It is thus essential that Creator’s One Law, Change, becomes our Primary Constant, for it is the 
Supreme Power that is needed for the Self-realization. 
 
 

Change Roma into Amor 
 
     The Earth has to be turned to the former Kingdom of Heaven by the great war of the world, but it is 
impossible that war could cleanse every nook and corner. For that purpose Houses must be examined 
thoroughly and pollutants and sins of souls must be purified. And lo! In all parts of the world people’s Hearts 
have deteriorated, and their Homes need COMPLETE cleansing. Without these events, a crystal–clear 
world cannot and will not realized. 
 
     From the Ofudesaki holy scriptures of Oomoto-Kyc. The great war has steadily progressed and too 
many are oblivious to its true meaning. The greatest part of this war is that of the INNER, which is the 
Decisive Battle that can only be won with the BLOOD be purified with the Sacred Art of Eating, to release 
the Power for making the Choice to BE. The following explains the importance of the Kitchen in the 
renovation of the Home and its Family-unit, from where the world can be changed, from Within.  
 
     God helps those who help themselves. God cannot go without the Service of Man, even as Man cannot 
go without the Love of God. These Two, God and Man are interdependent.  
This DIRECT relationship between the Creator and Created has become deliberately misconstrued by 
those who want to subject humanity and the world to their exploitative motives. They have been trying to 
indoctrinate us with the belief that we are just composed of ‘protein’ and that the ‘church is the body of God’ 
(Pope Francis). The truth is that we are Creation in the Human Form and thus it is essential that we obey 
Creator’s One Law as the Primary Constant in our daily life. We are much more than “protein”. We are 
Creation in the Human Form. Let this be our “chant”. 
 



 

 

     Today’s world is the blatant reminder that the infamous inquisition has not ended. If there is any 
argument that it did, then the simple question is asked, ’when and how did it end’? This most cruel order 
has been highly refined to the point that the slaves even enjoy it. Today slaves are enslaving one another. 
 
     Not many have the notion of what the inquisition was all about. Tourists can be entertained in some 
European countries in a “torture museum” and still do not understand why CERTAIN people got tortured to 
death. 
 
     Inquisition means “to inquire”. Inquire for what? The Vatican/Rome initiated this most cruel and demonic 
order, because its aim was to subject humanity and the world to laws which are contrary to that of the 
Creator. Law is a constant and the only absolute and eternal constant is CHANGE. Change does not 
change.  
The relationship between Law and Order is like that of the centre and circumference of a wheel. The 
ultimate center is the still-point, point-zero or Nothingness, from where the Creative Force can be used to 
realize a possibility. 
 
     Our Total Being (Creation in the Human Form) is composed of Realized Possibilities and continues to 
grow by the Consciousness that is centered at Heart’s ‘point-zero’. This center of centres where every 
detail of our Being, including feelings and thoughts, are interconnected by the BLOOD that is in the small-
intestine biologically transmuted from FOOD. In other words the blood is the spoke, which connects the 
wheel’s axis and the circumference and can Unify the Two with the Memory of ONE. It is our Divine 
Responsibility to maintain and use our Total Being as it is a wheel to move on within the infinite universe, to 
satisfy the Creator with our growing consciousness, to be gained during the cosmic travel experiences. This 
journey goes along with the transcending of challenges, tests, lessons or steppingstones and it is by the 
CHOICE to BE (Creator’s Will flowing through us) that we can truly be Happy. Happy means ‘it happens’ 
and what always happens is Change. By constantly living the One Law we can Be Free. Happiness is the 
endless realization of an infinite dream (George Ohsawa). So what is our highest aspiration that we want to 
fully live for? We have to remember the Divine Plan, which unfolds through cycles. Today we are 
completing such a cycle that is ‘tailor-made’, for each one of us be realized in our own capacity, from 
Within. Roma does not want us to make this completion, because it will then be stripped from its preys.  
 
     The exploitative order can only claim its exclusive state of being by establishing its own laws, which 
cannot be absolute and eternal. The more it can contradict Creator’s One Law and Order, the more it is 
expressing its true “nature of happiness”, which is the way of suffering. Can we blame the scorpion that it 
stings? A scorpion is a scorpion and also wants to be happy by expressing its nature. The human form 
cannot forever hide the ‘scorpion’ within. The time has arrived that all will be revealed, as the Observer and 
the Mirror are becoming ONE. 
 
     The “scorpion- order, created by scorpions”, has to enforce its own laws, which is completely different 
than how the One Law is enforced. Creator’s One Law is Self-enforcing. It does not need a police, army or 
artificial scheming to allow change to be. Change just happens from moment to moment. It is with the Futile 
attempt to obstruct change that self-denial and destruction results. The Demon does not care about it, 
because it is like an addict or drunk who needs to suffer first in order to have pleasure, and verse versa. It 
comes then to the point where there is no distinction between pleasure and suffering. Here the inescapable 
Creator’s One Law becomes evident too, alternately changing pleasure and suffering, not in a circular way, 
but linear (back and forth = reaction). But by one’s lack of discernment from the Heart’s centre this 
ignorance is not noticed. From here on the drama, always trying to defend oneself by right over wrong. And 



 

 

the ‘system’ profits from it, because through ‘education’, propaganda and the ‘news’ the ignorant masses 
can be told what is ‘right and wrong’. As such millions upon millions of humans have been Sacrificed at the 
battlefields, in hospitals, by experimentation and other means of violence or terrorism. 
 
     It is only by the concept that opposites can be contradicting, such as ‘right and wrong’, that we find 
ourselves Trapped within an artificial order. Here we cannot comprehend full-spectrum, because the 
mindset is deductive, seeing from the circumference towards the center. This leads to the endless conflicts 
between individuals who cannot see the totality from only one external point of perspective. This explains 
the very principle of the Roman-empire that still controls (from behind the scene) by the principle of ‘divide 
and conquer’. Therefore it created through conquest, politics and economics all of today’s ‘nations’. Then 
its ‘United Nations to establish world-peace’, to multiply war. Furthermore, it is by ‘Roman law’ that 
‘ownership’ and ‘patents’ become possible, which then require the ‘protection’ against a price. The head-
quarter of this gangster-empire is the Vatican. 
 
     Let’s say that all the “nations sign the that ‘war is illegal”, then how will this law be enforced? Wake up 
people and think! When laws can be used as weapons, ultimately weapons become the law. Pope Francis 
initiated the signing of a treaty to end slavery and ignorant spiritual leaders fell for it. Now slaves are 
needed to enforce this law. Why not agreeing that the inquisition must end by making Creator’s One Law 
the Primary Constant? Peace and Freedom can never be established on the terms of an order that cannot 
exist without corruption, war and slavery. 
 
     The Battle of battles is at hand. It is not any longer what many believe is the conflict between nations, 
which are of the circumference or horizontal. The Decisive battle is that of between the Divine and Devils, 
which are of the Vertical. From the Centre outwards we will win (Progressive Evolution). From the outwards 
to the Centre we will lose (involution). Evil is playing out its last tricks and uses the same sweet words 
which have converted millions into the institutionalized Slavery, where we are kept at the circumference to 
be a “flatlander”, who does not know how to transcend the line that is projected on a surface. The evidence 
of it is by one not to be able to freely go around the Earth without the Flat-passport, whereby we allow 
ourselves to be identified. It is by this self-Denial that we can be kept in the mental-Trap. 
 
Roma’s inquisition targeted: 
1. Woman who mastered the Kitchen, which was the first church or temple, laboratory, hospital, school and 
bank (stored the universal money, the whole cereal grain). Consequently the shift of control from the inner 
towards that of the outer from where the Blood-quality could be controlled. And it is by the blood that we 
can control the body, feelings, emotions, thinking, discernment, choice-making, behaviour and identity. So, 
how does Roma wants us to be identified? The micro-chip implant, so that human can be a component of 
the robotic nano-system? 
2. The mid-wife, who was also the healer. Today it is the doctor who is licensed by Roma (same cross-
symbol and dead-language, Latin). 
3. The Alchemist who was the Universal scientist, using the One Law to harmonize opposites. This 
changed into the chemistry based science (reaction) that led to the creation of the atom-bomb and today’s 
satellite controlled nano-spy system (inquiring about what and how we think). It all let to a system that 
functions by way of competition, from the social and commercial sector into that of the military. 
4. Anyone who believes that the Creator is Within. Today it is illegal to say ‘I AM’ when asked by the police 
to identify ourselves. Has the inquisition ended? Hell no! 
How can the inquisition be ended? First Step, restore the KITCHEN as the Centre of Government. 
Remember, ‘God helps those who help themselves’ and to guarantee this Divine Pact, we were given 



 

 

Creation in the Human Form and the CONTROL-centre for it is the Kitchen. On this basis we can have the 
true Government of, by and for the People. The divine test of Forgiveness is also on the agenda. Change 
Roma into Amor! 

 
To BE or Not to BE and the Onelaw 

 
     A cycle of Consciousness is coming to its conclusion and is sealed with the Question: ‘to BE or not to 
BE’? The preparation in the creation of the ‘not to BE’ option required the extreme Corrupt, Destructive and 
Painful efforts in order to contrast Creation. The Human can do it, since it was designed in the image of the 
Creator (God), by also having given Free Will. In other words, the Divine Gift included Creator’s Power, so 
that inner-Creation can be maintained on Creator’s terms, which is the One-law. This Law of laws is the 
absolute and eternal Constant, CHANGE. 
 
     Free Will comes about by the CHOICE to be willed by Creator’s Will. So, ultimately the choice needs to 
be made to BE (I AM) in order to Realize that we are in truth Eternal. Evolution is therefore needed to 
gradually realize that we are the Creator of our own reality.  
 
     Free Will can also give us the EVIDENCE that what is said here is true, when we make the choice of the 
Contrary, the ‘not to BE’. Herewith we can gear up to the Extreme polarity whereby the Last Choice can be 
made! How else can it be, unless the two extreme options are presented in order to Realize that the closest 
we can come to the Creator is indeed WITHIN, notably in our Heart’s Centre, ‘point-Zero’? At this Centre of 
centers, Change or the One-law can be Controlled from, because it is Un-changing. The closer we can BE 
with this ultimate Center,  the more we can BE the Observer and Choice-maker. 
 
     In the creation of anti-Creation we had to constantly miserably Fail to ‘peel the Cosmic-onion’ in order to 
come to its Centre, which is WITHIN us. The layers are of the outer, whereby the Mind is used, for it is able 
to superficially Discern by mine/yours, like/dislike, good/bad, right/wrong, proper/improper, etc. As such 
opposites can be perceived as antagonists. The initial tests to it were set by the conflict between Lemuria 
and Atlantis. Extreme technologies of weaponry were used in conjunction with contrasting the GOAL of life, 
Self-realization, I AM. And since the Fire-element is needed to Rise/Ascend from the Duality, the 
technology led to the creation of the Atom-bomb. From there on the digital technology that is now used to 
control the world from without (satellite system). 
 
     The INQUISITION was launched by Roma/Vatican to come to the last of the experiment/test. Inquisition 
means inquiry, inquiring what is in our minds. This contrasting order to that of Creation, which have set the 
basis of the ‘New World Order’, can only be when we begin with Creator’s One-law to be contrasted by 
laws which have to be obeyed in order to have a system of anti-Creation, in every detail. It ultimately 
required the Human to be RE-designed in the image of an artificial god. 
 
     The first step in the creation of anti-Creation is to establish the external control over the DIRECTION of 
Evolution, changing the Progressive into the Regressive. And since FOOD is the essence of this process, 
Woman needed to be forced to give up her mastery over the KITCHEN, which was at that time the true 
Centre of Government, for it was the first Temple/Church, Hospital, Laboratory, School, Court of Justice 
and Centre of Economy. Every Home had its own bank, storing the universal money, the whole Cereal 
Grain. This food contains the total MEMORY, which can become the BLOOD whereby we can physically 



 

 

manifest and function, feel, be emotional, think, discern, make a choice, create and ultimately identify 
ourselves in our own capacity as a Member (‘re-Member’) of Creation. Along with Roma’s persecution of 
Woman, the Mid-wife, Alchemist and anyone who believes that the Creator of ALL is within, were forced to 
renounce their belief and practices. And anyone who refused to resort to Self-betrayal was publicly tortured 
to death. 
Has the inquisition ended? Ask the Pope. If he says ‘yes’, then ask. ‘when and how’? There is no answer to 
it. Today’s ‘New World Order’ that dominates ALL nations with the SAME mentality, the global trend of 
INVOLUTION shows where we are at, as the last stage of the Divine Test is being presented. The ONLY 
way to Change ‘Roma into Amor’ requires us to: 
* Make the One-law our Primary Constant in Daily Life. 
* Restore the Kitchen as the Centre of Government. 
* Establish the Whole Cereal Grain as the daily Main-food, to restore the cellular- * * Memory that can Link 
us with the Source. 
* Refrain the Child from the ‘education/vaccine’ whereby it can be steered into involution. 
 * Stop buying food and beverages at the supermarket. 
 * Stop with listening to the ‘doctor’. 
* Stop with believing the ‘media’.  
* Stop with doing anything that promotes the involution. 
 

 
Origin of “Police Brutality” 

 
 
Any Power Originates from the CENTER, such as the Axis of a Wheel to make the car 
move. 
The Center is the CONTROL-point. 
GOD is the Origin of all Powers, and therefore The CENTER from where Creation can 
MOVE (Change). 
IT IS THE POWER that Nothing and No one can Stop. 
IT is the Eternal NOW, which Constitutes CHANGE. 
Change is the ONE becoming the TWO and the TWO becoming the ONE = Total 
Breath 
And its example is “the SEED in the TREE and the TREE in the SEED”, which is the 
BREATH of Everything, even of the atom. 
The ONE or SEED is Eternal and the TWO or TREE is Temporary. 
So, there are Basically Two Laws. 
The Law of ONE, the Unchanging Change, and the Law of TWO, Change. 
The HUMAN endowed with FREE WILL, can Use Both Laws. 
The Law of ONE can be used from the HEART. 
The Law of TWO can be used from the BRAIN. 
And it is by the BLOOD that both Heart and Brain can “Translate” FEELING in the 
creation of CONSCIOUSNESS. 
So... WHAT is the Origin of the Blood whereby we can Decide HOW to Use Heart ´s 
and Brain´s FUNCTIONS? 



 

 

With the Heart we can Connect the entire Body (Creation in the Human Form) with the 
Blood as the INNER-Communicator. 
With the Brain we can Connect the entire Body by Thought. 
So... what is FIRST, Blood or Thought? 
Without the Blood we cannot Think. 
Without the Thinking the Brain can still be "alive". 
THINK! 
It is by the Blood that we can CONTROL the Mind! 
So... HOW can we CONTROL the Blood, in order to also control the Resulting 
BEHAVIOR? 
The Blood Begins from what polarizes the Brain, which is the Small-intestine. 
Here the FOOD is Biologically Transmuted into the Blood-plasma that later become the 
Red-blood Cell. 
The MEETING-point of the Brain and Small-intestine (Polarity) is the HEART, from 
where we can Use the GOD-Control POWER, which makes it Possible to make the 
CHOICE (Free Will) to BE (Creation in the Human Form). 
As such we SERVE the TOTALITY in the Creative and Constructive Way. 
But then...when we Lack the Control over the Blood, due to the Brain being in Control 
OVER the Small-intestine... the REACTIONARY Condition can take the Overhand. 
And the GOD-given POWER is then used with the Notion “I am God” and can DO with it 
as I am “Licensed for it”. 
And this is what the Secondary Law, or “Law of TWO” does to the Human. 
This law, since it is Not Self-enforcing, as the Law of ONE can.  
Then rather Ex-CHANGE (Reaction) needs to be ENFORCED. 
In other words, the Secondary law can be used as a WEAPON making WEAPONS the 
law. 
Some use MONEY as a Weapon, by way of SUING, thus trying to "Play Police". 
So... HOW can this Mind-CONTROL come about? 
It begins with the type of Food (especially SUGAR) that BYPASSES the Small-intestine. 
And thus the Blood going to the Brain also Bypasses the Heart. 
Sugar, the same as alcohol, upon the consumption goes straight into the Blood. 
Then to the Brain, and this makes us DRUNK. 
With alcohol we can NOTICE that we are drunk. 
With SUGAR it is a “Slow Process of Drunkenness”. 
It requires an “Emotional Opportunity” to SHOW that one is DRUNK. 
So... can we trust a “friend” who “loves sugar”? 
Truly, Coca Cola, Pepsi, Fanta and all sorts of Sugary stuff, have been used as the 
Foremost WEAPON to Control Humanity. 
The Fundamental Oneheart EDUCATION is Essential for Humanity to become SOBER. 
 

 

God/god = Law/law 
 
     Who does one worship God or god? What is worship and what is God? Worship is adoration – having 
an affinity to that which supports us in one way or another, or as a whole. The comfort that we enjoy most 
we worship most; this is to us is our God. 



 

 

 
      Law is the Constant by which our needs and existence are perpetuated. The guarantee for the support 
we need to exist is Law. Consider the two existences of Being: one is temporary - measured between birth 
and death; the other is eternal and has neither beginning nor end. When we primarily or only, consider our 
existence as temporal, we primarily or only subject ourselves to temporal laws. As such we become a 
‘subject’ of who control the law. Such laws are governed under a secondary or inferior god. However, when 
our Eternal Existence is our primary concern, we will follow the Eternal and Unbreakable One Law of the 
Creator of All. This God we worship is the true and only God. God (Creator of All) = Law (eternal constant). 
 
     The Law/law is the God/god. We can know which God/god we follow by the Law/law we use to sustain 
or protect ourselves by. The Law of God is made by Him and can only be enforced by Him. Since God is in 
everything and everyone, this Law is self-enforcing. When we Live His Law, we live a Just Life. On the 
contrary, man-made laws have to be enforced by man; artificial forces are required to make these laws 
work. It requires a deductive mindset and external/artificial means of ‘law-enforcement’. 
 
     Organized spirituality and education have been employed to instill co-operation with temporal or man-
made laws. The concepts of obligation, guilt, insecurity, shame and fear become then the tools to enforce 
these laws. Addiction tops them all, making one obey "the law" without a second thought. The god of 
addiction today is ruling through money, drugs, "medicine," "social security," junk foods, sex, etc. The laws 
of this god are enforced by police and armies at first, but then, when one's acceptance of the "law" is 
imprinted in one's brain, one will no longer care to question the difference between God and god. This is 
the imminent danger the world is facing today. 
 

What is a Constant? 

     A Constant can never be perceived as being Absolute unless the one who is the Observer of The 
Constant is Absolute too.  Hence the Absolute Observation must come from within the Context that 
Contains The Constant, which also Maintains The Constant.  The Ultimate Context is the ONENESS that is 
Immeasurable, because it has no beginning nor end - has no Dimension that can be Fixed. Illusion-
implosion will be the result in the futile attempt to do so. To Locate The Constant within the Oneness we 
must become ONE with ALL THERE IS. This leads to the Contrast between the ALL THERE IS and the 
Observer. Consequently the creation of the Relationship or Synchronicity between the Basic TWO, of what 
IS WITHOUT and of what IS WITHIN. As such The Constant, which is Ultimately the ONENESS, containing 
the Without and Within, is CHANGE, which in turn creates the Sense of REALITY.  
     Realistically, in order to become CONSCIOUS of What IS, the Constant has to be Change, which 
Ultimately makes the Point of Observation the Unchanging or CONSTANT. And since the Point of 
Observation is Contained by the Beginningless and Endless Oneness, the Observer’s Ultimate Identity is 
that of being Eternal, too. In other words, Change is simply the Vehicle for the Journey in Infinity, while the 
Unchanging is the “Touch” with Infinity, which is the NOW. NOW endlessly Proceeds by the Consciousness 
that ALL IS ONE.  
     So, HOW we want to Change is the Creativity or ART of Being. The Art of ENJOYING the Eternal 
Travel. Thus the GOAL of Life is Self-realization, Realizing that we are the Creator of our Own Reality and 
Happiness. Happiness spells "it Happens". What Happens all the time is Change. To BE one with Change 
is BLISS. The more we can Change the greater of a Creator we become. Today’s World with all of its 
Extreme Fixations is giving us the Greatest Opportunity to become a Great Creator and Artist.  
     Therefore, we must make Creator’s ONELAW our Primary Constant, Firstly Applying to Ourselves, by 
Changing the Outer into the Inner (Eating of Food) and the Inner into the Outer (Consciousness). This 



 

 

inner/outer and outer/inner Flow correlates with the Breath of GOD, which integrates the Ultimate Precision 
of Body, Mind and Spirit. This is Total Health. This is Truly MACROBIOTICS, to Master the Food that 
becomes the BLOOD (inner-flowing Constant) whereby we can become Conscious of who we ARE – I 
AM. So, Know more about the Sacred Art of Eating, to fully Realize that we are Creation in the Human 
Form! 
     But then….. Change is due to the POWER that keeps the Oneness TOGETHER. And since the 
Oneness is UNCONDITIONAL….the Observer who needs to be as close as possible with The Constant, 
can Use The Power “as it sees fit”. Fit in what? Fit within a Context of its own Design (such as a Nation) 
and at the same time attain the Consciousness that the Control we can have is TRUE? Is this Control the 
notion of FREE WILL? So, let’s find out…. and create a control of own design. This is what the creation of 
the Secondary constant or law is all about. Laws which Contrast the ONELAW. Laws which DIVIDE 
instead. Laws which need to be Enforced with powers which are contrary to the POWER that Secures 
Infinity. Laws which Forbid to Freely tap into the Freedom that is FREE. Laws which even make it illegal to 
use the Rain Freely. Laws which forbid to be a FREE-thinker. Laws which forbid to Freely Create and 
therefore the Clone-technology, which changes CHANGE with REPLACEMENT. The replacement of 
organs to create the inner-organization, which contradicts the Order of the Infinite Universe. All of this WE 
created with the POWER of Free Will, to come to the Conclusive TEST, to KNOW that we can Change the 
Unchanging into the Changing and vice versa. Liberation at last by Unfixing Humanity from the extreme 3-
dimensional density along with the Mental-TRAP. We can Change the World FROM WITHIN, when we can 
Truly give the Best Answer to the Last Question: “to BE or not to BE”? 
 

 
Creator’s Law 

 
     All phenomena are the result of The Law. To truly understand all things in essence, the Principles of 
Law have to be understood. Everything, visible and invisible, is in constant flux. Without change things and 
even concepts will disappear as soon as they are created. There has to be a constant to make existence 
continue. The constant that perpetuates Creation is Change, Creator's Law. Everything changes due to the 
Un-change, which is change. This paradox is the key to the Great Mystery. 
 
     Oneness is the beginning and end, and is The Source. It is only through contrast or polarity that we can 
sense Oneness. Front and back, high and low, left and right, inner and outer, past and future, etc., give 
dimension and the possibility to Realize a possibility. Contrast creates 'everything out of nothing'. At 
inception, Oneness ‘explodes’ and separates itself into two, the polarity. One pole has the inner position 
(Centre) and the other pole has the outer position (circumference). The opposite poles maintain each other, 
due to their common origin, the Oneness. 
 
     This Oneness is ‘remembered’ by the polarity, which is why opposites attract one another. Upon the 
union, the polarity remembers the differentiation. Consequently they separate. From here on the pulsation 
continues. Change is based on this initiation. 
 
     In order to eternally continue the pulsation (life), the opposite poles have to be complementary. This 
interdependence between the two is Order. The cycles of nature, keeping us alive, maintain order. All 
particles within these cycles, including atoms and parts of the atom can be seen as order. Constantly the 
inner and the outer empower and maintain each other. 



 

 

 
     Within us all of Creation is represented - also the Creative Force, by which the Oneness could become 
two. This polarization is represented within us as the Power of Discernment. By this factor, we can re-enter 
the Oneness and become Enlightened. However, before that happens, the ultimate choice, and the ability 
to live it, has to be made. By making a choice, we have to discern first. When the choice is made to enter 
the purity of the Oneness, by living the true law, the Creative Force within us will make us merge with the 
Origin. 
 
     On the other hand, the ability to make choices enables the human being to experiment, and deviate 
from the true law. Our curiosity goes that far, that we even try to negate the Law, to see what happens 
when we do so. We then have to design our own laws. These laws have to be of an opposite nature. Thus, 
opposites are not supposed to be complementary. They have to be conflicting. Right and wrong, good and 
bad, like and dislike, mine and yours, are the concepts by which the experimental order can go forth. 
 
     How we relate to opposites determines how we relate to the Oneness. When we seek Oneness within 
the universal context, health, peace, justice and freedom come naturally. For example, we breathe by 
inhalation and exhalation. As such, we maintain our Oneness within the realm of air, inter-connecting with 
all the creatures who breathe air. We drink and urinate to maintain our Oneness within the realm of water 
(oceans, clouds, rain, lakes, springs, rivers), and all the creatures who drink water. When we eat solid 
foods, we maintain our Oneness with the Earth and all celestial bodies, which makes our food grow. Thus, 
when the energies we internalize are wholesome and pure, including teachings, our life can be most 
dynamically experienced. 
 
     The modern world was designed in conjunction with the distorted way of eating. The industrialization of 
food created an incomplete relationship with Creation. It caused modern humanity to think in antagonistic 
terms. As such, Oneness is forged through conquest and various forms of violence 

 
The Seven Principles of the Onelaw 

 
All visible and invisible phenomena are manifestations of One Infinity 
Everything changes. 
All antagonisms are complementary. 
There is nothing identical. 
What has a front has a back. 
The bigger the front, the bigger the back. 
What has a beginning has an end. 

 
The Twelve Theorems of the Onelaw 

 
1- Oneness (infinite expansion) continuously manifests itself, at all points and moments, as divisions of 
itself that create 2 forces: 
2- Centrifugality (expansion), which is Yin, Centripetally (contraction), which is Yang. 
3- Yin and Yang result continuously from the Infinite Centrifugally. 
4- Yin is centrifugal. Yang is centripetal. Yin and Yang together produce energy and all phenomena. 



 

 

5- Yin attracts Yang. Yang attracts Yin. Yin repels Yin. Yang repels Yang. 
6- The force of attraction and repulsion is proportional to the difference of the Yin and Yang components. 
Yin and Yang combined in varying proportions produce energy and all phenomena. 
7- All phenomena are ephemeral, constantly changing their Yin and Yang balance of components. 
8- Nothing is solely Yin or solely Yang. Everything involves polarity. 
9- There is nothing neutral. Either Yin or Yang is in excess in every occurrence. 
10- Large Yin attracts small Yin. Large Yang attracts small Yang. 
11- At the extremes, Yin produces Yang, and Yang produces Yin. 
12- All physical forms and objects are Yang at the centre and Yin at the circumference. 
 

Extra Note: 

We can relate to the Duality in two ways: 

1- As antagonistic, due to the lack of a Unifying Center. 

2- As complementary by having the Unifying Center within the Observer (creates the Trinity whereby the 
Source continues in all phenomena). This Center of centers is the “Fountain-head” of Creation, which is 
centered in the Heart where all opposites meet as ONE = the DIRECT Connection with the Creator of ALL 
or SOURCE. The closer we come to this “Point-zero” the more we Realize that we are the Creator of our 
Own Reality! 

Examples of Yin/Yang identification 
 
Category Yin - Yang 
General centrifugal Force - centripetal Force 
Tendency expansion - contraction 
diffusion - fusion 
dispersion - assimilation  
separation - gathering 
division - union 
decomposition - organization 
Dimension: space - time 
Movement:  inactive and slower - active and faster 
Vibration: shorter wave, high frequency - longer wave, low frequency 
Direction: ascend, vertical, outwards - descend, horizontal, inwards 
Body: left - back , right - front 
Position: superficial, secondary - essential, original 
Weight: lighter- heavier 
Temperature colder hotter 
Color: violet, blue, green, yellow (middle), orange, red  
Taste: spicy hot, sour, mild sweet (middle), salty, bitter 
Light: darker - lighter 
Humidity: wet - dry 
Density: thinner, softer - thicker, harder 
Size, Form: longer, bigger - shorter, smaller 
Shape expansive, fragile contractive, sturdy 



 

 

Texture: softer - harder 
Atomic particle: electron - proton 
Elements: N, O, K, P, Ca, - .H, C, Na, As, Mg, , ,  
Environment- winter, night - summer, day 
Climate: tropical, forest - colder climate, desert 
Biological: vegetable - animal 
Gender: female - male 
Organ structure: hollow - compacted 
Nerves: orthosympathetic - parasympathetic  
Attitude: gentle, negative - active, positive 
Work: psychological, mental - physical, social 

 
Live Creator’s Law 

 
Created in the Image of the ALL-Mighty, we have been given the GIFT of Free Will that we can only use 
with the Power of DISCERNMENT. 
Ultimately we must make the CHOICE between the Extreme Options whereby we can Know that the only 
ONE is WITHIN. 
With The Choice we can let Creation come forth through the microcosm that holds the Soul, which is 
temporarily enshrouded by the flesh. 
Our Being was most precisely designed to Live the absolute and eternal Onelaw of Creation. 
As a Human we are able to CHANGE the outer into the inner and the inner into the outer.  
We are a Miracle and can create miracles too. 
The greatest miracle of Creation is WORLD PEACE, to be realized by the ALL-Being who is within each 
one of us. 
Change, however, is created by Contrast. 
Thus by contrast the Observer can Know itself by the Reflection of the Mirror that He made. 
The mirror is not of who we truly Are. 
This Illusion has Divided Humanity and is like the shadow that will disappear when the Light is lit from 
Within. 
The Dilemma is created when we identify our self by the Mirror, that we then try to own and defend with the 
laws of "mine and yours", "right and wrong". 
When we cannot own the mirror, we then try to destroy it and as such the real enemy remains hidden, 
within. 
And, since these dualistic laws were created by us...we must enforce them also. 
This is the very origin of all wars. 
Each one claiming its laws to be superior over another's. 
We have to create the fixation or anti- Change within our self, first in order to get fixed into the Mirror. 
The inner and the outer are not different. 
Only in concept or by the illusion. 
The time has arrived to be disillusioned and this goes along with the Last Question: "to BE or not to BE?" 
Want to have PEACE? 
Then Practice the Onelaw in Daily Life.. 
Everything else will merely empower the Illusion, of which its constant has a beginning and end. 



 

 

That's why ultimately there is self-destruction, war to confirm the truth of the dualistic laws we follow, that 
they are Finite. 
The One Law, CHANGE, is Self-enforcing and no army can stop it. 
In contrast, the army we need to make "war for peace" is stopped when it runs out of ammunition and the 
energy to keep the flesh moving. 
Sleep-walking has brought us to the edge of the cliff, despite the shouts of "peace" 
Who do we want to intimidate? 
There is no need for it, when we Know that The Authority is WITHIN. 
The ALL-Mighty is WITHIN, so, be silent and listen to the Heart. 
Stop making inner-war. 
Stop polluting inner-Creation with "Coca Cola and McDonalds"...and be ABLE to Change War into Peace. 
WAKE UP! 
 

Creator’s Body 
 
     When the hand holds the food, feels it and brings it to the mouth, where we can taste it, then, who is the 
one who holds, feels and taste? Then, upon the digestion the food becomes blood. The blood enables the 
hand to move and hold, feel and taste the food. Hand and mouth are merely instrumental to expedite the 
experience (expiration or temporary) into a lasting awareness. So, who is the ultimate ONE who holds, 
feels, taste and can eternally BE? 
 
     Food bridges the outer into the inner. Blood interconnects all the parts of the inner. So, being a 
microcosm of the Creator of ALL, Food must be the ‘Blood of Creation’, with the understanding that the 
eater in turn becomes food, for the Ultimate Eater. The Individual (‘indivisible-two’) is merely a part of 
Creator’s Body.  
 
     When we only eat for ‘hungry me’ the holding, feeling and tasting will not last. But, when we eat and live 
for the Creator of ALL, we can be full-filled. What does it take for us to realize that we are a part of 
Creator’s Domain and it is not ‘poor me’? The answer is simple, but Giving the answer is difficult. Difficulty 
is the shortest way to BE with the Creator, for it is giving up the familiar, temporary or illusion. They are the 
finite, Nothing. 
 
     Everything originates from Nothing. The secret of the realization is the change of the Un-manifest into 
the Manifest. In other words, by the detachment from the Illusory, that we can temporarily hold, feel and 
taste, by the senses, we can enter the Self-evident. What keeps us from this TRUTH (that will set us Free) 
is the identifying of the Self with the temporary, such as a passport, money, status, race or ‘DNA-sample’. 
Within the illusory realm the sensorial, sensual, emotional and all sorts of ‘pleasures’ one is kept in the 
cycle/addiction of suffering.  
 
     The surface of the skin, soon to be shed in the form of flakes, dandruff and smell, is very much exposed 
to the external from where the ‘raw-material’ comes from to be internally refined within the eater, into 
Consciousness. Although on a primary level of consciousness, the shedding is part of the maintenance of 
the outer-inner cycle. The Human cannot exist without this primitive superficial function as the Human 
cannot exist without the inner-workings which are close to the ONE, Within. With this realization we can 
also become aware that what we hold, feel and taste can last when we do it for the Creator! 
 



 

 

     How does the Creator hold, feel and taste? The temporary holding, feeling and tasting is the result of 
duality. By becoming One with the object the need for holding, feeling and tasting will vanish. However, by 
the attachment to the Perception of what we hold, feel and taste, the union cannot take place. Hot and cold 
will together explode into disunion when they come together without Love. Male and Female will soon 
separate with resentment when their ‘love’ is merely sensually and sentimentally based. The nucleus that 
holds the memory of One, to a certain degree, can be disintegrated with a technology by which a 
reactionary energy (microwave) can invade the inner.  
 
     Although being a part of Creator’s Body, Creator’s Love can also be used through the Human. For this 
reason we were given Free Will. ALL IS ONE. So, until we use this ultimate Power, Love, for the Creator, to 
realize that it is His Will, death or self-destruction will show us that we not yet Know. Suffering is ‘getting 
stuck in love’ (‘fall in love’), a Lesson that is meaningless unless the problem that goes along with it is 
solved. We are ‘problem creators/solvers’! Life within the dimensional or conditional is an ongoing Test. It is 
by the Last Test of Will that we can once and for all let go of the finite, by changing it into the eternal ‘I AM’. 
 
     ALL we need to BE is Unconditionally given to us by the Creator. So, how much space can we reserve 
to hold the never ending flow of Gifts? The only way for the receiving to BE Eternal is to return the Gifts in 
an IMPROVED way or state to the ONE (Who always for-gives). This is what our entire Being is, a ‘Cosmic 
Refinery’. What we can hold, feel and taste, we can distill into the Consciousness that ALL IS ONE. So, 
let’s practice Unconditional Love, so that we will not obstruct any part by which Consciousness can be 
Enriched with the Resolve of the Problem (= probe, attempt). 
 
     The problem is also the Stepping-stone into the World with the endlessly growing horizon. It also implies 
Happiness. ‘It Happens’ and what happens all the time is Change. To BE one with Change, truly living by 
the Law of laws is Happiness. Therefore the Dream or aspiration we dedicate our life to must be of an 
infinite nature. Happiness is the endless realization of an infinite dream! 
 
     Pope Francis recently stated: ‘the church (Vatican) is the Body of God’.  This explains that the Vatican is 
still in full swing with the inquisition by which we, Creation in the Human Form, must be controlled from the 
outer by an inferior god whose order is that of demonocracy. The Truth is, our Body is the Church of God 
and to Change Roma into Amor is our Divine Responsibility to again master the quality of our Blood 
according to Creator’s Law. 
 
 

The Genuine Human 
     The POWER by itself is Meaningless. It is like “Bliss in deep Sleep”. It requires the ONE becoming the 
TWO, OBSERVER and MIRROR, to set the basis of REALITY. By the TWO the Connection is made, 
whereby the Power becomes meaningful too, in the form of Energy/Frequency (opposite’s interaction), and 
later on with the use of Intelligence, * Logic and Awareness. Hence the “Big Bang” to bring forth 
CREATION 
 
     The ONE can then Begin to SEE Itself as ONE. As such Creation or “Expanded Mirror” needs the 
OBSERVER. This ONE is the Genuine HUMAN or Creation in the Human Form. The “ONE to ONE 
Relationship” is Maintained in Two Ways. Firstly by FOOD, to make the Connection between the Original 
ONE and the “Condensed Mirror”, the Human. It is then the Human’s RESPOSIBILITY (to 
Respond/Reflect) to Release the Essence of Food, which is MEMORY, with the Sacred Art of Eating (which 



 

 

includes the alchemical Food Preparation/Cooking and the Digestive process). Internally the Food Changes 
into the BLOOD that goes to the HEART, which contains the Meeting-point between the “Original ONE and 
the “Total Mirror”.  
 
     The Greater the Memory that we integrate from the Food, into the Blood, the stronger the Inner-
Connection of the Heart’s Center. From the Heart the Blood flows to the BRAIN, from where the Memory is 
released in the form of CONSCIOUSNESS. With the Consciousness the “Condensed Mirror” can Reflect to 
the “Original ONE”. Ultimately by becoming the Genuine Human, attained by the Universal UNION (Peace), 
we will REALIZE that we are the Creator of our Own Reality. In other words, “God Helps those who Help 
Themselves”. The True Human Right is based on this Universal Truth. This Right is centered around the 
Only Constant of Creation, which is CHANGE. Hence Change does Not Change.  
 
      This Un-Change correlates with the ONE. IT is the LAW of laws, Creator’s ONELAW.  True Peace and 
Freedom is attained by the Human LIVING the ONELAW. Any form of Conflict stems from the “Human in 
the making’s” Deviation from Creation’s Constant. We CAN Deviate, because we have also been given 
Creator’s WILL, which can make us DETACH from the MIRROR = Free Will = making the Will Free = Self-
realization. In other words, Transcend Creation or the Realm of Substance that’s maintained with the * 
Energy that came about by the POWER of ONE. When we Dedicate all our Energy and Being to the 
TOTAL UNION… we can become as FREE as the “Original ONE” or SOURCE. Humanity has come to the 
Threshold of the Last Step/Test for becoming the Genuine Human, Next. Therefore the Graduation’s Last 
Question: “to BE or Not to BE”? 

 
The HUMAN 

 

Everything begins with the ONE, which Contains the Infinite Possibilities. 
To REALIZE a Possibility the ONE has to become the TWO. 
The TWO Cannot Escape the from the ONE-ness. 
Therefore the TWO that we know as the Duality, has  to Maintain one another with the Constant Interaction. 
And where the Complementary Opposites Meet, the ONE is PRESENT, which is the Moment or NOW. 
So, Together we have the TRINITY. 
From hereon Manifestation or Reality Begins. 
With the ONE becoming the TWO we get EXPANSION. 
With the TWO becoming ONE (Opposites attracting one another at One Point) 
We get CONTRACTION. 
With these Two Forces, Expansion and Contraction FORM is Created, in which different Manifestation can 
be Contained. 
This Process of Culmination is EVOLUTION. 
The Final Form is that of the HUMAN, who is also the Culmination of Different Evolutions. 
In short, the Human is Creation in the Human Form. 
And the REALIZATION that this is True requires the Human to go through the Process of SELF- 
examination. 
This we can Basically do with the Correlation Process of Body, Mind and Soul. 
By Expansion the OUTER is created. 
With Contraction the INNER is Created. 
The Oneness of these Extreme Two’s is Basically Maintained in 3 ways. 



 

 

Bodily – with FOOD 
Mentally – with THINKING 
Spiritually – with Creative ACTION to cultivate Consciousness. 
These 3 Activities are internally maintained  with the Digestive, Nervous and Circulatory Systems. 
All 3 are in turn kept in Harmony with the BLOOD that has been Biologically transmuted from Food in the 
Small-intestine. 
With the BLOOD we can function, feel, have emotions, think, make  a choice to act. 
All of it is connected to the BRAIN whereby each part of the Body (inner-Creation) can be Connected by 
Thought. 
With the Blood Inner-Earth (small-intestine) and inner-Heaven (brain) Meet, is the HEART. 
With this INNER-Trinity, Small-intestine, Brain and Heart we can bring the SOURCE forth THROUGH us. 
With this Process the Human can Refine everything that’s Internalized, into Frequency. 

 
Seed and Tree 

 

ESSENCE Description: “the Tree is in the Seed and the Seed is in the Tree”.  
By this Constant or Law of laws Creation is Maintained. 
Here the Distinction is made between the Eternal (Seed) and the Temporary (Tree). 
The Temporary also correlates with the Expanding Force, creating the Circle. 
While the Eternal correlates with the Contracting Force, creating the Center. 
In other words, the Circle is the expanded center and the Center is the contracted circle. 
Both signify the First Truth that ALL IS ONE. 
So, WHY the distinction between the Tree/Temporary and the Seed/Eternal? 
Are the Temporary and the Eternal also One? 
Yes, they are ONE, and the Cosmic Purpose of it is to Cultivate CONSCIOUSNESS. 
To be Practical, the TWO correlates with the Daily Cycle of Day and Night, which are also ONE. 
During the night we are Asleep, be Unconscious. 
We Enter the day with Opening our eyes, to continue with becoming AWARE by bodily movement, feeling, 
emotion thinking and actions. 
Then we fall back into sleep, and as long as we have not managed during the Waking hours to find out 
what it takes to STAY AWAKE…we Cannot be FREE from Suffering. 
We simply “suffer” to become Aware that we are Fixed by the Temporary or Division. 
The “tree can suffer from weather conditions, insects, vandalism, etc”, contrasting its Seed-essence, which 
cannot be seen or touched until the tree has come to Maturity. 
Similar with us, Creation in the Human Form…not until we have become fully Universally Conscious that 
ALL IS ONE…we find ourselves Fixed within the world of Conditions. 
As such we create our own laws, which need to be Artificially Enforced. 
In other words, all laws next to the ONELAW can be used as a Weapon making Weapons the law. 
It is the Major part of the PLAN that brought us to Earth, to Establish the Onelaw of Creation as the 
Dominant Constant within Earth’s 3-dimensional density. 
Today the Contrast between the Two basic laws have come to the Extreme, which correlate with the Last 
CHOICE to be made by the Human: “to BE or Not to BE”? 
With the Best Choice we can Control the Secondary law with our SOVEREIGNTY Under the Onelaw. 
In the Contrary, Dependence on the Privileges given Under the Secondary law…will make us a Universal 
Traitor. 



 

 

 

Value 
 
Discernment is needed to be able to Value. 
Polarity is needed to be able to Discern. 
The POWER  of ONE is needed to enable the ONE to become the TWO. 
The ONE is the SEED of seeds. 
In order to REVEAL what the SEED Contains, the TWO manifest as the ROOT and the BRANCH. 
The Root Connects with The ONE and the Branch Connects with the TWO. 
Both Root and Branch Maintain their Oneness with the Plant’s BLOOD. 
By this Principle our Being is Maintained, too. 
The Digestive-system correlates with the Root. 
The Nervous-system correlates with the Branch. 
And the Blood correlate with the Plant’s Blood. 
The relationship of digestive and nervous-system are Polarized by the Small-intestine and the Brain. 
The Meeting-point of this inner-Polarity is the HEART, which is made evident by the Heart’s Pulsation. 
It is by the Blood’s Pulsation that we can Sense, Think, Discern and Value.  
The Closer we come to the Heart’s Center the closer we come to the Point of OBSERVATION. 
And the closer we come to this inner-Meeting Point, we also come closer to the OBSERVER. 
The Ultimate Dual-observation is the Largest possible DISTANCE between the Heart’s Center and the 
Outline of the Context in which we can Sense. 
As such the Mind must find its Way to the Heart. 
And when we Constrict the TOTALITY of the Observation to the Meeting-point of the Heart, we will KNOW 
the TRUTH of Who we ARE. 
This Knowing is also to Know our ultimate VALUE, which is the PRICELESSNESS or UNCONDITIONAL. 
The Degree of us Valuing Anything depends on the DISTANCE between the Observer and that what we 
Sense. 
Anything we Value Correlates with how we value OURSELVES. 
To Increase the Value of Who we ARE, is Cultivated with the Cultivation of UNION. 
The Ultimate Union is for the TREE to be Condensed into the SEED. 
The Dedication of our Life to the TOTALITY is the Way towards becoming One with the Source of VALUE. 
In short, for the TWO to become ONE with the CONSCIOUSNESS that ALL IS ONE. 
We then give Birth to Ourselves from Within Ourselves. 
We have then Earned the POWER of powers, along with the Consciousness that we are the Creator of our 
Own Reality. 
Today’s Extreme Difficult times are the “Labor-pains”, which we cannot do without, unless we want to 
Suffocate within the Egg’s Shell. 
“PUSH”! 
 Now we must throw off our mask and have our spirit be tested. Those who lack courage to do so will hide 
behind money, politics, weapons and religion. With the true power shining through us, we can be innocent 
as a babe, not possessed by our possessions. 
 
 

Give to Give 

 The Next Economy 



 

 

 
     What are we Worth and Worthy? The key of the answer to this question is Hopi’s saying “the teachings 
are in the corn”. Also, “with all the money, diplomas, medals, status and money, unless it can grow corn, all 
of it does not mean a thing”. 
 
     According to the last part of the Hopi prophecy it is the one who can grow corn, who will be the next 
leader and also the banker. Planting corn the true Hopi way is not the same as the cash-cropper who 
mechanically grows food. First of all corn (maize) belongs to the most universal main food, which is the 
whole cereal grain. It is most universal, because it contains the Total Memory that is responsible for the 
creation of the complex Human Cell. Therefore the eater of this universal food can become the 
embodiment of Creation, for this food is the distillation of Creation. We are Creation in the Human Form! 
Moreover, since ALL IS ONE, this means that Creation and its Creator are one too. This reasons that the 
Creator or ALL-Mighty is Within. More specifically, centered in our Heart that pulsates by the interaction of 
Heaven (outer-Creation) and the Earth whereby the Food we eat can be changed into Blood.  
 
     Food is the outer-blood and blood is the inner-food. Both food and blood maintain the inter-relationship 
and Oneness of each part of the context in which we can grow in consciousness. Before the final 
materialization food exists as Light, the light of the stars. At this stage the light is the blood of the heavens! 
Then upon the digestive process, when the food is biologically transmuted into blood (‘liquefied light’), 
which at a later stage change into the body-cell, we in turn become food. Then the Question remains, who 
do we want to be eaten by? The ‘Primary Eater’ is the Creator of ALL. That’s why the Heart is pulsated by 
the blood and accordingly we can think and act from the Heart. And this goes along with the full dedication 
and service of our being to Creator’s Domain, which involves the entire world and beyond.  
 
     The Service mentioned here requires the Seed-power whereby we can ‘Give to Give’. The seed 
represents the Creator Who is eternal. With one seed we can create more seeds, endlessly. Therefore the 
whole cereal grain used to be the Money. Every home had its own bank, the granary. The infamous 
inquisition made an end to it and from thereon we have been using ‘Caesar’s money’ of which value can be 
controlled from one external centre (‘world-bank’). From here our food can be controlled too. Consequently 
by the blood that this ‘inquisition food’ creates, the eater of it can be fully controlled from without. It is 
basically by the blood that we begin to manifest in mother’s womb, then upon birth can function, feel, have 
emotion, think, discern, make a choice, act and finally identify ourselves as who we Are. Hence the last 
Question: ‘to BE or not to BE’? Whoever controls our food/blood, can also control our relationship with the 
Creator of ALL. So, who is today our god, who we readily ‘channel’, because it promises us ‘security’? 
 
     The time is upon us to decide who is our Creator and to what extend the ‘growing and eating of corn’ 
goes. The “not to BE” helplessly follows any dictate of “Caesa”’. Mindlessly eats and drinks the ‘inquisition 
food’ and will end up as being worthless, because he/she has no Power of ‘Give to Give’. Instead it is ‘give 
to take’. Going after bargains and privileges like the worst parasite of the universe. The ‘not to BE’ digs its 
own grave and has it covered with useless wealth. Even useless while still ‘alive’ (clinically). The one who is 
truly alive nurtures Life with all its Might. “Give to Give” is “Life creating Life”, endlessly. 
 
     The “to BE” or “I AM” is the true Parent, who can truly Grow! And INSPIRE others to DO the same. The 
next economy will be based on the Universal Principle of “Give to Give”. Thus BE Priceless. Today’s world 
of consumerism offers the greatest opportunity in the Preparation to it. Make the inner shift from Mind to 
Heart. Instead of continuing hoarding things and money which will soon be worthless, use it by the Practice 



 

 

of “Give to Give”, so that we can again link with the Cycle of infinite generosity. Know that the true Parent 
and Banker Who Cares for everyone is Within! 

 

 
 

How Money has been used   

To Invade the Brain 
 

     Since it is with the USE of the BRAIN that we can CONTROL our Being…the Dark Order has used this 
Truth Falsely, to have Humanity in their GRIP by way of FAKE Money, to RESTRICT the CONSTRUCTIVE 
RELATIONSHIP.  

     With Money the USE of the Brain can be Manipulated, by Reversing the Direction of Evaluation, 
between the one who values and what is valued. And since ALL IS ONE, it reasons that what is valued 
correlates with how the one who values itself by how the object is prized. So, WHO or WHAT determines 
the Value? As it is in general, by having Humanity Biologically and Psychologically conditioned to think in 
terms of “I need money” instead of “money needs me”, we can be Ruled by a “chosen few” who can 
Systematically Manipulate the use and value of money in various ways. HOW can the PRICELESS 
“Creation in the Human Form” attain its True Worth? 

     What is Money, also named “Currency”? In the Positive and Creative Sense, it can be used as an 
INSTRUMENT to Cultivate a Creative Flow (current) between BRAINS, to be CONSTRUCTIVELY used in 
order to Cultivate the Higher Consciousness of Relationship. The Brain has therefore to be CONTROLLED 
From Within the one who can INDEPENDENTLY THINK, who can use Intelligence and Logic 
Creatively. So, here we are talking about Three fundamental things: Opposites and that what inter-connects 
the opposites. One of the opposites is of the INNER and the other is of the OUTER. So, when Two People 
use Money and the “thing” (the Third Factor) to make a “Deal”, both have to use their Brains in order to 
create a new Creative Relationship, which is based on the ART of Bargaining. Hence there cannot be a 
“standard price”, so that both can APPRECIATE (Value) one another Truthfully without the Fixation of 
thought.   

     Here the word “appreciation” is not just a sentimental notion. In the Truest sense it is using Intelligence 
and Logic to Raise the level of Discernment/Consciousness. In the Bargaining Procedure both parties act 
as Mirrors to one another. And when one is Truthful, each Value the other by how one Values Oneself First, 
which means that the aspect of Value is truly Elevated FROM WITHIN. The Art of Bargaining is truly a 
great way of Self-examination!  There are basically Nine levels of Consciousness, to Value. The highest 
level is that of the I AM. So, on what level do we VALUE one another, of which the “thing” is used to make 
the “Current”? Money, whether in the form of coins, paper or gold Symbolizes the True Money of the Mind. 
 The Lowest level of Relationship is today used to make a “deal”, by having the “standard price”. Seeing 
how one frantically shops for the “cheapest” at the expense of another (Slave-labor), shows where the Mind 
is at. Traditionally/Universally it was considered to be an INSULT not to Bargain. In earlier days one sold 
merchandise that was hand/home-made, using Personal Efforts and Values. So, this has to be 
RESPECTED, and with the Bargaining both parties had the chance to Exchange “Brain-power”, to improve 
and maintain the Quality and Value of the Social Order.  When the bargaining concerns “small items”, the 
deal can usually be settled in a minute. Things which have absorbed “long-term Personal energies”, follow 
a different procedure. One would “feel out” one another about personality, way of life, family, etc, to Know 



 

 

the Real Value of the Object. But Today there is no concern about True Value, only numbers and conquest 
for Monopoly and false security. This way trillions are squandered to DESTROY True Values and the 
World. 

    These Trillions (to maintain the war-mechanism) are culminated due to Humanity not Respecting one 
another. The Disrespect is then "neatly packaged” and transformed in Fake Money. There is Much More to 
say about the true principle of Money and How to go about it. Also about the INNER-currency, which is the 
BLOOD whereby we can use the Brain. The Blood that is created from FOOD (especially the whole Cereal 
Grain) is the Primary Money that goes to the Heart before going to the Brain from where we can 
THINK. Thinking is Refined Inner-Money! 

      The Oneheart Teaching can set the Basis for Clearing the Total Being from all the Obstructions which 
have been used to keep Humanity in the TRAP. 

 

The Brain Use 

* The Brain-Money-Ionosphere Relationship 
* Essential Part of the PLAN to Break Through the Shell of “Mystery Egg Earth” 

* Break the Spell with the Oneheart Teaching Power! 
 

Our Brain and the Ionosphere have the SAME Frequency. 
To go BEYOND Earth’s Shell (mental density), which is the Ionosphere, the Sacred Earth-Human 
Collaboration is needed to release the INNER-POWER for the LIBERATION. 
This Power is Contained by Earth’s Nucleus, which is also that of our BLOOD. 
So, it is basically with the FOOD whereby we can Integrate this Power, that then via the created BLOOD (in 
the small-intestine) going to the Brain, from where we can THINK and Endlessly Realize an Infinite Dream. 
It is by HOW the Brain is USED… that we can go Beyond Earth’s Boundary. 
But then, there has to be a RESISTANCE from the Outer, for us to REALIZE that the needed Power to 
Break Through must come FROM WITHIN (realize how it would be when there is no Resistance with the 
car’s steering wheel. We would have no Sense of Direction). 
The Needed Power we can Release with the WILL to BE (ultimate Value of the Self). 
The “Organized Resistance” is of the Contrary, which is of the NOT to BE (systematic self-denial). 
It therefore wants us to be IDENTIFIED with the Restricting Concepts of Value (central banking-control 
system). 
Hence the Falsification of the use of Money, which became scientifically integrated within the ionosphere 
(satellite mind-control).  
All of it is now condensed with the Microchip and when Implanted in the Human…Earth cannot Breath Out 
the POWER in a Peaceful manner, and this will create the massive Destructive Earth-shifts and Extreme 
Calamities that the Diabolical welcomes (Food manipulation and Chemtrails have been used to Thicken the 
Shell).  
As it is, the Resistance (constituting the Shell’s density) has been Scientifically designed with the Satellite-
belt. 
So, by it the Brain can be CONTROLLED from one Center (of the “New World Order”), and therefore the 
Monetary-system whereby we can be Manipulated as HOW to VALUE and BEHAVE, in order to follow the 
Path that leads to the Sacrificial Slaughter. 



 

 

Also, CONSUMERISM has been used to PARALYZE the WILL with all sorts of Paralyzing Comforts. 
It is now up to those who can bring forth the INTELLIGENCE and USE the BRAIN Constructively for the 
BIRTHING (Break through the Shell or “Big Bang from Within”) of Humanity. 
With the Shell’s Break Through we can Enter the Era of the GOLDEN AGE. 
Therefore the Constructive FRIENDSHIP initiative, in Support of the Oneheart Teaching Sharing around 
the World. 
It is NOT about “just money”, but Breaking Through the Ionosphere (Earth’s Shell) that is now used to 
Contain Humanity with the False Money-Brain-Microchip System. 
Hopefully, with this short explanation, Money can be Understood more than an illusory “number-concept” to 
“secure the insecure”. 
The True Use of Money, with the Constructive Consciousness, is needed to Scatter the Global HYPNOSIS. 
 

 

 
The Gap 

 
Everything that can possibly be Known becomes POSSIBLE upon Polarisation. 
With the duality space and time can temporarily exist, to give OPPORTUNITY (= upper-tune = thinking) for 
having an EXPERIENCE. 
The experience we need to become CONSCIOUS, that the Creator is where we ARE. 
Question and Answer are the Two (created out of One) for Finding the Centre (inner) of centres (outer). 



 

 

Ultimately the ONE who created the Two, will CHANGE the Two back into the ONE, to REALISE that the 
ONE is the ONLY ONE, the imperishable I AM. 
This is the SELF-realisation. 
The inevitable "ONE returning to the ONE" is the principle of Life: "the seed is in the tree and the tree is in 
the seed". 
We had the Answer all along, but in the course of the QUEST we ignore the Question! 
This is the ignorance that keeps us “researching”. 
We put ourselves to sleep to become comfortable with the perishable. 
Now we must WAKE UP and REALISE that the ONLY ONE who KNOWS is WITHIN! 
Stop following and quoting those who identify themselves with the perishable. 
The ONE constitutes ALL beings and things. 
TOGETHER (all parts in ONE) we created today's world, which is the GAP between Question and Answer.  
Thus with the UNION (true World Peace) the GAP will be bridged with the REALISATION of the SELF, the 
ONE who has nowhere else to go to than what it can PROJECT from Within. 
 
Moreover… 
 
The GAP creates the CONCEPT of space and TIME. 
Both are needed to create a CENTRE or NUCLEUS by which a portion of the Infinite Possibilities can be 
REALISED and KNOWN. 
In the Unknown or Void we are also in Bliss, but do not realise it. 
So, by Space and Time a MIRROR can be created. 
The principle for the creation of the GAP is ONE becoming the TWO and to REALISE that what has 
become KNOWN requires the TWO to become ONE again. 
This process of expansion and contraction constitutes the Absolute and Eternal Constant, which is 
CHANGE. 
By Change IGNORANCE can be eradicated. 
The PERCEPTION is in the Head, where the GAP is in principle measured between the four corners of the 
Brain. 
The right and left brain measure space and the small and large brain measure time. 
Geographically these four corners of the brain correlate with the four directions of Earth’s surface, East -
West, North-South. 
Then, when the PLAN calls for the “last act” space and time have to be centred in the Mid-brain. 
Here is the “eye of the needle” through which only CONSCIOUSNESS can flow. 
So, the egotistical agenda must be DETACHED from, in order to have the “no mind”, for creating the 
Vacuum to distil space and time in the HERE and NOW. 
As such we have ARRIVED = having come back to the point of departure. 
Beginning and end are one. 
ALL IS ONE. 
SELF-realisation is the SELF to KNOW the SELF, by, of, for and within the SELF. 
Oneness has nowhere to go to than to stick to itself. 
To go “somewhere”, using space and time is purely ILLUSION and is Creator’s INSTRUMENT to KNOW. 
With the Arrival we also Realise that by being IN the inescapable Oneness this IN can be WITHIN as well. 
As such we can REALISE that we are IN BLISS, because we have Centred the IN into the WITHIN 

 

 



 

 

The Happy Slave 
 
     Our true Freedom depends on our endlessly growing consciousness of Law. The boundary of Freedom 
is the endless growing horizon, which unfolds as we try to connect with God. The opposite of Freedom, 
slavery, is contained within our shrinking horizon of instant gratification and addiction. When we allow these 
to weaken our bodies and minds; then fear, anger, and anxiety become constants in our lives. This opens 
the gate to the extreme setback in evolution. 
 
     Man-made laws are indeed necessary when we fail in comprehending the One Law. Man-made laws 
can be safely used, with the stipulation that they are not used to overrule those who obey the Law of all 
laws. Going against the Supreme Law is a declaration of war against God and His Creations and leads to 
self-destruction. Disease, insanity and natural upheaval indicate a response to the insults against the 
Highest Order. Today the world is being destroyed under the auspices of "law and order," because the 
"law" now serves exclusive interests. So, it has become quite obvious that those who have sold themselves 
fully to money and corruption, have also the means to easily get away with a ‘slap on the wrist’ upon 
prosecution, when they violate the law. 
The time has arrived that we must be seen as mirrors of one another. Also the inner and the outer can be 
seen as one. The Truth must be revealed as to which law we subject ourselves to, because by the law we 
follow we can know the God or god we worship. When we worship the true God, we will not suffer from self-
denial and self-oppression, because God also exists within us, as we exist within God. With that 
consciousness we can truly begin to be as generous and forgiving as the Creator of All. Jealousy, fear and 
hatred indicate the worship of a false god.  
 
 

MAN, the LIVING Book 

 
LIFE is the Eternal School, to KNOW who we Are, as Creation in the Human Form.  
All the Lessons gained are written in the Soul, by which the Body is used to Extract the Essence of the 
Experience into Consciousness, to ultimately Realize that we are the Creator of our own Reality. 
Creation is the Ultimate Context in which we can become Conscious of who we ARE. 
Since the Human has been created IN the Image of God, the ALL MIGHTY, it is our Sacred Task to find out 
what it takes to Consciously make the Direct inner-Connection with the Only ONE, WITHIN. 
Therefore we have a HEART, of which its Center is the PORTAL, where the Knower 
(Observer/Inner/Center) and that what can be Known (Mirror/Outer/Circle) can be Universally Unified. 
By the Oneness of Observer and Mirror we can Eternally Experience FREEDOM. 
This BLISS we can have, by not being contained by the Distance between the Observer and the Mirror.  
This Distance is also the Delayed Perception of “Here and Now”, which gives us the EXPERIENCE in 
Space and Time, to find out the Difference between who we Are and who we are Not. 
We can then be Truly FREE, because we can make the CHOUCE to BE and SEE BEYOND the Mirror, 
Truly Realizing that the “Sky is the Limit! 
FREEDOM is to be Consciously in the Unstoppable “Here and Now”. 
We are then the Book of the “Never Ending Story”, that we can most accurately Read when we Know the 
“ABC of Creation”, Expansion (Yin) and Contraction (Yang), the Nature of Contrast whereby we can 
become Conscious. 



 

 

Moreover, we can Expand on this Book of books with the Ever Realization of the Infinite Possibilities which 
are Contained by the ORIGIN of origins. 
The “Book’s ABC”, similar as a Law, is also a CONSTANT, whereby Order can be Understood and 
Maintained. 
All depending as how the “ABC” is understood and expanded upon, to create words, sentences and finally 
STORIES. 
Our Being, Creation in the Human Form, must be maintained by the Law of laws, of Creation, when we 
want to Serve TRUTH From Within. 
We can then Add to the Divine Library (“HIS-story”) another True Story, to the benefit of the Consciousness 
whereby Creation’s Eternity is Maintained. 
Therefore we have been given Intelligence and FREE WILL (His Will through us), to Know the Difference 
between who we Are and who we are Not. 
The Creator of ALL and us are One. 
How True are we to Ourselves to begin with, along the Self-examination, to finally KNOW that we are 
Eternal too? 
What is holding us in the Confinement of Self-denial? 
Are we Serving the Conditional or Unconditional? 
As Co-creators we have the Divine Responsibility (“to respond”) to Enrich the Divine Library of the Infinite 
Universe with our “latest comprehension” of the Unconditional Truth. 
The “to BE or Not to BE?” Question is the Last Threshold. 
LIBERATION from the “Not to BE Trap” is attained with the Union of Observer and Mirror.  

 
The TEST 

Win the Decisive Battle Within 
 

     Wars were waged throughout the Universe and all the Gods could not make Peace. So, what could 
possibly be the Solution? The PORTAL of Peace is needed for the Purification Process to be initiated. This 
Portal has to be Extremely Dense/Centered in  order to bring forth the Creative Force (Creation began by it) 
From Within (Heart’s Centre or ‘Point-zero’). Hence planet Earth was chosen for her Extreme 3-
Dimensional Density. This Earth-Human Relationship is also evident by both having the same Nucleus-
power (Magnetism). 
Thus Creation became Condensed in the Human Form, to also contain the Creative Force that at the end 
has to be released by making the CHOICE to BE (Self-realization, both as an Individual and a Collective 
Being = World Peace).  

 
The Criteria of the Peace Process 

A. The Human to be TESTED by way of Feeling and Intelligence, in a Collective way within the 3-Dimensional 
Density. 

B. The creation of the Extreme Duality, of Body, Mind and Spirit. 
C    The use of Free Will to Consciously make the Choice to BE. 
 
     Thus the Best Warriors of the Universe were Selected, to be part of the Test/Experiment, and were 
ordered to FIND OUT what it takes to create WORLD PEACE.  
  



 

 

    By being Creation in the Human Form, we can also internalize Earth by way of FOOD, especially the 
food that has the Total Memory, the whole Cereal Grain, also needed in the creation and maintenance of 
the complex Human body-cell. As such the Human can have the extreme Conscious 3-dimensional 
experience (sufferings included).  
 
     Thus, those who control the Food from where the Blood originates, can also control the Human and its 
Relationship with Creation and the Creator. Also know that the TEST is based on the creation of the 
Extreme Contrast: Creation verses Anti-creation. And it is by this extreme duality that the Portal of Peace 
can be created. We cannot have a portal with only one side. How well can the Human succeed in the 
creation of Anti-creation?  
 
     So, in the final stage Roma’s Inquisition (to LOCATE the Enemy that we want to delete from the 
Universe) was created, and by it Everything that is needed to maintain the Human within Creation became 
‘Illegal’ under the ‘Roman Law’ (secondary laws which can be used as weapons, which ultimately make 
weapons the law, as it is today). And the Punishment for not obeying the ‘Roman law’ became death by 
torture. Today it is ‘death by enjoying a torturous way of life’. 

 
The Inquisition 

     Law is the Constant whereby Order can be created and maintained. So, to create an order that 
absolutely contrasts the Order of Creation, a Process is needed to make Humanity absolutely Obedient to 
the Secondary/Roman law. And the initiation to it was the Control over Food. Therefore Woman, the 
Controller of Food, needed to be focused on, to become the Main-target or ‘enemy number one’ of the state 
(the ‘witch’). Moreover, her KITCHEN was the Centre of Government. It was the first Temple (church), 
Laboratory, Hospital (food is the primary medicine), School of Life (home-schooling) and Bank (storing the 
Universal food that we can multiply by growing it and eat it too). Also the Alchemist, who used the One-law 
in the practice of the Universal Science, was Roma’s target. From thereon Chemistry became the basis of 
the science that grew out to today’s global electronic control-system. Also, the Midwife was hunted down, 
because she helped the Mother to create strong healthy Children (no vaccines). Has the Inquisition ever 
ended? Ask the Pope and he would say ‘yes, it is of the past’. Then present another question, ’so, then 
when and how did it end’? Silence would be the answer. Today’s global order of control (NWO) is the Proof 
that WE have succeeded in the creation of Anti-creation, in every detail! And, we can Un-create it too. 
 
B. Now the TEST: Unifying the Two sides in order to have the PORTAL of PEACE. The UNION of the Two 
is the Test. Anti-creation does Not want the Union under Creator’s One-law, because it has systematically 
schemed the Heart to be controlled by the Mind. The Human can only Pass the Test by having the Heart 
control the Mind, by way of FORGIVENESS (the system is of the contrary, Revenge and Punishment). In 
other words, the Union of Heart and Mind can basically happen by the BLOOD that contains the Total 
Memory, to connect Heart and the Brain from where we can Think and make Choices. Again Food, and 
since Anti-creation is in control of the food-cycle, it requires Humanity to again get in full control of the 
Primary Medicine, Food, to Heal and Reconstruct the World, From WITHIN. First Step: make the Kitchen 
again the Centre of Government! 
C. What is Free Will? How free are we to use our will? Firstly, we must make the distinction between the 
two basic Systems: 

Creation 
     Living according to the Unconditional Onelaw of Creation, which has no need for any form of artificial 
enforcement (weaponry). This Law or Absolute Constant is the self-enforcing CHANGE, which Happens 



 

 

anyway, whether we like it or not. Going along with Change is the Way of the Wise. Example: the Seasons 
are the result of the One-law and together create all the Power to make the plants grow. These plants 
become our food and by eating the food according to the seasons we naturally inherit the Power that we 
can then apply to our growth of Mind and Spirit. The contrary is happening today, because we are not 
following the Law of laws, and instead follow the will of another or just be a subject of a 
commercially/politically (also fashion) created norms. 

 
Anti-creation 

     Today’s educational system was created by Roma and does the contrary, the blind obedience to 
‘authority’ and ‘behind the closed door created laws’- all done to have the Mind be dictated by the artificially 
cultivated ignorance, appetites and addictions. This (dis-) order’s last stage to be victorious is by Humanity 
to make the ‘choice’ of ‘Not to BE’ (micro-chipped) = Self-denial/betrayal. Therefore it has DELIBERATELY 
EXPOSED itself as being Corrupt, Cruel and Destructive, to then give the ‘opportunity’ for Humanity to seek 
‘justice and freedom’ under the Same Roman law by which the injustice and restriction was created. 
Knowing how to Live under Creator’s One-law is most feared by the ‘system’, because it takes away the 
need for the ‘protection’ of the ‘Same’. We can imprison all the corrupt ones and STILL end up with the 
same ignorant masses who merely want to survive and have ‘fun’, not knowing or caring about the 
Realization of the PLAN.  
 
     The Positive aspect of all the corruption and negativity, that we have INTERNALIZED by way of the 
manipulated foods, beverages, ‘medicine’, all sorts of chemicals and education (false information), is that 
the ‘Enemy’ cannot escape from facing the ONE Who has the Creative Force, in each one of us, to Win the 
Decisive Battle. ‘Gotcha’!  
 
     It is now up to the True Warrior who has the Courage to Win the Decisive Battle Within, by making the 
Self-examination, Purification of the Blood and the Will to BE. This LAST Choice is quite different than 
making the decision whether to buy ‘gluten or gluten-free foods’. The Choice of choices involves each 
Body-cell (correlating with a Star) and sense of our Being. It is the Divine Choice that we must make to the 
benefit of all of Creation, to at last Realize that we are the Creator of our own Reality, and also that we are 
an Eternal Being. First it is the Creative Force whereby all phenomena could come about. Then all of it 
compressed into the Human, whose Responsibility (to Respond) it is to Release the Creative Force in the 
form of Consciousness. Making the Last Choice implies giving a New Meaning to Creation Through our 3-
Dimesional Being (inner-Creation). 
 
     The TRAP is to gain ‘Justice and freedom’ given to us by another or some system. Even a religion. As 
such it can be taken away too. Once we have fallen for Roma´s “privileges and protection”, it is then the 
Fear to live by. The Fear that it can be taken away. From there on life becomes increasingly a ‘”free-
prison’”and we do anything to stay within that “‘comfort-zone’”.  Please do the Self-examination and know 
what it takes to be the Winner. 

 
The MOTHER and the “Holy Clone” 

 
     As it is… there is an extreme SEPARATION between Man and Woman, leaving the Child confused 
about the nature of Gender. All of it has made the Family Disintegration Normal. 
 



 

 

     Both Man and Woman… what is their Universal Purpose, besides maintaining the Procreation by way 
Sex? Both Male and Female originated from a Mother, but WHO is the MOTHER of All Mothers? And WHO 
is the HUSBAND of The MOTHER? 
 
     Does it make sense that The MOTHER is the Original PORTAL, WOMB or SEED from where both Man 
and Woman originated? IT is neither a “He” or a “She”. IT is the CREATOR Who can be the Intermediary 
between the UNKNOWN (Great Mystery) and the Realm by which a Possibility can be REALIZED, which is 
CREATION, of which Planet Earth is the “Second Mother”.  
  
    So, in order to Realize (be Aware of what IS) we need the DUALITY, by which the Opposites can be 
Instrumental in the Creation of the Consciousness that ALL IS ONE. And the Accomplishment of it requires 
the Creation of the UNDERSTANDING (use of the Brain) of the Knowledge of what it takes to UNIFY the 
TWO. The Time is upon us to do just that. 
 
     Humanity went through the Extreme EXPERIENCE (Roma has been instrumental) to Know what it takes 
to TRANSCEND the THRESHOLD of the Duality. Now we NEED the CENTER of centers to Unify the 
TWO. This CENTER is The MOTHER that each one of us Carry WITHIN! 
 
     The First MOTHER is the PORTAL or Original WOMB that Inter-connects the Unknown or Great 
Mystery with the Realm, Creation in which we can have the EXPERIENCE whereby we can become 
CONSCIOUS that ALL IS ONE = FREEDOM = BLISS. 
 
     The Second Mother is Planet Earth whose Nucleus contains the MEMORY that via the Plant (FOOD) 
becomes the BLOOD of the Mother in the Flesh, the Third Mother. This  Mother gives birth to the Child who 
after the birthing process continuous the Mother via the Small-intestine where the Food begins to Change 
into the Blood that via the Heart goes to the Brain, which is the last Mother who can give Birth to 
CONSCIOUSNESS (= Refined Food). 
 
     So, Roma, in order to have complete Control over the Human, has to Systematically DISGUISE the 
MOTHER with the WORSHIP of the “Holy Virgin” Statute, who today has become the “Holy Artificial Womb” 
whereby the Human can become the “Holy Micro-chipped CLONE”. FACT. 

 
Essence of the last Stage of the Hopi Prophecies 

 

  
The two contrasting paths and the one for the RETURN: 

A 



 

 

     The WAY, based on Creator’s One Law, Change. Law is a Constant and The Law is the only absolute 
and eternal constant. It is self-enforcing and thus there is no need to have an artificial law-enforcement. 
This Path is let by the Memory of the Original Seed and is thus Eternal. 

B 
     The Deviation from the WAY enables us to Experiment and to create the secondary laws which are 
needed as the temporary means to maintain order. Fear, guild and shame are here used for one to obey 
the law. Hence these laws can be used as weapons which ultimately make weapons the law, to induce 
Obedience. All wars and any form of terrorism are the result of the enforcement of secondary laws. And 
since the Experimental way is also subjected to The One Law (everything is subject to Change), it has a 
beginning and an end. To continue beyond its universal designated time-frame will lead to the inevitable 
self-destruction, and to know that the experimental order is still holding on to over 50.000 atom-bombs. This 
path lacks the Memory of the Original Seed and therefore is bound by Beginning and End.  

C 
     The Return to the WAY requires the Youth to set the basis for the true leadership. The related education 
must include: 

1. Universal Orientation and Focus: 
3.  Common Sense (= Sensing that what we have in Common). Everything without is within. ALL IS ONE. As 

such we must use the Macroscope (full-spectrum vision). 
4. The Principles of Creator’s One Law and its Practical daily life application, in order to prioritize The Law 

over the secondary laws. 
5. Understanding ourselves, life, the world and all phenomena within the context of Creation. 

The FOOD that upon the digestive process becomes the Blood, to able the Individual to Change and 
Control the World from Within. 

The above is also encoded in the symbol of Love and Heart 
 

 
 

1 - One becoming Two, illustrating the very principle of Creation (‘big bang’). Hereby the basis is set for the 
evolution of Consciousness and all phenomena. Here the Opposites can be Divided and thus the 
Conditional is created. 
2 - Two becoming One, illustrating the completion of the cycle of Consciousness. This UNION within us 
(Creation in the Human Form) is that of the Oneness, of the inner-Earth (Intestinal area where we begin in 
Mother’s Womb) and inner-Heaven (Brain). Hereby the unstoppable Power of the NOW is attained. This is 
the real meaning of FORGIVENESS, where Heart controls Mind (Heart pulsates by the interaction of inner-
Heaven and Earth). The true Education focuses on this attainment that is cultivated From Within and 
requires the Individual (= indivisible-two) to be in full control of its own Food/Blood, which in turn controls 
Mind and all the related aspects which shape the World, in which we can develop our higher faculties. Only 
then can the true Government by, of and for the People become the reality of Peace. Here the Opposites 
are centered by the Memory of ONE (zigzag line between the two points)  and thus the Unconditional is 
created = LOVE. 



 

 

 
Science Trap 

 The Mentally Created Steppingstone 
 
     Our brain and the ionosphere (500 km above Earth’s surface) have the same frequency. And the 
distance between these two extremes correlates with the inner-distance between the small-intestine (inner-
Earth) and the brain (inner-Heaven), which is laid out by the 7 chakras or stages for the Consciousness 
development. 
 The Essence of the relationship between Man and Earth is centered around the Nucleus, which contains 
the Total Memory or Link between where Creation began and what IS, NOW. As such Earth is impacted by 
Heaven’s Force (7), which is 7 times greater than what Earth can project from her core (1). Hence we 
experience the NOW on Earth’s surface, where Heaven’s and Earth’s forces meet (1 : 7). 
 
     Man is needed to lift UP Earth’s Core (Heart) to her surface and uses the 7 chakras for the ascension 
that can go beyond the ionosphere. So, there is more needed than the 7 inner-stages, which is the Power 
for Transcending the 7th into the 8th stage. All the 7 inner-stages are that of the evolution of consciousness 
and it is by the mind to be generated from Earth’s Heart UP to Man’s Heart UP, then further to the brain 
UP, that both Earth and Man can be liberated From Within. 
 
     This implies that Man’s thinking must come from the Heart, both Earth’s and Man’s. This ‘original 
thinking’ is IN-tuition (inner-education). So, how many people do actually Think? What goes for ‘thinking’ 
today is merely summarizing what we have been told and to memorize it in order to earn a diploma and 
status, so that we can be functional within a scientifically designed Trap or Matrix of Pretense, denial and 
exploitation.  
 
     So far science has not provided just one Solution for all the consequences due to scientifically created 
problems. Not even a cure for a headache. It went along with the many scientifically created labels to 
silence the masses. Also ‘education’ has been used as an aid to accept science to be the ‘only endless 
hope’. Mahatma Gandhi stated: ‘education has been used as the sophisticated tool to keep the masses 
speechless’.  
 
     For example, food. What one merely knows about it are the microscopic observations, which do not 
explain Food. Labels like protein, vitamin, carbohydrate, mineral, enzyme and many names which most 
people do not even know how to pronounce. Hence the ‘diet-trap’. 
 
     Also about the body. First we are told that the heart pumps the blood. And now it is all the way around, 
the blood pumps the heart. Another one, blood is created from bone-marrow. The truth is blood creates the 
bone-marrow, but to accept this truth means that the profitable/controlling medical procedures must 
surrender to Truth. By this revelation the entire medical staff needs to be re-educated. Science? It has been 
used to keep Humanity trapped within the satellite-confined atmosphere. This also explains the scientifically 
created chemtrailing around Earth. Science is at best ‘interesting’, to know how Evil operates in order to 
gain a cosmic lesson, so that we will know how to ‘peel the Cosmic Onion’. Each layer goes along with a 
Problem that Evil is good in to create. The problem is merely a Condition and it is up to us, by using 
intelligence and will, to bring forth the Inner-Power to Change the Conditional into the Unconditional. As 
such, with each problem that we can use as the Steppingstone, we will increasingly realize that we are 



 

 

eternal. The greatest Power from Within is needed to Reconstruct today’s world! This Power is of the 
Creator of ALL, His will flowing through us, and can only be when our entire being is dedicated to the Plan 
to make Earth the portal of Peace. 
 
     Peace? It cannot be attained by legislation or the noisy demonstrations. Only from the inner-Silence or 
Still-point of the Heart, where Creator’s Will resonates from. And in order to realize IT, it is by the NOW-act. 
The choice to BE that must resonate from each body-cell. Therefore the blood is the Key to unlock the 
Heart-portal. It is by the blood that we can become Aware to then be able to make the Choice to BE. 
Science has led Humanity to the opposite, Not to BE, ultimately by the microchip implant that will leave the 
Human completely mindless. This possibility is part of a prophecy, telling that ‘there will be a time that one 
can see on a screen what we think’. This science is already in place. 
  
     Science has been used by Evil to leave Humanity with the belief that there is no choice but to follow the 
‘scientifically proven’ nonsense. Non-sense it is, because one does not Sense one’s own capacity to THINK 
from the Heart. It is all mentally perpetrated from without (deductive mindset). This is not just a rebellious 
notion, but rather an observation of the Self-evident. Who can rebuke this all? It will all lead to the 
mechanical cycle of ‘ignorant following ignorant’. Think to know to what degree we actually Think, know that 
today’s science was established with the persecution of the Alchemists, who were observing phenomena 
within the context of Creation, using Creator’s Onelaw to substantiate the way of Thinking. All of it became 
forbidden under the penalty of torture and death in order to establish the deductive mindset. Hence the use 
of the microscope to observe the inner from the outer, which has led to the endless conflicts, because the 
external approach has endless angles to come to the same centre. The inductive mindset of the alchemist 
offers the full-spectrum observation, From Within. And leaves no room for argument and conflict. 
 
     The last test of Humanity is to find out how to make the shift from the deductive into the inductive 
mindset. As such we can transcend beyond the satellite controlled ionosphere, to realize the Plan to make 
Earth the Portal of Peace. The Essence to it is the Blood that has the Total Memory to connect Heart and 
brain. Hence the shift of CONTROL, from the Mind to that of the Heart. 
Dolores Cannon (from Collective Evolution): 
 
     During a hypnotherapy session, a woman went back to Atlantis and was telling me the prime reason for 
Atlantis being destroyed. I was told that there were scientists at the time of Atlantis. There were others who 
were fooling around with what they called Dark Matter. I was told that this is the same thing scientists are 
doing now when they are fooling around with what we call Anti-Matter. They said we have to know this, 
because the scientists are doing the same thing now. 
 
     The Large Hadron Collider experiment in Switzerland is the same thing. They are messing around with 
Anti-Matter. The scientists who are now fooling around with the Collider experiment don’t have any idea 
what they are really doing, and it’s very dangerous. 
 
     If those experiments had continued at that time in Atlantis, it would have broken down the grid of the 
planet, causing an implosion of the Earth, and it would have reverberated to the point where it would have 
broken the grids down of the entire Universe. But they stopped it before it got to that point, but destruction 
took place. 

 



 

 

The Diabolical 
Bhagavat Gita 

 
     As the moment Truth is knocking on our Door, what would the best answer be, to the last question, ’to 
BE or not to BE’? Bestial people have been given license to torture, maim, rape, destroy and kill. 
Everything Sacred to Life is overruled by the diabolical that has been described as follows. 
     The diabolical ones say, "this universe is without truth, without moral basis, without a God, brought 
about by mutual union, with lust for its cause; what else? Holding this view, these ruined souls of small 
intellect and fierce deeds, come forth as the enemies of the world for its destruction. 
 Filled within satiable desires, full of hypocrisy, pride and arrogance, holding evil ideas through delusion, 
they work with impure resolves. Giving themselves over to immeasurable cares ending only with death, 
regarding gratification of lust as their highest aim and feeling sure that is all. 
Bound by a hundred ties of hope, given over to lust and anger, they strive to obtain hoards of wealth by 
unlawful means for sensual enjoyments. This has been gained by me today; this desire I shall obtain; this is 
mine and this wealth also shall be mine in future. 
That enemy has been slain by me; and others I shall also slay. I am the lord. I enjoy. I am perfect, powerful 
and happy, I am rich and born in a noble family. Who else is equal to me? I will sacrifice. I will give charity. I 
will rejoice,- thus deluded by ignorance. 
Bewildered by many a fancy, entangled in the snare of delusion, addicted to the gratification of lust, they fall 
into a foul hell. Self-conceited, stubborn, filled with the pride and intoxication of wealth, they perform 
sacrifices in (or for) name out of ostentation, contrary to scriptural ordinances. 
Given over to egoism, power, haughtiness, lust and anger, these malicious People hate Me in their own 
bodies and those of others. These cruel haters, worst among men in the world, I hurl these evil doers into 
the womb of demons only. Entering into the demonical womb and deluded, birth after birth, not attaining 
Me, they thus fall, into a condition lower than that.  

 
Roma´s Trade-marks 

 
1- Crucified Christ.  
Christ correlates with Crystallization, coming to the Centre or extreme density. How can this be when both 
hands are nailed, so that they cannot come to union close to the Heart? 
2- Benediction. 
‘Father-Son-Holy Ghost’. Where is the Mother to align the Son with the Father? 

2. At Istanbul’s massive St. Sophia church (8th century) there is absolutely NO sign of a cross or nailed Jesus. 
This ANTI-Christ symbol, to keep one under the SPELL of fear, guilt and shame, began with Roma’s 
‘crusade-tour’, which has not ended. The changing of Roma into Amor requires making the Kitchen (to 
have the Blood-control) again be the center of Government, so that our Consciousness can be Naturally 
Oriented towards the VERTICAL. Know that the inner alignment of Small-intestine/Body, Heart/Spirit and 
Brain/Mind correlates with that of Earth, Man and Heaven. And that it is by the Blood that the Trinity is 
internally unified. Whoever controls our Food/Blood controls it all. Be the True Warrior to WIN the Decisive-
battle WITHIN! 
Cross-markers on sacred sites, hills and mountains. 
Especially at sites which were held sacred by indigenous peoples and on Earth’s high planes. We can see 
Vatican’s ‘trade-marked claims’. All of this has been used to block Earth from Heaven’s forces. It has 



 

 

expanded up to the ionosphere by way of the electronic technology to control Humanity from the horizontal 
plane. 
 
 

Spain, Roma´s Mask 
 

Part 1 
     At first Roma used the "Roman Soldiers", who were Not all Romans. Most were Mercenaries paid with 
stolen wealth. Others were Slaves who could become "free" by serving Roma as a killer.  

Part 2: 
     "INQUISITION" implies Inquiry, the investigation of Mind ("original FBI/CIA). So, after having Conquered 
enough Territory and People, the Conquest of Mind could begin. Humanity needs then be 
INDOCTRINATED, to WILLINGLY SUPPORT Roma´s SYSTEM, based on laws which make it ILLEGAL to 
Live by the ONELAW of CREATION, also making it ILLEGAL to BE (need a passport), a SOVEREIGN. 
Therefore the "Law-ENFORCEMENT is needed. In other words, the Secondary laws can be used as a 
Weapon making Weapons the law. Thus there is the need for the Military (today the Police have become a 
part of the military), to be Paid by the ones who Go Along with Roma´s Dictates (us, obeying any law). 
Today´s Armies (any “Side”) are the "Roman Soldiers", and it does Not matter who "wins", as long as the 
REACTION continues, so that the Resulting Energies can be CAPTURED within the Context of the 
IONOSPHERE, which is now Encircled by the Global Computerized System that ALL Nations DEPEND on. 
“Nations” merely Serve as “Roma’s Sponge”.  
 
     Roma also needs the MASK. Therefore it Created SPAIN (also Columbus. He has been used as 
“Roma’s Mask”. The Spanish People were also severely subjected to Torture, and out of the Obedient ones 
the "Conquistadores" came about. Then, Roma could be the "good guy" by way of the "Maria/Jesus 
misconstrued Religion", and Spain be the "bad guy" to Enforce Roma´s System. The Conquistadores were 
in truth the "next Roman Soldiers", especially the UN-Mercenaries. Roma´s Global MASK is also presented 
as "democracy" or some sort. That´s why wherever "democracy" sets it foot, there is Corruption, 
Decadence, Disease, War, Poverty, Family-disintegration and all sorts of Terrorism to justify the Militant 
"Protection" and Spy-system. This system is known as DEMONOCRACY, a word that has been deleted 
from today´s dictionaries....  
  
     

The Ultimate Breakthrough in Creation 
with the  

Power of Forgiveness 
 
     The Process mentioned here has been Encoded with the symbol of Love and Heart, which has two 
stages: 
1. One becoming Two (two lines ascending from one point). 
2. Two becoming One (two lines curving to one point). 
And the Link between ‘point 1’ and ‘point 2’ = is the Memory that the Blood must contain to Consciously 
Unify the Opposites at Heart’s Centre (‘Point-zero’). 
 



 

 

     Creation begins by the Creative Force, by which the Polarization comes about. Thus within the Distance 
or Space between the Opposites we can become Conscious by way of Experience or Experiment, when we 
try to Test the God-given Intelligence to find out how to Change Phenomena into something NEW. Even 
our Spirit, which is internally polarized by the Small-intestine (inner-Earth) and the Brain (inner-Heaven) is 
subject to Change. According to the Gospel of Thomas, Jesus the Christ said:  ‘when the body has become 
of the spirit, it is a marvel, but when the spirit has become of the body, it is a marvel of marvels’. And in 
order to do so, to create a greater spirit, our Body has been designed after that of Creation. We are 
Creation in the Human Form! 
 
     Thus, our Being also contains the Creative Force whereby we can Re-create, to the point where we can 
Realize that we are the creator of our Own Reality. In other words, Everything we experience is of our Own 
Choice, and how hard it is, to accept it when it does not measure up to our selfish expectations! The 
Courage to surrender to the Un-escapable Oneness equals the degree to how we identify ourselves by who 
we truly Are. TRUTH is the Key of Liberation. Hence it can set us Free when we consciously make the 
Choice to BE. It is by Consciousness that we can create. As such we can Recreate and Refine ourselves 
by Choices. This reasons that we can also Change the World from within, because ALL IS ONE. We are 
indeed co-Creators. The entire Universe will rejoice when the Divine Plan that brought us to Earth is 
realized. The Last Test to become a Graduate is at hand! 
 
     Since we cannot escape the Oneness, which is our Very Origin, we neither can escape the 
RESPONSIBILTY (= to Respond) to Answer the Question that enabled us to Enter Creation. And the 
Question is, ’Who Am I’? So, the MIRROR is needed to SEE ourselves ‘inside out’. Not only what we can 
actually See, but also Feel the One who Sees. This One is who we ARE – the ‘I AM’! So, initially by the 
Creative Force, the One becoming the Two, enabling us to Experience, to Know ourselves from the outer. 
But when we ‘run out of time’ (end of a cycle of Consciousness), when the Two have to become again One, 
the SAME Creative Force must be used, to come back to the Oneness, WITHIN. And in order to do so we 
must FORGIVE! Forgiveness is to CHANGE the Conditional (1) into the Unconditional (2). It is by this 
Ultimate Power that we can Break Through the Shell of the ‘Mystery Egg’ that the Hopi and other cultures 
have been mentioning. This shell is the last layer of Duality that’s around Heart’s Centre (‘Point-zero’). 
 
     What enables Opposites to constantly interact is the Un-changing, which is the One-law. Hence change 
does not change. The ‘untangling’ of this paradox requires the Graduation from the Divine Test, by having 
the Heart to Control the Mind by way of UNION, of Mind and Heart (‘Eagle and Condor’). Today’s World 
provides this Test. And is made tangible by the Extreme Contrast between the Temporary (Personal) and 
the Eternal (Universal). It is by the FORGIVENESS (Personal surrendering to the Universal), by the Two 
becoming One, that the Divine Unifying Control Centre of the Heart can be Reached. And this can be 
basically accomplished with the Purity of the BLOOD, to maintain the synchronicity with the Earth. 
Therefore our Blood and Earth have the same nucleus nature, of Iron. It is from the inner-Earth, where the 
Food begins to change into the Blood, that we can Ascend! And as a Great Master, Jesus, stated: ‘only 
through the Earthly Mother can we reach the Heavenly Father’ (not to be ‘religious’). 
 

Humanity’s Arrow 
 
Similar as the arrow that we know as an object, has Three parts: arrow-head, stem and plumes at the end. 
Also the bow has Three parts: the two ends of the bow, which contain the Power, and the string connecting 
the two ends. 



 

 

Then the Bow-man, to coordinate all six parts. 
The Bowman has also Three basic parts: inner-Earth, the small-intestine where the Food begins to Change 
into the Blood - inner-Heaven, the brain where the blood flows to - the Heart that pulsates the blood, to 
make it flow between the inner-polarities. 
So, where is the TARGET? 
Now the Bowman must coordinate the Nine parts, in order to reach the Target that’s at the Heart’s Center, 
which is the Portal that can connect us with the Only ONE Who has the POWER. 
The Bowman must bring forth the WILL (POWER) to transfer the bow’s innate-Power to the string, along 
with the Focus on the Target. 
The ARROW’s role is to Synchronize the Nine parts, in conjunct with the Bowman’s Will and Vision. 
“Humanity’s Arrow”….requires the SAME Nine parts in a COLLECTIVE way. 
Therefore the TRUE Democracy is needed. 
So, who is its Bowman, and how can the Arrow be interpreted? 
The arrow-head correlates with the very few who can be trusted with Leading Humanity to the Target. 
At the very Arrow’s tip, it is the Only ONE Who is in each one of us. 
The stem correlates with the masses, connecting the Power-potential (from Heaven to Earth connection, 
the “spiritual bow”) with the (Earth to Heaven connection, the “spiritual string”). 
The plumes at the end correlate with the Difficulties (“setback”), which we can overcome with the Will to 
widen the distance between the bow and the string. 
Without the plumes/difficulties the Arrow cannot follow a Straight path (it will tumble). 
TODAY it requires the great Clarity of Body, Mind and Spirit within the Context of Creation to Constructively 
Release the collective Power-connection. 
This has to be, because we are Creation in the Human Form, and thus contain the POWER that’s needed 
to Maintain inner-Creation – which we can release with the WILL TO BE. 
What is Needed now is the Universal AWAKENING by way of the BLOOD’s Purification, so that inner-Earth 
and inner-Heaven can be United in the Heart. 
This would be the REALIZATION of the long awaited World-Peace, accomplished with Humanity’s Arrow’s  
penetration of the ONEHEART. 
Let’s Understand the Extreme Difficulties Humanity is going through and Overcome it with the Power of 
FORGIVENESS (= making the Two One = letting go of the arrow’s end/difficulties = centering at the very tip 
of the Arrow). 
Search your Heart, the Last TEST is upon us. 
Shall we Continue Following the “CLOWNS” who stand above the laws that They created, to make it 
ILLEGAL to BE? 
They want to REPLACE the HUMAN, who has been created in the IMAGE of GOD, with the one who 
merely functions as a Component of their Computer. 
Shall we Continue and go beyond the LIMIT of limits, just to find out what it takes to ENTER the “WAY of 
NO RETURN”, which cancels out Any Possibility of Repair, of the Damage done by way of Self-
DEVALUATION, due to the “Not to BE” CHOICE? 
You may have to Re-READ this Book several times to Know what it takes to BE…. 
 

 
Universal Peace 

with the “to BE” Answer 



 

 

 
     Throughout Creation wars have been waged due to the initial Reactionary energy 
that was created upon the Polarization (“big bang”). The Gods themselves were never 
able to truly be in Peace with each other. “Star-wars” have been waged throughout the 
universes within different dimensions of space and time. The Portal of Peace was 
lacking.  
 
     So the Gods agreed to make the Plan that could possibly create the Portal of Peace 
through the Human Potential. This Plan that each one of us chose to be part of needed 
Great Mystery to be Entered via a Density that has never been fully explored before in 
Cosmic History. Even the Gods, although far advanced on many levels, are in awe of 
what has been transpiring on planet Earth. The  chosen Warriors, us,  must now bring 
up the greatest courage for winning the last and decisive battle WITHIN. 
 
     Much Reactionary Energy has been required (by wars) to break through the density 
that we have Embodied. Thus EXTREME Polarities were needed to create the 
Reactionary Condition for Reaching the Nucleus or SECRET of Creation. In conjunct, 
different bloodlines related to gods coming from places universes apart, could set the 
basis for the needed polarities. Earth’s centre, Iron (Fe) became the Common 
Denominator of the different bloodlines and by the Earthly food the different bloodlines 
became shaped in the “look alike body”. Yet each body holding a different polarity and 
frequency, each correlating with a unique individual soul and potentials for the execution 
of different cosmic roles. 
 
     Then the Drama unfolded through the different processes, to Collectively create the 
reactionary energies and then Unify them for the break-through. The reactionary 
energies needed space and time for polarities to react. Hence the battlefield of the 
outer. Consequently the division of Earth with the creation of different nations in order to 
facilitate the collective aspect. In turn all the nations became artificially Fixed in “East” 
(Orient) and “West” (Occident). This has led to the extreme reactionary condition that 
was concluded with the use of the atom-bomb by the extreme West, USA, to collectively 
react to the extreme East, Japan. Today we have the “United Nations”…unable to truly 
unify due by not having Creator’s One Law be its Primary Constant. As such this global 
institution rather serves the “war-lord”, verses the Lord of Peace. 
 
     So far the breakthrough for reaching into the centre of matter was of the outer. Then 
the very centre of matter, to be reached by FEELING that then has to be refined into the 
CONSCIOUSNESS coming from the inner. For this reason Iron became the Nucleus of 
our blood, by which we can Feel…so that we can go into the “within of the within”. Then, 
how far can we come Within in order to Open the     Portal as has been Planned for? 
Certainly not by falling short, by not reaching the Void or Still-point of Bliss, WITHIN! 
 
     Not until the ultimate feeling is experienced, LOVE, the ongoing Labour-pain  (WAR) 
is needed for the Breakthrough. This is the essence of the Goddess/Mother, 
represented in both Man and Woman.  It is She, Woman, who connects us most with 
Earth’s centre via her blood, to initiate us into the ability to Feel. It is Woman too, who is 



 

 

essential to UNIFY all the energies that have been released on Earth’s collective scale. 
Both Man and Woman were needed to be the Polarities of polarities, to enable the 
Goddess to fully blossom from Earth’s density. Man serves the external part of the 
process and Woman serves the complementary part, that of the inner. Humanity has 
come to the last part of the PLAN. The Last and Decisive Battle must be Won by the 
Individual Soul. This true Self is as eternal as the Oneness from where it originated. 
This is where World Peace is for.  
 
     World Peace as many believe it is needed for the Inner-Breakthrough, and is not to 
serve the condition by which we can be a “comfortable consumer”. Neither because we 
are tired of war or out of fear. The attainment of World Peace is to Complete the Circle 
of which each one of us is a part. By each one of us having the SAME nucleus, each 
one of us can relate to the Centre of the circle. As such the Circle can be distilled into 
the Centre that we have in Common. As such the impact of the implosion can open 
(explode) the PORTAL from wihin. This INNER- Bigbang is the Birth of the GENUINE 
HUMAN.   
 
     The significance of Iron is that its energy, magnetism, can harmoniously interconnect 
the inner and the outer…enabling us to Feel the Totality. So, by the outer being the 
realm of the illusion (initiating feelings from without) and by the inner, realm of reality 
(initiating feelings from within)…we have the Power to make the CHOICE to transcend 
the Difference between the inner and the outer. As such the Portal of Peace becomes a 
Reality. As such we are not any longer restricted by polarity or duality. In other words, 
we then become fully able to CHANGE illusion into Reality, finite into Infinite, war into 
Peace, fear into Love. And be able to distil the tree in the lasting Seed. This is 
UNCONDITIONAL Freedom or LOVE! The conditional is merely the entrapment by 
dualism, by right over wrong, mine over yours, pleasure over suffering, etc. No one but 
ourselves can liberate us from the limitation that was caused by our choice to be a part 
of the PLAN. Therefore we must make the Choice to BE. To BE means to realise that 
we are One thus Eternal, not restricted by the Limit or the conditions of a dualistic 
system. Not to realise this truth is to rather succumb to the illusion or failure to use the 
Power of the Human Potential that’s centred around Free Will. We know the Options. 
The Choice is ours to make. 
 
     Creation is watching us as we are at the stage of the last and decisive-battle-within. 
This battle is waged between the Inner and the Outer. The outer being illusory/finite and 
the inner being reality/eternal. By these extreme options Free Will comes to the climax 
with the Choice to BE. With this Self-realisation the consciousness comes about that the 
true Being is indeed Eternal, thus ONE. And it is by this ONE, realised within the dual 
realm that the reactionary aspect can be naturally changed into the non-reactionary or 
peace without “ making war for peace”. This explains the illusory “new world order” by 
which a “chosen few” try to own the world by “making war for peace”.  Thus using the 
collective-outer to conquer the collective-inner. Therefore the last attempt to fully control 
the Inner of the individual (“indivisible-two”) by changing it into the “divisible-one” 
(externalisation) with the use of genetic manipulation, to create the CLONE in the image 
of an inferior god. Hence the last and decisive Question: “to BE or not to BE”? 



 

 

Portal of Peace 
 
     Only the only ONE can establish Peace. Only by the One becoming the Two and the 
One becoming the One again, can the ONE be Experienced “as is”. By the Two or 
Duality the unchanging ONE can create a delayed perception of the Oneness IT finds 
itself in, which causes the unchanging ONE to appear as the unchanging CHANGE… 
By Change the ONE can observe itself through the differentiation, by the One and the 
Two. In other words, an “illusory without” is created that later is distilled via the within 
into the Centre of centres, which is the Portal of portals that we must go through to fully 
connect with the Nameless and indescribable ONE. 
 
     By change both the One and The wo (the basic attributes of the ONE to create 
Consciousness) are constantly kept in harmony, hence the pulsation… expansion 
(Two)… contraction (One)… expansion… contraction… etc. As such the ONE can “feel 
at Home” within the “garment” that the ONE created itself. And as long as change is 
observed as The constant, the ONE finds itself within itself, by constant Order, Peace 
and Freedom.  
 
     By ONE, One and Two… the Trinity is created, which are besides the attributes of 
change also the dimensions of the Portal: width, height and the distance between the 
two sides, which are of the inner and the outer. Then, by narrowing this inner-outer 
distance we can find ourselves within ourselves. We then have become one with the 
Portal and Know that we Are who we Are, the “to BE” or “I AM”. We are then “in ONE 
piece/peace”. 
 
     Our Body, the “garment”, has been most precisely created to facilitate Change and 
consequently the sensorial, emotional and mental attributes, which depend on the 
bodily, become stable too. However, when the Memory of ONE is lacking…the Two 
takes the overhand and by expansion the ONE is increasingly perceived in superficial 
terms and ways. We then begin to name the Nameless ONE, such as “God, Allah, 
Yahweh”, etc…or in whatever term that’s most appealing in conjunct with which order 
our being is maintained by, according to its underlying laws. For many it is “Money” or 
“Sex”. Consequently these laws, by which a certain order has to be maintained, have to 
be enforced according to the superficial means of the context in which one artificially 
perceives and worships the ONE. In other words, one’s perception of the only ONE is 
proportional to the distance of the illusory self or ego and the “point zero” within. So 
there is a battle between the outer and the inner and as long as we have not entered 
the last and decisive battle within… the outer battle is waged. All the destructive and 
cruel wars of the world are the result of not being able to narrow the distance between 
the two sides of the Portal of Peace, to nil. This inability to do so is the result of not fully 
using/living the Unchanging One Law, Change. Thus artificial efforts (by reaction or ex-
change) have to be made to enforce the secondary laws, which in turn result in laws to 
be used as weapons… ultimately making weapons the law. So, all wars begin with the 
futile attempt to make the secondary law the primary constant. To be one with Change 
is to be one with the only ONE, who has the Power to Win the Battle of battles. Indeed, 
who or what can ever stop CHANGE?  



 

 

 
 
 

 
Part 3- 

Practical Aspects 
 
 

The Ultimate SECRET 
 
     What is a Secret? It is That what is CONTAINED by what can REVEAL. The fruit is one example. In 
order to come to the Seed, firstly the Skin we need to break through. Then we Eat the Fruit. So, what to do 
with the Seed? Usually it is thrown away. Of course we can PLANT it in the Earth, too. And that is How we 
can Know what the Seed Contains, as it becomes a Tree. We can then also know what the Tree Contains, 
besides the branches and leaves. The flowers appear, and then again the Fruit… 
     What is the Ultimate Truth and Secret we can KNOW from this Process? The Absolute and eternal 
Constant, CHANGE, which is the LAW of laws! So, HOW can we Plant the Seed WITHIN us, so that we 
can become ONE with the Secret or Change? In other words, be as Eternal and Invincible as the LAW of 
laws? Yes, we can Plant the Seed within us by EATING IT! Therefore our BODY has been most precisely 
designed for. 
     We need to Know HOW to TOTALLY DIGEST the TOTAL FOOD, which is for the Human the Whole 
Cereal Grain. This Daily MAIN-food Contains the Skin, Fruit and Seed. And it is Only the Human who can 
fully Digest this UNIVERSAL Food, because we attained through Evolution the Brain/Intelligence to know 

How to use FIRE (Fire is the element whereby the Temporary can be Separated from the Eternal) 
by way of COOKING. As such the Pre-digestive process is added, to be able to Reveal the Secret! 
 
Then the sequence of the Inner-digestive process: 
1- The Mouth (Portal to connect Outer and Inner-Creation). The first connection is the Tongue, which gives 
the immediate Signal to the Heart (read the Tongue). Then the Chewing (read Chewing).  
2- The Stomach. So, keep this inner-environment stable by not drinking while eating. Also no sweets and 
fruits before, during and directly after the meal (wait at least halve an hour). 
3- The Small-intestine. Here the beneficial bacteria are needed to Biologically Transmute the Food into the 
BLOOD. As such the Essence of Food, the MEMORY, can be Released, which can then Ascend to the 
Heart. 
4- The Heart. Although this organ is not considered to be a part of the Digestive system, here the Blood is 
“Chewed” by the Heart’s Pulsation (the pulsation was initiated with the Chewing). The Food is then Refined 
into the FREQUENCY that goes to the Brain that enables us to THINK. 
5- The Brain. With this final Organ we can UNDERSTAND Everything that has Constituted the FOOD we 
Ate (= perceiving that what created the Food from the Within). As such we  Created the CONSCIOUSNESS 
whereby Creation (Food is to a certain degree a Condensation of Creation) has Gained a greater 
MEANING. So, Eating FOOD is REVEALING The SECRET! 
      



 

 

 
The Secret of Blood 

 
    Blood has basically three stages: 
1. As food before it enters our body. 
2. When it is in our body as a ‘red sticky liquid’.  
3. When it exits our body in a subtle way; by feelings, emotions, thoughts and as the most refined form 
which is CONSCIOUSNESS. 
 
     We must master these three basic stages of Life in order to maintain ourselves as a conscious integral 
part of Creation. Blood is the basic media that inter-connects us with everything, when it contains the Total 
memory. When our food lacks the needed memory to have a harmonious relationship with the world at 
large, we will be the first one to deliver the evidence that this is true. The body, which never lies, will deliver 
the evidence that we have lied to ourselves and the Creator when it shows disease. The reasoning, we are 
Creation in the Human Form and since ALL IS ONE, Creation and Creator are One too. The Body (inner-   
Creation) always tells the truth, because the Creator always tells the Truth! It further reasons then that we 
can be most consciously close to the ONE within our Heart, to make our evolution of Spirit most dynamic. 
For this reason the blood interconnects each body-cell (corresponds with a star) with the Heart (central-
Sun). Moreover, we must also know what it takes to internally release the food’s memory, that can then be 
carried by the blood up to the brain and beyond in the form of consciousness. 
 
     For the Spirit to have an Earth-experience, to LEARN, we begin with blood in Mother’s Womb that is at 
the small-intestinal region, because it is here where the food begins to change into blood by the biological 
transmutation. Then, upon birth the ‘first mouth’ (umbilicus) changes to the head, so that we can become a 
‘conscious eater’ and from thereon grow in spirit. Ignore this all and we WILL suffer without end. This is not 
just a philosophy, opinion or theory, not even ‘scientific’. It is self-evident. The blood-control education is 
fundamental. 
 
     This stage is initiated by polarity, expansion/contraction. By expansion the soul can enter Great Mystery 
and have an experience to ultimately realize itself at the physical plane, which is the turning-point from the 
horizontal into the vertical. From here the pole of contraction (towards ‘Heaven’) dominates and by it the 
Return is completed via the cultivation of consciousness via the nine levels of ascension.  
 At ‘stage 1’ the force of expansion (to make the Heaven-Earth connection) becomes the Water-element, by 
which energy is centralized. By this inwards-organization (in-organic) the nucleus is formed, that 
consequently contains the memory of the ‘journey’ into the ‘hologram’ (Creation), all the way from the point 
of departure till the point of arrival at the physical plane. Hence the Rocks having the ‘ancient memory’ that 
we need for the ascension or remembering. Thus the minerals we need for the solidification of the nervous 
system (spine towards the head) so that we can internally progress in consciousness.  
 
     The Ascension (to make the Earth-heaven connection) begins with the Fire-element. Thus by both water 
and fire Circulation is created. The ocean creates clouds. Clouds become the rain that culminates into the 
river to complete the cycle with the return to the ocean. By this circulation the Source in the form of the 
Seed can grow. The plant then collects the subtle elements (via the root-system), of those which have been 
released from the rocks by erosion, to then ascend to the branch-system. Upon saturation the plant 
becomes a firm basis to further the ascension, for it has entered the Fire-stage by the absorption of Sun’s 



 

 

energies. In addition, the completed plant has produced the nutrition that enables the Eater of plants to 
continue the ascension process unto the arrival at the point of departure. The Fire-element is needed here 
and is contained in the carbohydrate. 
 
     Of all ‘eaters of plants’, Man eats the most advanced ‘fire-food’, the whole cereal grain that contains the 
complex-carbohydrate. Man is most able to digest this food and can thus release the food’s memory best. 
Consequently the consciousness created from it makes Man to understand how to use Fire by adding it to 
his food. This led to the art of cooking! As such Man’s nervous system became vertically oriented, 
indicating the great polarization between Earth’s centre and the endless growing Creation. 
 
     Upon the digestive process food changes into blood (blood-plasma first) and the entire evolutionary 
process of the outer becomes that of the inner. Here blood correlates with the source of the water-cycle, 
the ocean. Then blood changes into body-cells, ‘resembling the plant’. The difference of the plant’s nucleus 
and Man’s is that the magnesium of the plant’s is utmost dense and therefore the plant cannot fully release 
the Memory back to the Source. Man’s nucleus is the same as Earth’s, with the difference that Man’s iron 
nucleus is attained by biological transmutation. Iron in contrast to magnesium is releasing. Its energy, 
magnetism, interconnects the inner with the outer. Also here there is a difference. Earth’s magnetism is 
bound to the physical realm. Man’s, since his iron is attained by biological transmutation (with the use of 
Fire) most profoundly contains the bases for the Conscious change from Within. As such we can ascend 
from Earth as a Master who graduated from the three-dimensional density. Thus by Man’s total ascension 
or Self-realization, we can help with Earth’s Liberation, because by having Her embodied by way of food, 
She will ‘join’ us into the evolution of Spirit. Man and Earth made a contract! 
 
     From here the subtle energies are remembered in the form of feelings, emotions and thoughts, all 
needed to at last become conscious of who we truly Are. As such we can increasingly detach from the body 
(physical plane) and ultimately Return to the Source with a New Consciousness of BE-ing. Social 
interactions and the communication within the context of the infinite universe become then our ‘Blood’! 
Ultimately the blood’s essence is centered into the One heart or Portal of portals. The essence of blood is 
the consciousness that ALL IS ONE. By having the ‘food of the gods’, the whole cereal grain, to be our 
daily main food, this will set the firm basis for the endless evolution of consciousness. The whole cosmic 
journey can be summarized in one sentence: ‘the tree is in the seed and the seed is in the tree’. Or, ‘the 
circle is the expanded centre and the centre is the contracted circle’. Much shorter said: ‘ALL IS ONE’! By 
this Principle of principles we can create our own reality. By consciousness we create and by what we 
create creates consciousness. The ‘in-between’ is merely the fleeting experience or ‘Creator’s 
Entertainment’. How beautiful and exciting a tree can be! Yet, it is always the seed that secures the 
perpetuation of the tree. The lasting beauty is attained with the Realization that the Seed of seeds is 
WITHIN. 

 
BLOOD-Control Logic 

 
It is pure Logic that the Center Controls the Circle.  
And what connects the center and the circle can be of anything that Surrenders to the ONENESS. 
So, let’s examine this logic in steps. 
We are Creation in the Human Form, and this is “Huge”.  
The outline of Creation is the ultimate Circle, and the Human correlates with Creation’s Center. 



 

 

What Connects both is FOOD. 
So, when we Eat Food….we can Deepen within the Center WITHIN us. 
The Food becomes the BLOOD that then goes to the HEART, which is the Center of inner-Creation. 
And Deeper we can go, for Heart’s Center of centers endlessly constricts, all depending on how much we 
can go Inwards as the result of going outwards. 
It is like our breath. 
The volume and power of the inhale correlates with the volume and power of the exhale. 
It is a part of the Onelaw Principle whereby Creation is Maintained. 
We will be indeed FREE when our breath, feelings, thinking and actions are in Synchronicity with the breath 
of Creation. 
“Point-zero” is the absolute and eternal CONSTANT of Creation, which is also Creator’s Onelaw = Change.  
All what we can realistically DO is to facilitate the Connection between the Circle and the Center = to LIVE 
the LAW of laws. 
With the Blood that enables us to make Creation functional through us we can feel and think, to finally 
REALIZE that we are the Creator of our Own Reality. 
We certainly cannot Control “Point-zero” and Creation’s endless expansion, but with the refinement of the 
Quality of our BLOOD we can, to endlessly deepen the inner-Search in conjunct with the infinite expansion 
by way of Caring and Sharing. 
We can make the Choice how we want to have Creator’s WILL Flow Through us. 
With our Blood we can decide How to Use Creator’s Power  = FREE WILL. 
With the Sacred Art of Eating we can Control and Improve our Blood-quality. 
We are Creator’s INSTRUMENT to inter-connect infinity going inwards and infinity going outwards. 
As such we can Realize that we are Infinite too. 
 
 

The TRUTH about  

FOOD and what EATS 
 
Why do we want to KNOW the TRUTH? 
Truth is Eternal. 
The more we Know the Truth about anything, the More we know ourselves as an 
Eternal Being. 
Foremost we must Know WHO we ARE. 
This Knowing has to resonate from each Cell of our Body. 
And since we begin with the FOOD that upon the Digestive Process becomes the 
BLOOD, that enables us to Know, we must firstly Know the Truth about the Food we 
Eat “the whole truth and nothing but the truth”. 
We cannot know the Truth of both, of Food and its Eater, when we merely “know” by the 
Microscopic observation. 
To know Food by what we can see under the Microscope (elements, vitamins, protein, 
carbohydrate, enzymes) can be rather the Distraction from SEE-ing the “Total Picture”. 
What about the Sun and that what this center of the solar-system contains…the Moon 
and stars, all of Creation. 
ALL of it is more or less Contained in Food. 
Then due to the lack of “food-knowledge”…. the Consequences. 
Then the Microscopic “check-up” of the Blood. 



 

 

Then the Experimental Drugs, which were concocted by way of the Microscopic 
“research”. 
Then the organ-transplant. 
Then the Clone. 
Then…the End of the Human who is the Totality within the Totality. 
So, STOP with Listening to those who are licensed to Practice Untruth. 

 
“Diet” 

 
     Sixty plus years ago the doctor would paddle his bike to the patient and considered a diet first before 
giving any medicine. Today the physician merely "practices medicine" and can lose his license when he 
prescribes food as the first medicine. This left the people with the only option, to design their own "diet" 
when ill. Thus many "diets" came into being as the result of the medical system's focus on the "medicine" 
(drugs) by which we can "live" with disease. So, how can a "diet" that works well for one, be normal for 
every one? What is the true purpose of food and the consumption of it? Food is the link and catalyst that 
we basically need to harmonize the inner with the outer ... for food is the condensation of the environment 
and thus holds the memory that we must integrate in the body cells ... so that we can remember, in order to 
make full cycle within Creation. The more memory and the greater the context in which the memory is 
contained, the more we can become conscious of who we Are. So, by the Choosing, Preparing and Eating 
our daily Food according to the very principles of Creation, the greater the potential to have great health. 
Health means whole. The laboratory created concepts of health mostly came from the observation through 
microscopes and the study of dead bodies. The Total relationship with Creation requires us to know how to 
independently design our nutritional profile according to our constitution, condition, age, gender, way of life 
and environmental conditions. Today's "diets" are mostly in the experimental stage and must shift within the 
universal context of understanding and practice, in order to overcome the great gap that we now have 
between the natural and artificial. All the "diets" or ways of eating can be categorized according to the nine 
stages of evolution, from the most primitive to the most advanced: 
 
1. Eating by Quantity (gourmand, ‘all you can eat’). From the micro-organism to the reptilian, they eat until 
their stomach is full and then sleep because not much blood goes to the brain, due to the occupation of 
blood in the digestive process in the lower region of the body. The bacteria has no problem with this 
interruption, because the food they internalize goes straight to the head! The head (beginning of the 
species) is not extended to become a body, since it has not long enough evolved, that it needs a "storage", 
that can contain the Memory of the evolutionary process it went through. Many Humans maintain 
themselves on this level (regardless their "healthy food") and thus accept to be powerless against the most 
primitive form of live, the virus and consequently must rely on a medical system that cannot function without 
the computer, which is at least one hundred years behind in the computing capacity of a simple cell. 
Level of judgment: MECHANICAL 
 
2. Eating by taste (gourmet). Accordingly we will stimulate the Brain/Mind. This way of eating correlates 
with the first sage in mother’s womb, where we began with the head. But by using our intelligence we can 
select the food by the tastes in correlation with the bodily functions and other stimuli for the higher evolution 
of mind and spirit. 
Level of judgment: SENSORIAL 
 



 

 

3. Eating by Looks or sentimental setting this category involves the traditional, "candle light dinner" and 
"what my mother let me eat" way of eating, protocol and mannerism. Stick to "fork and knife", even when 
the food can be must more enjoyed when eating with the fingers. This aspect has been capitalized by the 
commercial world, with their psychologically presented foods, by labeling and subliminal advertisements. 
Level of discernment: SENTIMENTAL. 
 
4. Eating by Intellect. By truly mastering the former levels of eating, we will be able to release the essence 
of food to a frequency high enough to excite the brain, so that it can occupy the blood long enough in a 
higher thinking process. This aspect correlates with the so-called "attention-span". Here we judge food by 
way of reasoning and consider the "scientific approach". As such we begin to analyze food by the 
microscopic observation, such as protein, carbohydrates, vitamins, enzymes, minerals, etc. Although quite 
incomplete in the understanding what food is, it gives us a much greater relationship with Creation and a 
firmer basis to let the mind evolve. 
Level of discernment: INTELLECTUAL 
 
5. Eating by Social concerns.. With the growing awareness, of our relationship with the environment, from 
where our food comes from ... we begin to eat food in a sharing manner. Individual needs are considered 
and the food is prepared and eaten in such a way that it can please everyone who belongs to the family or 
community. Ideally everyone is also involved with the growing of food. This aspect of life has been 
systematically debilitated through the control of the food-cycle by the exploitative cartel. The disintegration 
of the family is the result of this onslaught.  
Level of discernment: SOCIAL 
 
6. Eating by Universal order. The relationship with the origin of food has grown into the Universal Context. 
The brain can now resonate beyond the horizon that we can touch, smell, hear and see. We go beyond the 
space and time that we can possibly cover within our own biological existence. We enter the future by 
making ourselves Food for a Greater World! Now we apply the Universal Principles of the Order of the 
Infinite Universe, for the Choosing, Preparing and Eating of Food. Going beyond (yet including) quantity, 
taste and analytical evaluation) food is now used to make the complete Link between the Eater and the 
Absolute Source of Food/Creation. All the Elements (Earth, Air, Water, Fire and Consciousness) are used 
to centre the manifest Within, to find our Limit that we can then use as our Stepping-stone. 
Level of discernment: IDEOLOGICAL 
 
7. Eating by intuitive knowing. Now the body has attained a firm recollection of the evolutionary past and is 
ready to enter the ascension stage, to find and Know the Self by, of, for and within the Self. Food must now 
be eaten full spectrum, to realize that food and eater are One. That, "God made Himself". The practice of 
Appreciation is essential and includes the complete mastication of food, to know that everything is Food. 
Level of discernment: APPRECIATION 
 
8. Eating to realize the Dream. The union of all opposites is made, Within. Now we can think with the Heart 
and will not fail in the choice of food, in any form and way. We will be able to Change the worst poison into 
the highest medicine, because we have mastered the Alchemy of Life, the practical application of the 
principles of the absolute and eternal Constant of Creation, which is CHANGE. 
Level of discernment: FREEDOM 
 
9. Eat or not Eat. We have Arrived and can truly say "I AM"! 
Level of discernment: ALL LEVELS. 



 

 

 
The Sacred Art of Eating is the "ladder", that we can use to reach the highest stage of Being. It is not a 
"diet", yet it includes all "diets". This is the Universal Way by which we can make a most realistic basis for 
World Peace. The first concern is Health, which means Whole. So, how Whole do we want to be? 
 

 
Why Cooked Food? 

 
     To fully answer the question, we must first have a Universal Perspective of the concern. Here the 
concern is Health. Health means Whole. So, how healthy do we want to be? 
 
     Most people consider themselves "healthy", because they either just "feel good" or simply have not 
been ‘diagnosed’ (labeled) with a disease. This is merely "clinical health", determined by the norms the 
physician goes by, who "practices medicine", who in turn depends on the laboratory report stating the result 
of the "blood test". 
Blood where does it originate? According to the medical science blood originates from bone-marrow. So, 
where does bone-marrow originate? Bone-marrow originates from blood and blood originates in the small-
intestine from food, by biological transmutation. The creation of blood from bone-marrow (and flesh) 
happens only under abnormal conditions ... such as in case of fasting or ailment, when the intestinal 
condition is not up to par. The medical approach towards health is based on the abnormal condition of the 
Human body. This makes sense when we consider that the scientific understanding of the Human has 
been primarily derived from the research on dead bodies! 
 
     Where does food come from? It comes from Creation, the Whole. So, food contains the Memory of the 
Infinite Universe and each food has a different capacity of memory. By eating food we can remember and 
consequently food and eater maintain the cycle of life. In other words, order is maintained by the constant 
or One Law of Creation, which is Change. Change implies transmutation, alchemy and is quite different 
than mutation or chemistry, where opposites become reactionaries. 
 
     Within the early scheme of Creation the subtle is organized into the solid. This we know as inorganic. 
The "organization" of energy is going inwards. The formation of a crystal is a good example. Then, having 
arrived at the "bottom-line" of the cycle the energy has to continue with an "upwards organization". This is 
the function of the plant. It's roots "grab" into the inorganic (the past) and with the aid of micro-organisms 
("primitive eaters") a transmutation takes place, to change the nature of energy. Therefore the plant has a 
branch-system to ‘reorganize’ the gathered energies towards the ‘upper-world’. 
 
What makes energy go downwards and then upwards? To understand this process we must understand 
two basic elements, Water and Fire. The element Water is responsible for the solidification, thus needed for 
the root-system's process. Ultimately it becomes extremely solid, such as ice, unless there is a 
Complementary element to prevent this from happening. This element is Fire. So, with the help of the Sun 
the Water can rise and the "inner-organization" changes into the "outer-organization"! 
 
     Plants, however, have not the capacity to fully organize matter towards the ultimate subtle stage, from 
where it all began... to complete the cycle. The plant needs an "organizer" with a greater capacity to 
change. The animal serves this function. It has therefore organs, to organize energy into higher levels 



 

 

within a greater context. This is evident by the freedom to move the "roots" from place to place. These 
"roots" is the small-intestine, where also the micro-organism (beneficial bacteria) is needed to change the 
plant into us (blood to begin with). 
 
     Of all animals it is the Human who has the greatest capacity to organize the tangible world back to the 
Source. This is due to our most advanced digestive system and the ability to use fire with the principles of 
alchemy, true COOKING. The Fire that we use here is of organic origin. It is much more than just heat. The 
heat or energy derived from electricity or microwaves is of inorganic origin and rather handicaps us in the 
ascension process. Organic fire is the trinity of energy, Unifying Heaven (oxygen), Earth (fuel) and Man 
(heat). We do not burn or destroy food with Fire (as the "raw foodist" claims it). We control the heat with the 
use of the Cauldron, so that the Water element can ‘marry’ the Fire element. By having the Fire under the 
cooking pot, the energy from the Sun can then be Freed THROUGH the food that will then add to the 
Ascension process of the Eater. Consequently the organization increases in context, by the eater's creation 
of the family, community and concern for world order. 
 
     The over-consumption of water was promoted by the medical science, with the assumption that we can 
"flush" poisons from our body. The contrary is true. Of course, by drinking more water than the body 
naturally needs, we will urinate more. Each time when we urinate we discharge trace minerals that we need 
to keep our blood alkaline and the immune system stable. Thus the immune system becomes rapidly 
depleted as we literally flush the precious trace minerals down the drain! Then, with the lack of trace 
minerals our blood becomes less able to capture poisons that later is expelled via the urine. 
 
     With the excessive urination we lose much body heat. With each "flush" the entire body is shocked, due 
to the great effort it must make to keep the body temperature stable. A few degrees off will make us chill or 
have fever. Both extremes can kill. Doctors have recently spoken against the "eight glasses of water a 
day". There is much disinformation about Health that has slipped into the "health movement" via journals. 
The vitamin C myth is another one. It is best to accept all "scientific evidence" with a kernel of salt, until it 
has been time proven for at least seven generations. For example, Humanity has been cooking their food 
for at least ten thousand years and suddenly there is a "raw food" rage, another "diet" based on the same 
"scientific establishment" that still must come up with a cure for just one disease, including the "common 
cold". 

 
Food and the Child 

 
     A child's parenting begins with the parent's Blood Quality and at a later stage only by mother's blood, to 
feed the baby in the womb. Father and Mother represent Heaven and Earth. Father's sperm carries 
Heaven's energies and correlates with the nervous system (mental). Mother's ovum represents Earth's 
energies and correlates with the digestive system (body). 
 
     Why is blood so special? Blood contains the complex protein by which the Water element is contained. 
The water element is needed to capture the Spirit within the physical realm and thus by water further 
organization or crystallization (from the outer into the inner) becomes possible, to structure the body during 
the nine months of the primary maturation process. In other words, the outer or macrocosm is organized 
into a very dense form (microcosm) and this happens with what links the outer with the inner most wholly 
and energetically which is food. For this reason the womb is near the small-intestine where food is 



 

 

biologically transmuted into blood plasma. By this shift every day 1/10 of the blood plasma is changed. 
Thus in 10 days the body's basic "building-block" undergoes a total change. In 3 to 4 months the blood 
plasma changes into the red blood cell, this in turn changes into the complex body cell in 7 to 8 years. This 
explains why the child enters maturity around the age of 13 (9 months + 4 years + 8 years) that goes along 
with the growing of ‘wisdom teeth’, so that the 32 vertebrae can be fully activated by the 32 teeth. These 
‘wisdom teeth’ will naturally grow without complication when the child has been eating the whole cereal 
grain (around 50%) as its daily main food.  
 
     The birth of the child indicates the fundamental change of cosmic orientation. From the head going 
down, then horizontal and gradually going up. This change of direction correlates with the emphasis on the 
shift of element, from the water element to the fire element. Thus upon birth the blood that the baby needed 
as its main food (food refined by the mother by her to change it into blood) becomes sweet (carbohydrates) 
indicating the integration of the Fire element. 
 
     Mother's milk is sweet indeed. The great sweetness indicates the simple sugar that the baby needs, 
primarily brought to full digestion in the stomach, since the baby's small-intestine is still not fully able to 
digest solid food centered on the complex carbohydrate. While the baby is gradually developing the ability 
and capacity to fully digest food, the mother aids the baby with her transmuted blood, her milk. So, it is not 
such a great idea to give a Human baby the milk from an animal that has a long way to go in evolution to 
become Human! Especially by giving the child animal foods it will greatly set a mark on the basic 
development of the brain and behaviour Throughout Human history this has become evident. 
 
     Baby's food can gradually become less refined (sweet in taste) as the teeth appear. Then gradually the 
Whole Cereal Grain is included in the daily food. First in the form of "milk" (liquid) and gradually more solid 
as the molars develop. The whole cereal grain's fire element is contained by its complex carbohydrates. 
This means a slower release of energy and thus time is given for the fire element to reach the small-
intestine, from where it can rise and "set the brain on fire", through the Heart. Without this complete route, 
from the mouth to the brain, the child can become "heartless". This becomes evident when one drinks 
alcohol (extreme refined carbohydrate), because the "food" has entered a "bypass", by which the fire ("fire-
water") enters the blood/brain. We can become "drunk" with the overdose of sugar over a long period of 
time. This gradual "becoming drunk" is not so easily seen as "mannerism" can keep the "time-bomb" 
temporarily in check. 
 
     In the small intestine the food is brought to chaos so that order can rise from it. That's why the central 
nervous system begins near the anus. The raising of the child must go along with its gradual ability and 
capacity to digest food and consequently the raising of Consciousness via the spine. The digestive systems 
begins with 32 teeth and have a direct influence on the 32 vertebrae. The child cannot be enough 
reminded, constantly, to fully CHEW its food (until liquid). So, the order and perception of order grows from 
the internal turning point, the small-intestine. Then the perception of order, in the brain, is brought forth by 
the organization of blood with the aid of the internal organs. This makes the small intestine the essential 
polarity of the brain. The greatest attribute of the child's mentor (parents) is food, way of eating and the 
small-intestine.  
 

1. The whole cereal grain can be the baby’s food at all times, even when the mother cannot produce the milk. 
And this is what can be done: 

2. Wash and toast separately brown rice (60%), whole oats – grains (30%), unpolished sesame (10%). Toast 
while still wet over medium flame until light brown (will do some ‘popping). 



 

 

3. Mix and mill (invest in a flour mill) in a fine flour. Very fine for the first month. 
4. Dilute with water and bring to a boil while stirring . Judge water proportion by baby’s age.  

Simmer for 1/2 hour minimum while stirring to prevent caking at the bottom. 
Other cereal grains can be used in the same manner. Do not give the child salt for the first 3 years. 
Gradually the cereal grains can be cooked as described in this book, but then with more water to soften the 
consistency. Pressure cooking is best (50 min after the pressure is up). 
 
 

The Tongue 

 
     Without the control of the senses, spiritual practices (Sadhana) are ineffective; it is like keeping water in 
a leaky pot. Pathanjali (the celebrated sage and author of the Yoga Sutras) has said that when tongue is 
conquered, victory is yours. While the eye, the ear and the nose serve as instruments of knowledge about 
one particular characteristic of Nature, the tongue makes itself available for two purposes: to judge taste 
and to utter words - symbols of communication. You must control the tongue with double care, since it can 
harm you in two ways. When the tongue craves for some delicacy, assert that you will not cater to its 
whims. If you persist in giving yourself simple food that is not savory or hot, but amply sustaining, the 
tongue may squirm for a few days, but it will soon welcome it. That is the way to subdue it and overcome 
the evil consequences of it being your master. 
Baba 
 
     In the first 8 days upon conception in Mother’s Womb, the Heart begins to develops in the Head. What 
we can see is where Heaven and Earth begin to interact, which correlates with the initiation of Heart’s 
pulsation. 
 
     Then, as Mother’s Blood continuous to flow towards the fetus, the Body’s development begins to extend 
from the head. As such the “inner-Earth", that later becomes the lower-jaw, “sinks” to the position of the 
“left-sided Heart”. But the “inner-Heaven” remains where it initially was and correlates with the lower part of 
the Brain, which is the upper-jaw. 
 
 
The TONGUE…. is at the position where the Heart began. It is the KEY to Open the PORTAL, which is the 
Mouth, then to the Heart!!! So, in order to reach Heart’s “Point-zero” it is essential that the initial impression 
is imprinted on the Tongue and that it resonates with the Taste that has the most Balanced Taste (mild 
sweetness), which is of the Whole Cereal Grain. This taste we must maintain throughout the Meal. All other 
tastes, derived from side-dishes and condiments, we must manage to make it Complementary but not over-
whelming. This is the major part of the Art of Eating. Moreover, we must also know how to manage the 
Digestive Process, initially the distance between the mouth and the small-intestine (inner-Earth).  
 
     We always begin the eating process with connecting the inner-Ocean that is of the Earth’s surface. 
Beginning with the taste that is slightly salty (best in the form of a soup or even a kernel of sea salt) will 
create the “initial connection”. The thorough CHEWING is very important to synchronize the tongue with 
where the food begins to change into the Blood, in the small-intestine. From here the “inner refined food” 
ascends to the “inner-land formation”, which correlates with passing the diaphragm on which the Heart is 
attached to with the pericardium. 



 

 

 
     Then, the blood carries the “refined-food” from the Heart to the Brain. And while chewing the blood 
secretes the Saliva in the mouth that enables us to taste. In this process of eating it is also essential that 
we “Program” the chewed food with the Thoughts which are then “channeled” by the Blood throughout the 
Body! Especially those who are seriously ill, they must occupy their eating process with the thoughts to be 
Focused on the part that needs to be Healed.  
 
     But, when we allow during the meal unrelated conversations or other distractions (TV, cell, radio, bad 
feelings) interfere, we WILL later have to deal with it in an unpleasant way. In other words, when we do not 
properly Finish our basic inner-process, this WILL affect all other processes of the Outer, including the 
personal relationships. Families who cannot eat peacefully at one table become unhappy, dispersing and 
sick. 
 
     One more advice…complete each mouthful of food with the thorough chewing, swallow it, to then begin 
with another one. By it we set the very basis to bring completion in our life. 
 
     As a Totality within the Totality we need to Know what it takes to become a Genuine Human. Therefore 
the Oneheart Education, to become the Divine Gourmet. APPRECIATION is the Key to Enjoy the TOTAL 
TASTE!. 
 

Chewing 
 
     The education of the Child begins with CHEWING! Why? We are Creation in the Human Form and 
therefore it is essential that the harmony between outer and inner-Creation is maintained with the properly 
digested food. 
 
     In Mother’s womb it is she who does the digesting of food and the resulting Blood becomes then the 
baby’s first food. But then, upon birth the child must create its own blood. This goes along with ‘shifts of 
mouth’, from the belly to the head. By this change the return is made to where the fetes began, with the 
head during its first eight days. 
 
     This head pulsated, because it contained the Heaven-Earth polarity, later becoming upper and lower-
jaw. Between these two the heart begins to develop, which later becomes the tongue. And as the body 
develops from the head down, the heart shifts from the head to the body. Also the lower part of the head 
descends, which then becomes the small-intestine or ‘inner-Earth’. While the upper part of the head 
remains at the onset of the gestation, which then becomes the brain. 
 
     From here on inner-Heaven and inner-Earth pulsate the Heart in the body in order to develop the 
independent inner-circulatory system. Then upon birth the baby continuous Mother’s help by way of 
Education. And this requires the ‘first heart’ or Tongue to be stimulated by way of CHEWING, especially the 
Whole cereal grain, for this food contains the Total Memory that connects the Heart’s Centre with the 
Source of Creation, of which we are a microcosm. 
 
     Also, the mild sweet taste of the Whole cereal grain will Remind each body-cell how to inter-connect 
with the Heart, of which its centre is the ‘point-zero’ or Portal to Directly connect with the ONE. It is with this 



 

 

Total Connection that the God-given Free Will can be used to most profoundly use all of Creation from 
Within into ever greater levels of Consciousness, to KNOW who we ARE = I AM that I AM. 

 
The Kitchen 

 
     Make it the Temple of the Home. Remove everything that's not needed for the daily food preparation 
(plastic, empty jars, literature, junk mail, rubber bands, distracting slogans, all clutter. Remove aluminum 
and Teflon (‘nonstick’) coated pots and pans and replace them with either ceramic, enamel coated or good 
quality iron. Good quality stainless steel is the last one. Replace that plastic cutting-board with a wooden 
one. Throw out the microwave oven! Replace the electric stove with a gas one. A wood-stove is best. 
 
     Un-clutter the working space. Remove all ‘food’ which contain sugar, chemical preservatives, artificial 
coloring flavoring and sweeteners, etc. Supply the kitchen with foods which have the minimal packaging 
(boxes, cans, bottles). Buy the dry foods in bulk (grains, beans, lentils) for an entire year. This is the true 
Money that will become evident when money cannot buy food anymore. Put the personal energies in the 
kitchen. All noisy electric machines (dish-washers) will only disturb the peace. And, if you truly want to 
completely overhaul the kitchen... replace all the closed cupboards with nice looking wooden open 
shelving, so that everything can be seen and instantly found. Organize the food sections by category. Make 
the Kitchen the place of Alchemy. The Change of the World begins from here! 
 
     We are not dealing here with a ‘health-kick’. It is about being Responsible. There is nothing Honorable 
about defiling our being that has been created in the Image of the ONE and then be remodeled (cloned) in 
the image of an inferior god or idiot. Wake Up and SEE! 

 
What to Avoid to gain optimum Health 

 
Sugar. 
Chemicals, drugs. 
Excessive use of ‘medicine’ that can become addictive. 
Coca cola and similar beverages. 
Artificial sweeteners (aspartame). 
Artificial coloring. 
Artificial preservatives. 
All chemical additives. 
Refined flour products (white bread, white flour pastas). 
Irradiated vegetables and fruits (mostly sold in supermarkets and related outlets). 
Vegetables and fruits which are out of season or grown in a complete different climatic zone. 
Foods grown in an artificial environment and out of season (‘green-house’) 
Potatoes as a main food (instead of the whole cereal grain). 
Animal foods of animals which have been commercially abused. 
Commercially processed milk - a calf will die within a week when it is fed with it, instead of directly the cows 
whole milk. 
Excessive water consumption (drink small amounts, just to satisfy thirst). 



 

 

Drinking while eating or before and afterwards (it harms the digestive process – a few sips is ok when it is 
really needed – thoroughly chewing must remedy the thirst). 
Habitual coffee drinking to stimulate the natural bodily circulation. 
Foods which have been frozen. 
Canned and jarred foods. 
Colgate and similar kind of toothpastes. 
Chemical de-odorizes 
Fluoride.  
Listerine and similar kinds of mouthwashes. 
Chewing gum (contains aspartame). 
Microwave ovens. 
Electric cooking. 
Aluminum cooking utensils. 
Teflon cooking utensils. 
Electric blankets. 
Spring-mattresses (depletes the vital energy). 
Late eating and drinking (will harm the liver and overall bodily functions). 
Distractions (talking, watching TV) while eating. 
 
 

What to Eat 
 
1. The whole cereal grain is the most Universal food, and since we are Creation in the Human form, it 
reasons that this most complete food has to be our Main-food – at least 50% of our daily food consumption 
2. Legumes (beans, lentils, peas) are the secondary grains and can be included in the amount of about 
15%, 3-5 times per week. 
3. Vegetables should be eaten according to the seasons of growth, coming from the same climatic zone 
where the consumer lives. Pumpkins and hard squashes can be eaten beyond the season of its growth, 
according to their natural lasting. The amount is around 25%. Salads are optional and can be eaten when 
the season calls for it (not for breakfast and dinner), towards the end of the meal (not at the beginning). 
4. Condiments and relishes are used to enhance taste according to personal needs. Some of them have a 
therapeutic effect. Salted pickles are important to aid the digestive process. 
5. Fruits can be best eaten at the warmest part of the day, preferably after the siesta.(3pm solar time) They 
should not be eaten for breakfast or along with a meal. The contradicting practice began with the 
commercial promotion after the Second World War and has also contributed to today’s wrong health-
norms. Today most people die un-naturally in the ‘inquisition created hospital’. The proportion of fruit 
consumption must not exceed 5%. 
6. Animal flesh can be eaten when the environment requires it, such as areas close to the North-pole, 
providing that the animal was naturally raised. The proper preparation to reduce toxicity must also be 
observed.  
7. Small amounts of other secondary foods (nuts, seeds) are optional. 
8. Desserts are purely pleasure foods and it is up to the consumer to know what the limits are, and the 
possible consequences. If it is preferred, let it be at least half an hour after the meal, so that it will not 
interfere with the digestive process. 
Condiments, relish and salted pickles are important to aid the digestive process. Non-meat eaters do well 
to finish the meal with a small amount of salted pickles. 



 

 

 
Breakfast 

 
     Breakfast correlates with the Beginning of Evolution, which is Ocean-life. Therefore our entire Biological 
makeup has to be accordingly maintained. We can live on land, because we carry the ocean within us in 
the form of Blood. So, it makes sense to activate the inner-ocean first, in the morning with the Food that 
correlates with ocean-life, also containing the beneficial bacteria that correlates with the first form of life, in 
the ocean.  
Miso-soup would be the Best to start the day with. Many begin with coffee, because they lack the inner-
Polarity between Heaven (brain) and Earth (small-intestine) to ‘get UP’. It is by the interaction of these two 
inner-Poles, that the blood’s Circulation is generated. This natural bodily circulation we can undermine with 
the creation of a stimulant, like coffee. 
 
     After the miso-soup or at least a savory (salty) soup, we can continue with foods which are easy to 
digest, such as Porridge made from whole cereal grains (left-overs can be boiled with water added to it). 
But due to the over-commercialization of fruits (since the 50’s), many are now beginning the day with fruits 
and juices. As such the integrated evolution has no Basis. Then the reliance on the artificial stimulants 
(sugar and coffee), which will wear down the body - also the stamina of Mind. Becoming easily irritated and 
giving up on tasks are the typical results. In most homes this can be witnessed, where the day ends with 
piled up ‘dirty dishes’ in the Kitchen (use to be the First Temple). 
The justification of having fruits and juices for breakfast is that they are ‘easy to digest’. Not really. What is 
meant here, it is easy to have it entered the blood via the Stomach (correlates with land-life), instead of the 
Small-intestine (Ocean-life). In other words, instead of the progression from Ocean to Land, the contrary is 
created. This inner-Involution will contribute to the creation of Degenerative Diseases, such as Cancer and 
Diabetes. And when the Mind is affected, it will contribute to Addiction or even Suicide (or suicidal 
behaviour). 

 
Recipes 

 
     There are many macrobiotic recipe books. All of them can basically give ideas of how to combine 
different ingredients for the purpose of getting good taste. This small section on food-preparation is about 
the process of implementing food to maintain the Total Being as we are proceeding within the infinite 
universe.  
 

Unpolished Rice 
1. Wash 
2. Soak in water (about 2 hours or longer if a soft consistency is required). 
3. The water level is about 5 cm above the rice level. 
4. Add a pinch of salt (1/4 teaspoon/ 3-4 cups) and gently stir it only at the upper-level. 
5. Bring to a boil and then to medium. Put the fitting lid on after the water level has come down to about 1-2 

cm above the rice level. Put a flame diffuser under the pot and lower the flame. Continue simmering for one 
hour. Be sure that all this time the lid is Not lifted! 

6. Stir the rice, so that the bottom part is harmonized with the upper part. 



 

 

Do not refrigerate the rice. It can be kept in the pot with a cloth over it. 
 

Toast/boil cereal grain 
1. Wash the cereal and drip-dry it. 
2. Toast in a skillet until light brown or when some of the grains begin to pop and meanwhile bring water to a 

boil. 
3. Drop into the boiling water of the pot to cook in. Amount of water is about 5 cm above the cereal level. 

Some cereals can use more water, such as wheat and sorghum.  
4. Bring to a boil and put the lid on after the water level has come down to about 1-2 cm above the cereal 

level. Put a flame diffuser under the pot and lower the flame. Continue simmering for 45 minutes. Be sure 
that all this time the lid is NOT lifted! 

5. Stir the rice, so that the bottom part is harmonized with the upper part. 
Do not refrigerate the rice. It can be kept in the pot with a cloth over it. 
Cereal grain cooking with insulation method: 
The same as the above, with the difference that the simmering is only 45 minutes and that the cooked 
cereals (still with lid on) is insulated in a box with blankets. This is a great way to have breakfast ready. Still 
warm! 

Root Stew 
1. A great healing dish to get the system up, which can be eaten three times per week. 
2. Soak wakame seaweed and cut up in smaller strips.  
3. Cut up the following vegetables (same amount of each) in about 2-3 cm cube size pieces: leek, pumpkin 

(best Kabocha), daikon or turnips, or both, parsnips, carrots. 
4. Layer the pot (best thick material) with the wakame and add about 21/2 cm water above the pot’s bottom. 

Bring to a boil. 
5. Layer the wakame with the leeks and sprinkle sparingly with tamari. Wait until the steam seeps from under 

the lid and add the other vegetables in the same manner. Be sure the sequence is that of the cut 
vegetables mentioned at 2. 

6. Let it simmer over a flame-defuser for 30 minutes. 
 

Boiled Vegetables 
1-  Cut the vegetables in the desired sizes 
2-   Boil water (1-2 cm from bottom) and add the vegetables. 
3-   Wait with reducing the flame until the steam seeps out from under the lid. 
4-   Observe when the desired consistency or color has been attained. 
5-   Sprinkle sea salt or tamari and stir.  
6-   Continue simmering for about a minute or two. 

 
Sesame Salt Condiment (gomasio) 

1. Sprinkle on the cereal grain according to taste appeal, it is great to speedily improve the natural immune 
system. 

2. Wash unpolished sesame seeds and soak it for about ½ hour. 
3. Pulverize sea salt until it is powder-fine. Use a ceramic mortar and pestle or a smooth flat stone on a 

wooden cutting board. 
4. Drip-dry the seeds and toast it in a skillet (layer should be about 2-4 cm thick. 
5. Stir from side to side in a rhythmic manner for an even toast and to prevent scorching. 
6. Stir faster when the seeds start popping. The flame may be lowered too. 



 

 

7. Continue until observing a slight smoking appears (may be too late!). This means the oily seeds are ready 
for burning. This is difficult to see unless we skillfully shake the skilled to see the trapped smoke. By 
experience we will know when to end. Observe the color, it should become light brown. Smell and taste can 
be used to make the decision to stop.  

8. Have a bowl ready on the side, so that the toasted seeds can be immediately transferred to stop the heat 
transfer. 
Mix 1 part of the powdered salt to about 12 parts (for small children 1 : 25) of toasted sesame seeds. 
Smash this in a mortar or suribashi (Japanese type of mortar). And store it in a closed jar to preserve the 
flavor. 

Horse Radish Condiment 
It is very good to eliminate excessive mucous. Finely grade the horse radish. Mix with olive oil and sea salt 
according personal taste. Another option is to mix the horse radish with olive oil, sea salt and tahini. Store 
in a jar. Can be kept long when stored at a cool place. 
 

Tahini Dressing 
Dilute the tahini with water. Mix with sea salt, tamari and lemon juice to personal taste. Another option is to 
sauté a finely chopped onion and add the diluted tahini to it when the onion has become browned. Stir on a 
low flame to prevent scorching. Then add the sea salt, tamari and lemon juice. Continue on a very low 
flame until you see the tahini sauce become somewhat oily. 

 

Miso Soup 
1. It is essential to begin the day with it. Especially for those who need to restore the beneficial bacteria that 

has been killed by the eating of sugar and all sorts of chemicals, including anti-biotics, fluoride, etc. 
2. Make a soup-stock from: Kombu seaweed, wakame, sautéed onions, left-over vegetable dishes.  
3. Put miso paste in a bowl according to the desired taste and dilute it with a tablespoon of soup-stock. Then 

add more of the soup-stock. 
4. Sometimes we may add diluted miso to the porridge. 

This soup is a must for those who are daily exposed to the radiation coming from mobile phones and 
computers. 
 

Sautéed Carrots 
Thinly slice the carrot under an angle (about 30 degrees), to get a long 3 mm strip. Then slice this peace 
lengthwise to get long match-type sticks.  
Heat the skillet first before adding a small amount of cooking oil (sesame oil is best), about ½ - 1 table 
spoon and stir to get an even cooking. 
Add the carrot sticks and sauté until they are half cooked. 
Add a very small amount of water to bring up the steam and close the skillet with a lid. 
Lower the flame. 
When soft add soy sauce to taste. 
Lower the flame more. 
Be sure there is enough moist to prevent scorching.  
The same method can be applied to parsnips, turnips and kohlrabi. 
Also pumpkin (best Kabocha) and hard squash, but then cut in larger chunks. 
Also, sliced onion can be sautéed prior to the onion sticks. 



 

 

Dilute the tahini with water. Mix with sea salt, tamari and lemon juice to personal taste. Another option is to 
sauté a finely chopped onion and add the diluted tahini to it when the onion has become browned. Stir on a 
low flame to prevent scorching. Then add the sea salt, tamari and lemon juice. Continue on a very low 
flame until you see the tahini sauce become somewhat oily. 
 

Miso Soup 
5. It is essential to begin the day with it. Especially for those who need to restore the beneficial bacteria that 

has been killed by the eating of sugar and all sorts of chemicals, including anti-biotics, fluoride, etc. 
6. Make a soup-stock from: Kombu seaweed, wakame, sautéed onions, left-over vegetable dishes.  
7. Put miso paste in a bowl according to the desired taste and dilute it with a tablespoon of soup-stock. Then 

add more of the soup-stock. 
8. Sometimes we may add diluted miso to the porridge. 

This soup is a must for those who are daily exposed to the radiation coming from mobile phones and 
computers. 
 

Sautéed Carrots 
Thinly slice the carrot under an angle (about 30 degrees), to get a long 3 mm strip. Then slice this peace 
lengthwise to get long match-type sticks.  
Heat the skillet first before adding a small amount of cooking oil (sesame oil is best), about ½ - 1 table 
spoon and stir to get an even cooking. 
Add the carrot sticks and sauté until they are half cooked. 
Add a very small amount of water to bring up the steam and close the skillet with a lid. 
Lower the flame. 
When soft add soy sauce to taste. 
Lower the flame more. 
Be sure there is enough moist to prevent scorching.  
The same method can be applied to parsnips, turnips and kohlrabi. 
Also pumpkin (best Kabocha) and hard squash, but then cut in larger chunks. 
Also, sliced onion can be sautéed prior to the onion sticks. 

 
Check out Macrobiotics for more recipes 

 
Ten-day Rice Fast 

    
     "Vision-quest" in preparation for the CHANGE the world has been waiting for. Ten days are needed to 
make the fundamental change, because every day we change 1/10th of our blood-plasma by biological 
transmutation in the small-intestine (contrary to what the medical system wants us to believe - that the 
blood originates from bone-marrow. (so where does the bone-marrow come from?). The blood-plasma 
changes in the red-blood cells in 3 to 4 months. The red-blood cells change into body-cells in 3 to 4 years. 
With every bite of food we can either change for the best or for the worst. Today's tendency is of the last 
one. The fundamental change from within is the answer! 
 

The Fast 



 

 

     Up to three meals a day. Breakfast, after having some exercise and possible a cold shower, around 8 
am. Lunch (main meal) around 1 pm (have a short nap afterwards to aid the digestive process). Dinner, 

around 7 pm (go to bed before 11 pm). 
 
     The amount to eat is such that there is enough space in the stomach for another 2 to 4 bites. Chew until 
we can drink the food. It is essential for the complete digestive process. Meanwhile contemplate on what 
takes place in the mouth. Complete each mouthful before adding food in the mouth. Have a peaceful 
setting at the table and do not talk. You may burn a candle along with a small amount of food that we offer 
to the Creator. Treat the place of eating, as it is a place of ceremony prayer and worship. 
Absolutely no drinking while eating to maximise the digestive process. Also no drinking shortly before 
eating and shortly afterwards. If drinking is absolutely needed, then have a small sip to just satisfy the 
immediate need. 
 
     Bancha twig or kukicha (tea) is best to satisfy the thirst during the 10 days. This tea needs to be 
simmered for at least 15 minutes and can be kept in a pot for reuse with less water or with adding more of 
the twigs/leaves. Slightly toast the tea before simmering to maximise the flavour. 

 
Possible healing symptoms 

     Healing symptoms may appear when the body and mind increase their power to discharge energies 
which are not any longer of any use for our universal development. The removal can vary from vomiting, 
diarrhoea, skin-irregularity, being "uptight", fever, old hair falling out to make place for new hair, women 
may stop menstruating until the initial is over, sexual drive may become less, etc. In case ones metabolism 
is not up to par the whole cereal grain’s complex carbohydrate may not be sufficient to maintain the energy 
level. Fatigue may then be experienced. This symptom indicates the beginning of diabetes. The 
azuki/pumpkin/kombu dish is then recommended. The 10-day fast may not be the best for those who are 
already going through a "healing crisis" or are too weak to function normally. A 4-day fast is then optional. 
So, it is important to know more about the "normal way of eating", practised according to the principles of 
Creation (change) and this includes the "alchemy, of cooking" (know more about "macrobiotics" or the 
"sacred art of eating"). 

 
Afterwards 

     After the fast we can continue with the "semi-fast" for the rest of our life! Therefore we must continue 
with having the whole cereal grain as the greatest portion of our daily food consumption (50% +). The rest 
can be seasonal vegetables (25%. including pumpkins , squashes, and sea vegetables) which were grown 
in the climatic zone in which we live. Legumes (beans, lentils and peas) are complementary to the grains 
and can be included up to 4 times per week (15%). The rest is optional (also according to region and 
climate) and can include seasonal/locally grown fruits. Of course, animal flesh can be eaten when we live 
close to the north-pole, but we must also live according to these environmental conditions. Jesus ate 
grasshoppers to be able to complete his 40-day vision-quest! We can do better than that. That's what he 
said... "and you can do more" 

 
Universal Order of the Day 

 



 

 

     The sacred art of living is similar as the Sacred Art of Eating, because without food we cannot live. That 
is, with the understanding that food is much more than just ‘stomach filling’. So, let’s begin with observing 
the Order of normal daily life. That, we have the sacred responsibility to manage ourselves as an integral 
part of Creation.  
 
     Similarly as the entering of Creation from the endless Unknown Oneness, we enter the day after the 
sleep that correlates with the Unknown Oneness or Great Mystery that contains the infinite possibilities. It is 
during the night’s sleep that we are ‘programmed’ according to the receptivity of our Blood quality that we 
must cultivate and manage during the waking hours. This daily process goes along with the two hour 
interval functions of our twelve organs which are in synchronicity with the twelve constellations. As it is 
without so it is within. All is One. 

 
Go by Solar-time: 

Lung time (3 to 5 am): 
We enter the ‘twilight’ and become conscious of the ‘programming’. Breathing becomes stronger and 
correlates with the birthing process and the evolutionary shift from ocean to land-life. Towards the end of 
this awakening we can make clear plans for the day. 
 
Large-intestine time (5 to 7 am):  
We do our routine exercises to activate the circulatory system and with the bowel-movement following we 
let go of the past and proceed with the Power of the NOW. This Moment is that of Truth that we must bring 
forth from within by making a Choice. It is with this Power that we can transcend any obstacle. ‘Where there 
is a Will there is a Way’. At this time, what we fear most we must face and overcome, to release the Power 
we can use for the rest of the day. What is making us so comfortable in the early morning, in our warm 
bed? So get UP without any hesitation and pour a bucket of ice-cold water over the entire body! It just takes 
a moment to DO IT. This Moment is that of Truth and reveals our direct connection with the Creator! 
Stomach time (7 to 9 am):  
With the attained circulation we can have our breakfast. Break-fast means break the fast. So, let the food 
be easily to digested and it must also correlate with the evolutionary oceanic past. Thus it is best to have a 
breakfast that is soft, on the salty side, rich in beneficial bacteria and enzymes. This would be miso-soup, 
followed with whole cereal grain porridge. Leftovers from dinner can be modified and incorporated. Toasted 
bread is hard to digest and fruits, juices included, create the opposite to that of the Inner-oceanic condition. 
Instead of the alkalinity acidity is created. Drinking coffee is not such a good idea either. As such we create 
an artificial condition of the circulatory system. It also harms the kidneys with all the consequences thereof.  
 Now we begin with entering the Portal of inner-Creation and need to know the importance of the mouth 
and how to use it. Each bite of food must go along with the conscious combination of tastes and textures. 
The ideal taste (the mild sweetness of the whole cereal grain) must remain the dominant taste. As we 
masticate, the mouth secretes the saliva which contains the most important enzyme for the digestive 
process. The more we chew the better we can digest and to release the Memory that the food contains. As 
Gandhi once said, ‘drink your food and chew your drink’. 50% of any healing process depends on the 
proper chewing of food. Chewing can be used as Medicine! It is by this memory (quite different than 
memorizing) that we can make a full cycle of consciousness. First by the day-cycle and later by our 
birth/death-cycle. What we in the end must remember is that we are in truth eternal. What is endless is 
Change and this truth we begin to realize in our Mouth! The saliva is transmuted from our blood. When we 
chew we mix the food with the blood. This process we must not disturb by drinking during the meal, getting 
engaged in a conversation or watching TV. With the proper completion of each bite of food in the mouth we 



 

 

set the basis for the completion of anything we are engaged in, to realize our destiny. Do not add food to 
the mouth before the completion of one ‘mouth-cycle’. Completely masticate, swallow and then begin anew. 
Wait with drinking, about 20- 30 minutes after the meal (one sip or two is OK when it is needed to create 
comfort in the throat). Also do not drink shortly before the meal. 
  
Spleen time (9 to 11 am):  
The activation of blood must go along with physical activities.  
  
Heart time (11am to 1 pm):  
Similarly as with spleen time. 
 
Small-intestine time (1 to 3 pm):  
The digestion of food is accentuated. So, one o’clock to begin with lunch (largest amount of all meals) is 
ideal. Apply the same eating order as is explained earlier. Begin the meal with soup and end with the salad 
if there is any. To have a salad at the beginning of the meal is not such a good practice. It will disturb the 
entire digestive process. Raw foods need to stay longer in the stomach and also need more blood for the 
breakdown. It is important that the first inner-connection is made with the inner-ocean from where the blood 
originates. Do not eat sweets, dessert or fruit right after the meal, for it will reduce the digestion and 
benefits of the food just eaten, to nil. As such we also diminish our bodily reserves day by day until we 
come to a ‘sudden breakdown’. We hear it so often, ‘this person was always so ‘healthy’ and then dies of a 
heart-attack or cancer’. The ‘sudden death’ of the athlete is puzzling for medical science. As the blood is 
focused on the shall-intestine in the digestive process, less of it goes to the brain. Consequently it is during 
this time that we will get somewhat ‘sleepy’ and drink coffee to stay awake. What an inner-sabotage! So, 
get a short ‘siesta’ and then eat the fruit of your desire. 
 
Bladder time (3 to 5 pm): Regulation of the inner-water system. Too much liquid consumption at this time 
and also fruit, will create the cooling condition that we do not need in the evening and night.  
 
Kidney time (5 to 7 pm):  
This organ controls the sex and the reproductive energies and can be supported with the dinner that must 
not be too heavy and large. A thick ‘soupy meal’ made from lunch left-overs is OK. Fruit in the evening is 
not such a good idea. Late eating is worst, because it prevents the focus of the blood on the liver (1 to 3 
am). Dinner around 6 to 7 pm) is best. 
 
Heart Governor time (7 to 9 pm):  
This organ correlates with ‘circulation-sex’ and emotion. Maintenance of tranquility is advised, along with 
the mental aspect and social interactions. We had our ‘fill’ of food and now we must prepare for making 
ourselves food for the Creator by way of Consciousness. Now we must transcend the mind so that we can 
enter the higher spiritual part of our being, next. 
 
Triple warmer or metabolism ((9 to 11 pm):  
he transition of the mind to soul is taking place. Be aware of what is occupying the mind! Go to bed. 
  
Gall-bladder time (11 pm to 1 am):  
This organ protects the Liver and must be kept warm, not to be burdened with oily and greasy foods. 
Certainly not with a ‘late pizza’! Today the ‘routine gall-bladder removal’ has become a norm. Without this 
organ we lack the ‘build-in spiritual protection’. By this time we must already be in deep sleep. 



 

 

 
Liver time (1 to 3 am):  
The blood is now focusing on the liver, ready to be programmed along with the incoming vibrations from the 
universe. Around 2 am is the best time to be born and upon the life’s fulfillment to die. The liver is the 
spiritual ‘come and go’ portal. 
 
 

Total Health 
 

     Prophecies have been given to Humanity as Warnings and many of them have come true. So, WHY 
have we been so indifferent and still continue with an establishment that has and will NOT provide one 
solution for just one problem, not even for a headache? What is missing of the warnings that is keeping us 
so powerless? In fact, the masses even enjoy it, as Aldous Huxley (1894-1963) has stated it: 
 
     There will be in the next generation or so a pharmacological method of making people love their 
servitude and producing dictatorship without tears so to speak. Producing a kind of painless concentration 
camp for entire societies so that people will in fact have their liberties taken away from them, but will rather 
enjoy it, because they will be distracted from any desire to rebel by propaganda, or brainwashing enhanced 
by pharmacological methods. And this seems to be the final revolution’ (‘solution’?). 
Now we need a generation of True Healers and Teachers who have the integrity to bring forth Truth in 
practical daily life terms: 
 
     Teachings whereby we can Know and Understand the Human and the world within the context of 
Creation. This has to be, since we are Creation in the Human Form. 
Promote Food as it is meant to be chosen, prepared and eaten according to the Order of the Infinite 
Universe, since food is the Primary Medicine - for it becomes the Blood whereby we can be conceived in 
mother’s womb and upon birth enables us to physically function, feel, have emotions, think, discern, make 
a choice, act and identify ourselves by the God-given right to BE. 
 
     Promote the KITCHEN as the primary hospital, which became obliterated under the reign of the 
infamous inquisition, where Woman was chosen as the main target since she is the natural Controller of 
Food (has the inquisition ended?). 
 
     Also the Alchemist was inquisition’s main target, which led to the ruling factor of the scientific and 
medical system, where chemistry (reaction instead of harmonious change), the microscopic observation 
and the deductive mindset (seeing the symptom as the cause) has been the basis of the establishment’s 
principles, with all the consequences thereof. 
 
     Make the conventional hospital the SCHOOL of Self-healing, teaching the patient how to use Food as 
the Primary Medicine. 
 
     The Return to the WAY is inevitable. The question is HOW will we come to the closing of a constellation-
cycle before entering the Golden Age? Will it be by the Practical daily life practice of Creator’s One Law or 
let nature’s calamites (‘there will be not one stone left unturned’) and the most destructive wars (‘still about 
50.000 atom-bombs in stock’) delete the massive global corruption? The true Order can be restored from 



 

 

within each one of us (inner and outer are One), and the more Humans begin with the attainment of their 
Total Health, the greater the Power to ‘Change Roma into Amor’. What is missing is the WILL to make the 
choice to BE. Oneness is the Answer. Where to begin? It begins with Changing our Blood-quality with the 
daily sacred art of eating. Our Body is the first Temple in Creation (not a religion). Hurry, We are the ones 
We have been waiting for! 

 
Total Taste 

 
The Infinite Banquet. 
How can we enjoy it when we do not know what Taste is? 
Taste by the Tongue is just the beginning in the creation of Consciousness. 
To raise the Enjoyment of what the Banquet offers, we must Refine the Tasting. 
Therefore we have Emotions and the Mind. 
They can only be activated via the Mouth or Portal that interconnects the Outer with the Inner, basically 
with the FOOD that upon the digestive process becomes the BLOOD that enables us to taste, to then reach 
the higher frequency of sensing: smelling, hearing, seeing, thinking. 
The Human Experience provides the Divine Opportunity to Refine the Enjoyment of the Infinite Banquet. 
So, what have we so far Learned from the great varieties of Taste on all levels? 
Not only what is sweet, but also of what is sour and bitter. 
To fully enjoy the Banquet, we must be the Cosmic Gourmet, who can Distinguish between the nuances of 
Life, and be able to Combine it within a Enjoyable Creative Totality. 
As such we can skillfully maneuver within the Infinite, without getting stuck with Preferences of one over the 
other. 
Today’s Humanity finds itself Trapped within Preferences: nations, race, parties, religions, tribes, clans, 
fashions and “diets”. 
All of it can be Centered around One Constant or LAW that is not limited by opinion or laws by which “right” 
can be placed over “wrong”. 
Our Being cannot happily function when we prefer the heart over the kidney. 
As a Totality within the Totality we need to Know what it takes to become a Genuine Human. 
Therefore the Oneheart Education, to become the Divine Gourmet. 
APPRECIATION is the Key. 
 
 

The HOME 
 
What is a HOME , Who needs it and Where does it BEGIN?  
The Circle Begins with a Center.  
So, where is the Center of the Home? 
It is Within the one who Lives within the Home. 
Where is The Center Within us, Creation in the Human Form? 
Knowing that our Heart Contains the “Fountain-head” of Creation. 
The Basin of the Fountain correlates with the Infinite Source  
With its Endless Supply of ALL things. 
The Fountain-head is the Portal through which the Basin’s contents is FORMED. 



 

 

And to make the Transfer from the Formless into the Form 
The POWER is needed to make the FLOW. 
This Power is the WILL of GOD, and correlates with that 
Which enables us to Use FREE WILL. 
From the Basin through the Fountain-head into the “Open” 
Correlates with how we Extend or Express ourselves within the “Greater Outer” 
Which stretches into the “Sky is the Limit”. 
The “closest sky” to us is the HOME, the Castle that we must CARE for 
As we would care for Ourselves. 
The Home we basically Design according to what is Contained by the “Human Form”. 
The Kitchen is our outer-Digestive system. 
The Bed-room is our outer-Sanctuary to nourish the Soul while asleep. 
The Living-room correlates with the Nervous system, where also the Brain is tested 
In the form the Communication with the Larger World. 
The Toilet is needed to Separate that what we do not need anymore 
And that what we need to Maintain and Develop the Body, Mind and Spirit  
Into the higher Frequencies of Consciousness. 
The Hall-ways, connecting the various rooms correlate with the Circulatory system. 
The Walls in the Home are the inner-Mirrors, which we need for the Self-examination. 
The Windows correlate with the Eyes. 
The Door of Entrance is the Home’s MOUTH. 
Know and be Selective of what we introduce in the Home! 
Especially that what we later put in our Body, where it becomes the BLOOD 
Which influences our relationship and maintenance of the Home and Beyond! 
All what is stated here is centered around the Cosmic Fountain-head  
And the POWER that goes through it. 
The “Head of Creation” or Center of centers is the LAW of laws  
Or ONELAW that we must Live by. 
FAILURE to do so WILL create the Disarray of Body, Mind and Soul 
Which we can OBSERVE in the Home. 
ALL of it is WITHIN, because the First Truth is that ALL IS ONE. 
Now go through the Home and do the SELF-examination! 

 
The Danger of “Feeling/Looking Good” 

 
     The Art of Life concerns the bridging of birth and death, with the full capacity to refine everything 
Unconditionally given to us in Mother’s womb, to upon birth gradually Realize that we are Creation in the 
Human Form. This priceless Creator’s gift marks our Constitution. And in the fulfillment of our divine 
Destiny it is also our Responsibility to accordingly create and maintain the right inner-Conditions, as we 
experience the journey between the Alpha and the Omega, which at the end need to become One again, to 
come to the realization that we are the creator of our own reality (‘God helps those who help themselves’). 
As such we return the Gift with a greater sense of Value. Note, although priceless at the onset, we can be 
price-tagged and devaluated when we do not gain a greater consciousness of Being. This Being’s 
consciousness determines to what degree we can use the Power of Will, by making the Choice to BE. In 
other words, how much we can be in Control of our relationship with the ALL-mighty ONE Who can give us 



 

 

the Power to ‘help ourselves’. It could not be otherwise in the creative sense, because it is by 
consciousness that we came into Being and in turn we must create consciousness, since we are an 
attribute of Creation’s cycle of Consciousness. Our temporal existence is but a link within the endless 
evolution of consciousness and involves that of Spirit. Jesus Christ according to Thomas: ‘when the body 
has become of the spirit it is a marvel, but when the spirit has become of the body it is a marvel of marvels’. 
 
     Consider our Origin to be the Seed and our life (body experience) the forthcoming tree that in turn 
creates the seed. It is by this ‘seed to seed journey’ that the opportunity is given that we can grow in 
consciousness, that we are eternal and thus FREE. This can be formulated as follows: ‘the seed is in the 
tree and the tree is in the seed’. Seed and tree correlate with Constitution (Oneness, controlled from within) 
and Condition (duality, controlled from without). 
The ‘seed’ correlates with the Observer or I AM (‘BE’) and the ‘tree’ correlates with the Mirror (‘not BE’). It 
requires the Total Health, of body, mind and spirit, for the Observer to SEE and KNOW, to be attained by 
the union of the mirror and the observer. In practical terms, the observer is of the inner and the mirror is of 
the outer, and their union is bridged with FOOD! Then, upon the digestive process the food (condensed 
mirror) becomes the BLOOD whereby we can become Conscious. 
 
     At first food is the ‘blood’ that connects Heaven and Earth (root and branch system), then by the food 
becoming blood inner-Heaven (brain/mind) and inner-Earth (small-intestine/womb area) are connected, and 
finally the consciousness that enables the blood to re-connect Heaven and Earth (Ascension). 
 
     It is fundamental in the process of Self-realization to know and understand how constitution and 
condition must be harmonized. They are like the wick and fuel of an oil-lamp. By the wick we can determine 
how the flame can be. Turn it up high and with a stronger flame the duration of the wick can be shortened. 
Then, no matter how much oil we add to the bowl, when the wick has come to its last stretch, the flame will 
also end. We must apply wisdom in keeping the flame alive until we have reached the Goal within the 
allotted time to have the ‘Creation in the Human Form Experience’ to locate the I AM, Within. So, don’t 
allow the externally created ‘feeling/looking good’ distract us from the focus on ‘point-zero’. Many lifetimes 
we went through to come this far! 
 
     Most people consider feeling/looking good’ the measure of health. They boost their bodies with ‘energy-
foods’ and this is like kicking up the wick. But at the end ’feeling and looking bad’. This explains why people 
who ‘eat well’ can still end with a cancer or some sort of degenerative condition, due to the body-cell/’wick’s 
lack of memory. As such we fall short on reaching the ‘tree’s goal’, to progress with the seed’s memory. 
This becomes evident by the offspring not having the same integral power to create a greater state of 
Being, physically, mentally, spiritually and socially. Today’s humanity’s greatness is mostly based on the 
external, such as the technology at the expense of the inner. Take away the automobile, cell-phone, 
supermarket and money, what then? Who and what is in control? The temporary or eternal? The outer or 
the inner? The ‘BE’ or ‘not BE’? Now we must become extra aware as how Evil is doing everything possible 
to reverse Humanity’s evolution with the destruction of the seed’s memory and all sorts of technology to 
stunt organic growth. It also tries to isolate us from our universal relationship, by surrounding the Earth with 
chemicals and radiation. 
 
     Many cannot let go of coffee, sugar and over-eating to ‘feel good’, not realizing that their ‘wick’ goes day 
by day down at an accelerated rate. Our ‘wick’ also contains the Memory to keep the body-cell 
tight/complex. With the weakening of the cellular-memory the body-cell will become ready for the 



 

 

disintegration (= cancer or some sort of general degeneration). When we are truly healthy we will feel/look 
good. The other way around tells a different story.  
 
     Now that we are coming to the conclusion of a cycle of consciousness, being a part of the eternal 
journey, it is cardinal to EXAMINE our universal health-status, which goes way beyond ‘feeling/looking 
good’. The following can give us that orientation and the notion what we must do to reach the Goal, leaving 
behind a legacy that can inspire the world with an Example of true value that no money can match.  
 
     It is now up to the individual (‘indivisible-two’ = eternal) to universally discern and make the CHOICE 
between the ‘to BE’ (total recall, relayed by the seed) and ‘not BE’ (that what cannot perpetuate due to the 
lack of the seed’s memory). This last stage is played out on the last battlefield, Within, between the Divine 
and the Devils who we have integrated by way of ‘food’, ‘medicine’, ‘education’ and ‘religion’. The ‘cosmic-
inventory’ is at hand and it is up to each one of us to decide whether we end up in the ‘red’ or in the ‘black’. 
Please Chew this over! 
 

The Symptom 
 
Regarding to Disease, what is a Symptom? 
First of all, a disease is the result of an obstruction within the circulatory system. 
This stagnation can manifest in different ways. 
The tumor, cyst, stiffness or pain are the symptoms of a part that’s not in synchronicity with the whole Body 
or Creation in the Human Form. So, what happens when we just remove the symptom? The consequence 
is that the lack of synchronicity continuous, to create another symptom, usually worse than the former one.  
By knowing this principle, then what is the cause of the body’s lack of synchronicity? The truth is that by the 
inner-Polarity, the body’s blood-circulation is created, to harmonize each body-cell with the Heart’s Centre 
where all opposites meet as ONE. 
This inner-Polarity correlates with that of the Universe, which are the outer and the inner, known as Heaven 
and Earth. It is then by ‘eating Heaven and Earth’ in the form of food, that these outer-extremes become an 
integral part of Creation in the Human Form and that’s who we truly Are! 
By food indeed, that’s why plants have a root and branch-system, to condense parts of the outer and inner 
in a harmonious Whole. This wholeness is the very basis of health – health means whole. 
The Whole is contained in the Seed and the whole cereal grain is of the greatest universal whole food that 
enables the Human to also fully integrate the Heaven-Earth circulation Within. Wholeness of Being begins 
to diminish when we stop with eating the whole cereal grain as our daily Main-food, and consequently the 
‘symptoms from mild to worse’. 
It is remarkable that when we stop with the consumption of foods and beverages, which can cause the 
inner Heaven-Earth stagnation, and at the same time again eat the whole cereal grain as the daily main-
food, and the complementary whole foods (according to location and season), our Wholeness or Health will 
be gradually and naturally restored. 
Gradually, because it takes a while (3-4 months) for the BLOOD to be fully renewed from the FOOD that 
we daily biologically transmute in the small-intestine. During this transit another ‘set of symptoms’ will 
appear (different for everyone), which are the various releases of stagnations (of past consumptions). 
This stage of the healing-process is known as the ‘healing-crisis’, which can continue at certain times as 
the blood change into the body-cell (3-4 years). In either case, we will always change for the better. 



 

 

Change is Creator’s One Law and the more we know how to us it is daily life, the more we can be in 
Control of our healing-process. Therefore the Macrobiotic studies were created. So, make your CHOICE 
and be that Warrior to win the Decisive-battle Within! 
 
 

TRUTH 
 
The Spirit KNOWS. 
The Mind can LIE. 
The Body Always tells the TRUTH. 
 
When we lie to Ourselves...also this the body will Reveal. 
Cancer, Diabetes and even the Headache are telling us that we have Lied to Ourselves. 
Any CURE begins with TRUTH. 
The First Truth is that ALL IS ONE. 
This Truth is basically Maintained with the TOTAL FOOD, to be TOTALLY DIGESTED, 
to become the BLOOD whereby we can Function, Feel, have Emotion, Think and make 
Choices. 
And the WORST Lie is the Cover Up of that what the Body tries to Reveal, 
This we do with the “medicine” that can make us “comfortable” with the LIE.  
This is true, because Food is the LINK to Harmonize the Outer with the Inner-Creation. 
Yes, we are the TOTALITY within the TOTALITY. 
Want to be a Genuine Human = Total Health? 
Then go for “the Whole Truth and Nothing but the Truth”! 
 

 
Patience is Medicine 

 
When we are Sick, we usually want to Rest or Sleep. 
WHY? 
The Healing (“to make Whole”) requires that Extra BLOOD to Dissolve Stagnation. 
So, less Blood is available for the Secondary functions, of arms, legs and brain. 
Then, WHY have we become Sick? 
Because the Connection with the SOURCE of POWER is not strong enough, and thus all sorts of 
Stagnation can occur. 
Medicine means “Connection, Media”. 
So, with TIME we Connect to make Whole = Medicine. 
This “Connection” or Link with the Source is the MEMORY derived from FOOD, that upon the digestive 
process becomes the Blood, which is “Liquefied Time”. 
Time, when it is Condensed as ONE, this is the Direct Connection with the Eternal, which is the 
Unstoppable NOW. 
The Blood Connects the Heart with the entire Body, which means when the Blood’s Essence, MEMORY, 
can fully Connect with Heart’s Center, we have truly TOTAL HEALTH. 
What happens when we are “IMPATIENT”? 



 

 

We “want to have it now”, but on CONDITIONS, and forget that what we Want is not necessarily what we 
NEED. 
We end up with a PART and consequently the Link with the Source is not complete. 
The BODY that Always tells the Truth, makes us to have a Rest = "enforced patience". 
And when we “feel sick”, it is the Signal that we must be Patient. 
“Rushing with some “medicine” just to “feel good” can sabotage the Healing Process. 
We can Consciously make the “Extra Medicine” with PATIENCE. 
Patience means SURRENDER to the ALL POWERFUL NOW or Essence of the TOTALITY.  
Also, with it we can PREVENT sickness, because we are “In the Flow”. 
With Patience the Right thing will most Precisely fall in the Right place, to make WHOLE = TOTAL 
HEALTH. 

 
Cancer 

  

     THREE things we must know and understand before we can CURE a Disease: 1- Symptoms 2- 
Causes 3- Origin (Only One) Today at best one mentions Causes. So, there are many Causes to delete the 
Symptom. But what is the Origin of it all? NO one talks about it.   
     First of all, the Symptom is basically registered via the MICROSCOPE. Then, when "it" disappears....the 
"case is over"? Really? Do we get a headache (symptom) because we didn't take our daily aspirin (cause)? 
Do we get cancer, because we did not consume enough marijuana?   
Think again. Cancer or any form of conflict can ONLY be within a context of DUALITY where the 
UNIFYING Center is Missing = Reaction. In other words, in the ONENESS that is maintained by the Trinity 
(Opposite Harmonized by the Unifying Center) Reaction (disease) is NOT possible. The Oneness of our 
Body is basically Maintained with the BLOOD that is centered around the Heart’s CONTROL-center (“Point-
zero”) that can Harmonize all body-cells. And since we are Creation in the Human Form, we must know 
how to Synchronize outer and inner-Creation with this Center of centers, of Creation. 
  
     That means, the MAIN-food of the Human must contain the Unifying-center (SEED), which upon the 
digestive process (food becoming the Blood) connects with the inner-Point-zero, enabling the Body-cell to 
REMEMBER that ALL IS ONE. Without enough of this Essence of Food, MEMORY, the cell will DIS-
integrate (= complex cells explode and become simple cells = cancer or just infection). This disintegration 
also indicates that one is experiencing an Extreme Evolutionary Regression (Involution).  
 
     The ORIGIN is like the Center of a Circle. Within the context of Creation there is Only One Center or 
"Point-zero". This Absolute Constant is CHANGE. In other words, “Point-zero” is the Unchanging from 
where Change becomes possible. Hence “Change does not Change, because the Origin of origins does 
not change (= Infinity).  
 
     It makes absolute sense that as long as our Body is Maintained by Change, by having outer and inner 
Creation in Constant Flux/Cycle, we are also in Constant Connection with the Center of centers that 
Directly Connects us with the Only ONE (= GOD). So, it should not be of a surprise that the Demonic Order 
wants us to focus as much as possible on Symptoms and Causes in order to distract from Creator's 
Onelaw, CHANGE. Consequently the Fixation within the Microscopic Order = TRAP. Obviously today’s 
world has been Fixed by the Enforcement of laws which can be Changed. Hence the “order” can only be 
maintained by way of Dis-order (disease, war, corruption, lies, etc), because here the Center and the circle 



 

 

cannot be in harmony. How can the True center be ever changed? In the attempt to do so the circle will 
instantly dissipate, because it has to be maintained by its Essence, the center.   
 
     The truth is, the circle is the expanded center and center is the contracted circle. Similarly, the seed is in 
the tree and the tree is in the seed. How can this Universal Truth ever be contrasted with another Principle 
of Oneness? The “National Unity” is just a setup for the Extreme Division and ultimately the self-
destruction. Today’s US is a glaring Example of it. It has become the “Cancer of the World”. The CURE is 
by making the Onelaw the Governing Law. Obama got popular with his “change slogan”. It turned out of the 
contrary. What he actually meant was Replacement, which is quite different than Change. 
 

 
Breast-cancer + 

 
     Sixty years ago we hardly heard about Breast-cancer. Then, it became noticeable After the Dairy 
industry got boosted. The promotion included the ‘free milk’ given to children at school. Milk became readily 
accessible    in the store too (before it was delivered by the ‘milkman’ at the door). In addition, the medical 
system advised Mothers to give their Babies cow’s milk instead of her own (so that she can ‘go to work’).  
 
     Woman can create from Within, because she can produce Extra Blood. But then, when she is not 
pregnant, she Menstruates in order to have the body be maintained without the ‘Extra’. So, what happens 
when she replaces the ‘extra’ in the form of the consumed Milk which is a transmutation of Cow’s Blood? 
Worst, the condensed cow’s blood in the form of Butter and Cheese. Pizza became increasingly popular 
too. Then, at first the body tries to store this ‘extra blood’ in the form of ‘bodily weight’, especially around the 
hips. Menstrual problems usually arise, because how can she menstruate that ‘delicious pizza’? 
 
     The body then tries to Protect itself from the ‘contained/stagnant menstruation’, by isolating it in the form 
of a Tumor, which is an ‘Embryo not to be born into the outer’. This ‘cheese-embryo’ manifests either as 
‘weight around the waste’, a tumor or both, which at a certain point need to be ‘Born’, and this happens 
Internally. So, this ‘internal birth’ is followed by the Mother to Feed it with the Stagnant cow’s milk. This 
‘internal feeding’ becomes Breast-cancer, because the cheese cannot flow through the mammal-glands.  
Also Meat is a transmutation of Blood, which can also contribute to Woman’s cancer. And how about the 
Chicken-egg, which is the ‘hen’s menstruation’? 
 
     The medical-system’s ‘solution’? Lop-off the breasts before it become problematic! And to heap on this 
dairy-onslaught, FASHION has been used to speed up Woman’s dilemma. Gradually her pants got lowered 
(‘red-district wear’), and later on the exposure of the belly. Also the underwear became no more. As such 
the Womb-area Cools, which contributes to the Stagnation of the Blood that already has become sluggish 
by the ‘extras’. Know that the Dark wants us to be Re-designed in the image of a False god - ultimately 
becoming the micro-chipped clone. Hence Woman has been the ‘system’s main-target (began with Roma’s 
Inquisition), because She creates From Within, contrasting Roma’s who wants to create from without.  
 
     Also the ‘tippy-toeing’ on ‘high-heels has been added to show Woman’s subjectivity to the Systematic 
Corruption of the Human Race. This ‘shoe-trick’ is another form of the abolished ‘Chinese foot-binding’ to 
‘keep Woman in check’. In case of Men, all of it can manifest as Prostate-cancer and impotence. Know that 
the Sperm also originates from Blood. 



 

 

 
     Wake Up Women and Men and know your Divine Responsibility towards the Human Race!  
Note: The baby-cow will die in a matter of days when it is fed the milk that is sold to Humans. 
 
 

Diabetes 
 
Most of Humanity has to a certain degree Diabetes, but are Unaware of it due to stimulants, such as coffee. 
Want to Know if you are on the course of having the “clinical diagnosed diabetes” (chronic fatique, feet 
infection)? 
Just abstain for ten days from sugar, fruits, coffee or other “energy boosters”. 
Instead have the daily main-food (50% or more), consisting the Whole Cereal Grain and Vegetables.  
And when fatique or lack of energy sets in… the basis has been set for Diabetes. 
 
The Human is a microcosm of Creation and similar as Creation we must maintain ourselves by the same 
Law, which is Change. 
By this Constant we maintain the Oneness between the outer with the inner. 
As such each part of the inner, that we can also find without, we must maintain as Creation does. 
The food we daily eat comes from the plant kingdom. 
Plants unify Heaven and Earth by their root and branch system. 
By this unification plants grow, as Heaven and Earth energies internally unify and nourish each part of the 
plant. 
Within the eater of plants the same thing happens in principle. 
So, as a microcosm of Creation the small-intestine correlates with Earth and the brain correlates with 
Heaven. 
Then, similar as the plant the energies of Heaven descend via the digestive system to the inner-roots/Earth, 
the small-intestine. 
Here food is refined and becomes the basic makeup of blood plasma, that every day is changed by 
biological transmutation. 
Thus in ten days the blood plasma is changed. 
This happens whether we like it or not, because Change is the Absolute and Eternal Constant of Creation. 
It is Creator’s Law. 
Change does not stop here. 
The blood plasma changes into the red blood-cell every three to four months. 
The red blood-cell changes into the body-cell every three to four years. 
So, it is up to the eater of food HOW to Change. 
Therefore we need the basic understanding of how to Choose, Prepare and Consume the daily food 
according to the same Law by which Creation is maintained. 
Moreover, with the lack of the Whole Cereal Grain to be our daily staple there cannot be a complete and 
harmonious relationship between the inner-Earth and inner-Heaven. 
In addition, when refined foods, such as sugar and white flour, become part of the daily consumption, the 
blood becomes increasingly unable to maintain the complete inner Heaven-Earth relationship. 
The first symptom of this failure is fatigue. 
Then the blood’s circulation to the extremities of the body will be limited, especially to the feet…because 
the production of blood in the small-intestine has been undermined by the “bypass” via the stomach. 



 

 

Differently said, due to the lack of fiber and the complementary minerals which were removed by the 
refining process, the food’s energies enter the bloodstream via the stomach, instead of via the small-
intestine. 
This incomplete digestive process will also cause the blood to become increasingly acid, which can further 
affect the eyes and the brain as well. 
So, it is typical for diabetes cases for ones toes and even legs to be amputated due to the blood’s inability 
to fully reach that far down…and the possible blindness on top of it, due to the rising of the acidity to the 
head.  
Also the pancreatic region, since it has become less used due to the bypass, gets confused and does not 
know how to deal with the abnormal digestive process.  
Hence the insulin dilemma that the medical establishment tries to remedy in an artificial manner. 
So, it is up to the diabetic person to make the choice between the three basic options: 

1. Suppress the symptom 
2. Use “alternative medicine” to deal with the causes 
3. Go straight to the very root-cause by the way of food and way of life 

 
The first choice would be of the one who does not know where to begin. 
The second choice would be of the one who wants to rely on the healing power of Nature. 
The third choice would of the one who wants to let the healing power come forth from Within, knowing that 
the only ONE is Within. 
 
So, 2 and 3 can be used in combination, but as far as dealing with the root-cause and use food as the 
fundamental medicine…the following approach would be most effective. 
 
Since the diabetic person lost the ability to fully digest in the small-intestine and as such to fully break down 
the complex carbohydrate, certain foods must be daily eaten to gradually train the digestive tract to let go of 
the “bypass”. 
As such the pancreas can gradually function normally, along with the food’s Memory that then can ascend 
from the inner-Earth via the central nervous system to the inner-Heaven or Brain. 
With the proper understanding of the Choosing, Preparing and Eating of the daily food, it is possible to cure 
even the worst cases of diabetes in about six months.  
Within these six months a “healing crisis” can be expected. 
The worst of it would be the cravings of the foods which have caused the problem. 
This happens due to the body’s discharges of those foods, while the nervous system’s cells have not yet 
fully changed in order to respond to the newly adopted way of eating. 
The healing period (heal means whole) would be an opportunity for testing our mental and spiritual qualities 
as well. 
So, how Whole do we want to be? 
Considering that Heaven and Earth are Within and by their interaction our Soul is kept aligned…it would 
truly be the opportunity to know who we truly Are according to Creator’s Law, CHANGE. 
 
 

The Family 
 



 

 

     Family means “Familiar”. Today it is of the contrary. Man and Woman have become “strangers in bed”. 
And the “resulting Children” are then “educated” for getting a “job to earn money”, to become “very strange” 
in the Universe. 
  
     Then, there is a System that “offers equal rights”, which Systematically DE-valuates. (Please Read “the 
system” to understand the “WHY and HOW” of it). The Truth is, that the True Equal Rights is the Right to 
BE, which became misconstrued with the systematic overall devaluation and laws which make it impossible 
to BE. And along with it the “education” to Seal Humanity’s Mental-TRAP. And to be sure that we feel 
“comfortable with the discomforts”, the constant NEED for the “legal notes”, money, is Maintained by way of 
“CRISIS”. The “need” is also so now and then extra accelerated to tighten the Straight-jacket when there is 
a Sign of AWAKENING. The more the People “Demonstrate for Peace” the More War is Created. It is a 
Psychological “Marketing Technique” to promote the Weapon-industry: Create the Supply by the Demand. 
Get it? There has to be War, so that we can Ask for Peace and visa versa. There has to be a “Money 
Crisis” so that we can ASK for the BINDING “legal notes”. With the Constant state of “I NEED” Humanity 
has been kept at the level of the “Needy Child”. Please GROW UP! 
     So, to make Fundamentally sure that the Paralyzing effect works, the Family-UNIT has been 
Systematically Dismantled: 
* Make it Illegal for the Child to be Home-schooled. 
* Have the Family not any longer eat Together with the Home-made Food. 
* Have the Mother also Work to “make money”, so that the Home is completely WITHOUT the inner-
Control. 
     But before of what so far is presented, we must truly Understand Man and Woman within the Context of 
Creation. Both Originated from the Same SOURCE or SEED. And by the Planting of the Seed the ONE 
becomes the TWO (polarization or “big bang”). the ROOT appears first and then the BRANCH. The Root 
first, to Maintain the Connection with the Source, so that the Power of ONE can Proceed Upwards, with the 
Branch. Then, TOGETHER, Root and Branch can Multiply the Seed into the Endless Expanding Realm = 
“One Seed Ten Thousand Seeds” = FREEDOM. So, the Liberation of Humanity from Today’s most 
Oppressive Exploitative System is the Universal UNION, based on the Constant of Creation, CHANGE. 
     Through the Evolutionary Process the Root becomes the Digestive System and the Branch the Nervous 
System, which create the Polarity of Small-intestine and Brain. And with this polarity the Circulatory System 
is created. That’s why we need the BLOOD that’s derived from FOOD, to Maintain the Total Being. So, who 
in principle Controls the Blood-quality? WOMAN (read “CHANGE Roma into Amor” to know about the True 
Nature of the System). 
 
     Ultimately the polarity Manifests as Woman and Man. And with Woman correlating with the Root and 
Man correlating with the Branch, the Sexual Attraction (“circulation on the Feeling-level”) is created. So, 
from hereon the Family comes about, and must be Maintained according to the Nature of Woman and Man. 
Woman having the Power to Create from WITHIN and Man having the Power to create from WITHOUT 
must be implemented in a Constructive way,  in order to have the Constructive Family-UNIT. But how can 
this be when the Family is forced to Survive by way of the “equal rights” by which the Harmonious Polarity 
is Systematically Destroyed? In other words, with the “equal rights” there is NO ATTRACTION, bur rather 
the Contrary, REPULSION. So, when “Money” becomes sooner or later the ISSUE, the SEPARATION is 
instigated, so that a “Chosen Few” who control the System can have it Their Way. And so it is Today. The 
SOLUTION? Make the Home the True Center of the Government OF, BY and FOR the People. 
 

 



 

 

The Universal Art of Cooking Watch the two videos: Chapter I - Duration 35 min. - : 
https://vimeo.com/95787069 Chapter II: - Duration 60 min. - : https://vimeo.com/95754168. 

 
 

The MOTHER 
 

The Mother of the Mother of the Mother of the Mother, etcetera....  
WHO is the Original MOTHER? 

 
     The Answer to this Essential Question must Conclude that the Mother of mothers is our CREATOR or 
¨Holy Virgin", which is quite Different than the "gender Woman" who needs a "gender Man" to become 
pregnant. Actually, HER MAN She create, which is Creation, and Every one who comes forth from Creation 
is Her Child, both Son and Daughter, so that Creation can Endlessly Proceed in ever Newer ways. This is 
quite Different than Roma´s biblical version, where Man creates Woman....leaving out the Daughter who 
can Perpetuate the Mother or SEED of seeds. 
     WHY is the Catholic-church the only one who claims the Mother of mothers by way of a STATUTE 
behind bars? And in order to become a Nun, it needs to Marry Maria´s Son, helplessly hanging on the 
Cross, who is also a Virgin (?). So, HOW did the "Holy Virgin", Maria, got Pregnant? It is fair to ask all these 
questions in order to KNOW the TRUTH about the Pregnancy-process, of which Jesus´ is Not different than 
that of our own Mother.... Also Jesus while in Mother´s Womb needed Mother¨s BLOOD, which Originated 
from the FOOD that Maria ate, and all of us doing the same, so that we can Continue Creation From 
Within, and Not via Roma who wants to be in Control of Humanity. 
     Think some more.... The Food Originated from the SAME SOURCE from where All Mothers came from. 
So, WHAT did The MOTHER Eat to Feed the "next Mother" in HER Womb? Hers is the Original Womb, 
CREATION. From there on the Womb of wombs Spirally Condensing through the Evolutionary Process into 
Planets, of which Earth is one of them. From Earth, the Second Womb, Food is created to Feed the 
Human. In the later stage the womb became gradually INTERNALIZED, from the Egg (like that of a 
chicken) into the Womb that is closely connected to the Small-intestine where the Food is biologically 
Transmuted into the Blood. So..., we have basically Four Mothers: 
 
1- The Original Mother ("Holy Virgin"), Who connects the SOURCE ("Great Mystery") with the Space in 
which we can have the Experience to become Conscious of Who we ARE, with the ongoing Birth/Death 
Process, until we can Hatch ourselves from The Mystery Egg, to then go Beyond the Dimensional = 
FREEDOM. 
2- The Earthly Mother, Who facilitated the Evolution Process, along with the needed Food, to become a 
Genuine Human. 
3- The Mother in the flesh, Who Initiated us into the CONSCIOUSNESS with her Labour-pains, that we are 
the SON/DAUGHTER of the Creator/God. Roma specifically emphasized the SON as Maria´s offspring, to 
then say that Jesus has No Children. So, here is where it All Ends? The MOTHER cannot Continue with 
Her Creation? To then state that all Women who have SEX are Sinners? Therefore the SYSTEMATIC 
Debilitation of Woman by way of food and beverages, fashion (open belly to cool the womb area) and all 
sorts of medicine (drugs), operations (breast and womb removal)? This is the Scheme to then create the 
Bio-robot, created in the Artificial Womb from where the independent Thinking completely ENDS. The 
creation of the Total Slave indeed. We have come this far, by having most of Humanity Adjusting their 

https://vimeo.com/95787069
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Brain´s Frequency to that of the Master Computer System with the 24 hour Cell-phone. Therefore the "5-
G"?  
4- The Mother after we are Born, which is the Small-intestine where the FOOD Changes into the Blood that 
goes to the Brain via the Heart from where we can have the Direct Conscious Connection with the 
MOTHER. With the HEART-Portal we can inter-connect Great Mystery or Unknown, SOURCE, with 
Creation ("GOD´s MIRROR"). With this Connection or LINK (providing that the Food we eat contains the 
Total MEMORY), we can Control the Mind (Intelligence), and use it to BE a SOVEREIGN. So Who and 
What is today Controlling our Food/Blood/Mind? Humanity has rather become DEPENDENT on Roma´s 
created Governments. THINK. 
     HOW to become Conscious that the CREATOR/MOTHER is indeed WITHIN? We Need the FATHER, 
who is the MIRROR of the OBSERVER or the Creator WITHIN. So, the More we can close the Gap 
between the Observer (the I AM) and the Mirror, the More we can REALIZE that we are the Creator of our 
Own REALITY = SOVEREIGN. The GOAL of Life is the UNION of the Observer and the Mirror. And this 
Process goes along with the Universal Union of Woman and Man, the True Marriage. Today it is by the 
"marriage certificate flavored with “valentine-love" that was psychologically enforced by Roma. Also the 
"birth-certificate" and many other "certificates" (to get a "job") to be "secured" within the Mental Trap. The 
Roma created System does everything possible to Prevent the UNION. And the Family Disintegration is the 
Result of it. 
     But then...we must also Realize that we have the POWER to finally BIRTH/LIBERATE OURSELVES 
from the Dual or Conditional World of Reaction. We must Use Creator´s POWER (Free Will), given to us to 
HATCH through Mystery Egg¨s Shell, FROM WITHIN. We NEEDED to Experience the RESISTANCE 
(Difficulties, Problems, Stepping-stones, Tests) to Realize that we HAVE The POWER to Free Ourselves. 
Therefore we have been given FREE WILL (Creator´s Power through us). In other words we can make the 
CHOICE between the Ultimate Options: BE and NOT BE. 
     The Last Test is upon us, and the Preparation to it went along with Roma´s INQUISITION, whose Role it 
is (Never Ended) to CONTRAST the Goal of Life. Therefore Roma had to "Hijack" the MOTHER in order to 
CONTROL the Human MIND and way of "life", so that we can Experience the Opposite of Creation. Roma 
Succeeded and Today¨s World is the EVIDENCE, in every Detail. As such Roma´s System has NOT one 
solution for a single Problem. It cannot and it will not. For example, the organ-transplant and even the daily 
blood-pressure check are not the Cures, but merely a way whereby we can "live" WITH the Problem, which 
has become most Profitable. And the masses go along with these LIES, because they BELIEVE that 
"Jesus will Save us". This "Jesus" has become the "System". So, what does the System offer? The ongoing 
inventions to make the egg-Shell thicker with IGNORANCE. And when we ignore our ignorance it becomes 
the worst Disease, Mental-cancer, ARROGANCE, because one believes that one can  Replace Creation 
with Anti-creation. The whole World has become a Tumor. 
     The Principle.... Before the Inquisition the HOME was the Center of Government (Of, By and an For the 
People, or true Democracy), which was centered around the KITCHEN, serving as the first Church/Temple, 
Laboratory of Alchemy, Hospital using Food as the Primary Medicine, School of life and Bank (storing the 
Universal money, the whole Cereal Grain - Granary). Thus, the Mother/Woman became Roma¨s first 
Target, because She was the Controller of the BLOOD by way of FOOD. Thus also the way of Thinking 
and Behavior. Also the Midwife was on Roma´s list, because she was the Medicine Woman (still on the 
list). From here the "medical system came about. That´s why Roma and the medical system share the 
SAME symbol, the Cross - also the same "secret language", Latin. The cruel persecution included the 
Alchemist, so that the Contrary could become the dominant science, CHEMISTRY to create REACTION - 
finally the atom-bomb, which have set the basis for the nano-technology to refine the mind-control, by 
which the Mind and way of life could become Reactionary too. With this artificial Mindset/System WAR, 
DISEASE and all sorts of TERRORISM have become the MAIN-Assets to keep Humanity in the Mental-



 

 

TRAP, all electronically managed with a nano-Monetary System, by which its Concept of VALUE goes 
Parallel with How Humanity Values ITSELF. So, the more Humanity De-values itself (with junk-food, 
chemicals and "education") the EASIER it is to Control the masses. In other words, the INFERIOR ones 
who want to control Humanity can do so by making Humanity less worthy than them. And so IT IS today. 
DEVALUATION is Roma´s System/Principle. 
     Of course, TRUTH PREVAILS, and thus the Last Question: ¨to BE or Not to BE - Not to be micro-
chipped or Micro-chipped". When the "to BE" is The Choice, then the FIRST STEP to it is to again be in 
CONTROL of our FOOD/BLOOD-quality. Therefore the HOME has to become again the Center of 
Government, with the Mother as the True Prime Minister who can LEAD FROM WITHIN. And all of what 
has been Revealed here has to be Centered around the Practical Application of Creation¨s ONELAW or 
absolute and eternal Constant of Creation. So, Humanity needs the Essential Education to KNOW HOW 
the LAW of laws can be Applied in normal daily life. This Education has been presented by the Oneheart 
University, of which any HOME can be the Center of Government. Roma systematically Destroyed all the 
true Universities ("Book-burning" and demolishing of Ancient structures), and replaced it with their pseudo 
"universities", which are Not Universally based at all, but rather that of the MICRO-scope. Therefore the 
Alchemists were Tortured to death, because they used the MACRO-scope. 
     Proposal: say "Thanks" for Roma´s "playing Devil¨s Advocate", for the Human to become AWARE of the 
Threshold or Mystery Egg´s Shell. Also LIBERATE the "Holy Virgin" from the Church, to then use all the 
Churches and Cathedrals as Schools to PURIFY People¨s Minds from all the False Doctrines and Lies of 
their Demonocracy. The Experiment is OVER! Change Roma into Amor! Do the Self-EXAMINATION! 
 
Summary: 
The MOTHER has the CENTER-position, which holds the SILENCE from where the POWER of the SEED  
can Endlessly GROW. Roma has been trying to do the contrary, It wants to DESTROY the Seed and has 
been trying to Paralyze the Masses with the "annual Holy Virgin hysteria on the street", to then 
Psychologically Control the People in the Church, them staring at a "Imprisoned Mother and her Suffering 
Son", to instill Guild, Submission to Untruth and Self-denial. All of it has made the People IGNORE the 
TRUTH that the MOTHER is also WITHIN each one of us, close to where the FOOD changes into the 
BLOOD (small-intestine), so that we can  become CONSCIOUS that the Human is the Totality within the 
Totality, because the MOTHER is WITHIN = FREEDOM! 
 
 

??? WHY ??? 

When the child begins to QUESTION, this is the indication that the process of Self-
realization has begun. The never ending WHY connects us with the eternal Origin or 
Divine Seed. The schooling that has shaped modern humanity is not happy when the 
student asks the question that the text-book has no answer for, because ‘education’ as 
Mahatma Gandhi describes it has been used as the sophisticated tool to keep the 
masses speechless.  

Today’s establishment is merely an exploitative order that thrives on the robbery of the 
Human Potential that’s based on FREE WILL, which is the Creative Force that can flow 
through us when we serve Creation of which we are a Microcosm. This explains why 
the ‘system’ welcomes all forms of self-denial, quite the opposite of the GOAL of life, 



 

 

which is the Self-realization. The ultimate self- denial would be the acceptance of the 
microchip implant to make us a bio-robot that can be catalog- ordered via the internet. 
Therefore the ‘system’ uses the DEDUCTIVE mindset (from the outer towards the inner 
observation) and thus uses the microscope and exploratory surgery whereby we can 
only see a very small detail of the Whole. As such the masses have no notion of what 
they are doing on Earth. The New Education requires the cultivation of the inductive 
mindset, to understand the Human, the World and all existence within the context of 
Creation. We must use the Macroscope to See, Know and Understand full-spectrum. 
And this will set the very basis of Freedom within the Infinite Universe.  

The last battle is on, between the Divine and Evil (opposite of Live), correlating with the 
‘BE’ and the ‘not BE’. Now we need the education where the INDUCTIVE mindset (from 
the inner towards the outer observation) is used in order the See, Know and Understand 
full-spectrum. This book was therefore created, to prepare the child to decide on the 
universal and most important question, ‘who AM I’, and as it matures to come up with 
the Liberating Answer, which must resonate from each Body-cell. You guess it, the 
answer is ‘I AM’, which must resonate from each Body-cell! Hence the education that is 
of the inner (body/food/digestive system), outer (mind/information/nervous system) and 
that what connects both, which is the practice (spirit/consciousness/circulatory system).  
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Question and answer are like front and back, hence the one who questions cannot 
escape from the responsibility (to respond) to give the answer from within. The 
cultivation of responsibility is a major part of the child’s education. But then, what is the 
context in which the cultivation takes place? Is it what is contained between Heaven and 
Earth or between hospital, home, school, job, supermarket and home, to finally again go 
to the hospital to die?  

Without being ‘religious’, God (The Creator of All) helps those who help themselves. 
Could not be otherwise, because the first Truth is that ALL IS ONE. And since we are 
Creation in the Human Form, the Creator must be within us, notably in our Heart’s 
centre that inter-connects with each body-cell (corresponds with a star) by the BLOOD 
that has been in the small-intestine biologically transmuted from FOOD. Therefore the 
Mother must be the child’s first Teacher, for her inner-Creation, the child, to learn what 
and how to eat the food that can set the basis for the independent Choice-making. 
Ultimately making the choice between the last extreme options: ‘to BE’ and ‘not to BE’.  

The relationship between the Creator and Created correlates with the Observer and the 
Mirror. And the distance between the two has to be bridged with the correct use of the 
Mind that has access to the cosmic intelligence. Therefore the child needs the true 
education, to constructively understand the human and the world within the context of 
Creation, so that Observer and Mirror can become One, which is the Goal of life, to be 
able to fully identify ourselves as the indivisible I AM and not as an institutionally 
required ID, such as a ‘diploma’, passport or a microchip implant.  



 

 

A Mother – Child dialogue  

Child: ‘Mam, why do we eat’? 
Mother: ‘To give you energy’. 
C: ‘Where does this energy come from’? 
M: ‘From the food that you eat’. 
C: ‘Where does the food come from’? 
M: From the Earth and everything that surrounds Her’. 
C: Where does the Earth come from and everything that surrounds Her’? 
M: This needs a long series of questions and answers’. 
C: ‘to begin with’? 
M: What surrounds Earth is the ‘Long Ladder’ that connects Her with where energy 
comes from’. At first we use the ladder from far above all the way down to the Earth. 
C: Please tell me about this Heavenly Ladder 
M: Going down to Earth there are seven steps between the Origin and Earth and the 
Human can integrate these steps, so that at any time we can inter-connect Heaven and 
Earth from Within. This explains why the Human has seven Chakras or inner-steps, of 
which the Heart is the Centre. At this age this is difficult to understand child. We will talk 
about this more often. OK? Even most adults have difficulty to understand this. 
The Heavenly Ladder: 
1st step - The very beginning is like when you are in a deep peaceful sleep. Here you do 
not realize who you are. But the Creator gives us dreams and although sleeping, we get 
a ‘symbolic preview’ before the awakening. So, shortly before you can open your eyes, 
you ask yourself, where AM I, who AM I, what was the dream all about? And by this 
question the Search in Great Mystery, to become clear about the Answer that can only 
come about after you have reached the last step. 
2nd step - Then you begin to wake up and begin to move. 
3rd step – By the movement contrast is created. 
4rd step – By the contrast energy is created. 
5th step – Then energy manifests as light, that’s why you see the lightning in the sky. 
6th step – By the light becoming dense sound is created, which is the thunder.  
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7th step – The thunder awakens the sky and is felt by the wind or gas-stage like clouds. 
8th step – The cloud-energy, when it becomes dense, becomes the liquid-stage, which is 
the rain. 
9th step – Finally, the liquids condenses and form Earth’s density. 
This connection between beginning and end, the Heavenly Ladder is known as 
Memory. 
C: Thus the Earth contains the Heavenly Ladder? 
M: Yes, and it is preserved in Her centre or nucleus. This nucleus is the Heart of the 
Earth. 
C: Then what happen next? 
M: This memory is brought to Earth’s surface by volcanic eruptions, which later become 
the soil in which plants can grow. 



 

 

C: Then the plants contain Earth’s memory or Heavenly Ladder? 
M: Yes, different plants contain different parts of the Heavenly Ladder, and the ones 
which contain the total memory are the whole cereal grains. And in order to become 
Human, the whole cereal grain must become our daily Main-food. 
C: When we eat this food, then what happens? 
M: The food we eat becomes the Blood whereby we Remember the Heavenly Ladder. 
C: The Heavenly Ladder that we can use to climb up? 
M: Yes, the Heavenly Ladder we used before to go down and by increasingly 
remembering the Steps we made, we can return to the first Step, by delivering the 
Answer to the question we asked our self, ‘who AM I’? 
C: That means, as we proceed with the Steps up, we will increasingly realize who we 
are? 
M: You are doing GREAT! 
C: So, the ninth Step becomes the first Step when we return to where we began? 
M: You got it. So now we go up the ladder, from Earth to where we descended. 
C: Then? 
M: Going UP the Heavenly Ladder: 
1st step - For making the first Step up we must contain the Earth-memory that’s 
internally released from the food upon the digestive process. By this memory we can 
physically move, like walking, swinging our arms or turning our head sideways. 
2nd step - By the rain-memory the food we ate becomes the Blood whereby we can feel. 
We can feel our body by touching it. 
3rd step - The blood goes to the lungs, because of the wind-memory and by it we can 
experience emotions. In other words, the wind becomes conscious through us to create 
emotions. 
4th step - By the thunder becoming conscious though us we can speak and reason. As 
such we can transcend emotions by way of reasoning. 
5th step - We can see and become conscious within a larger environment and thus be 
able to relate to others with a greater ability to harmoniously integrate what is around 
us. By this expansion we realize ourselves as a social being. We can plan for the future. 
The creation of our family relates to this step or level. 
6th step - The subtle energy-memory enables us to think and thereby we can enter the 
future by way of thought. 
7th step – The awakening-memory correlates with the discernment that make us see the 
options for the choice-making. 
8th step – By making a choice we allow the first movement of Creation to flow through 
us. That, when this memory is complete, we can make the Choice to BE. In other 
words, realizing that we not just ‘talking head’ that consists of ‘flesh and bone’ or a ‘lump 
of protein and minerals’. 
9th step – We have arrived at the beginning where we asked the Question, ‘who AM I’? 
And now we know it, that we are the creator of our own Reality! 
C: So, would you teach me what and how to eat food? 
M: Certainly my child. First of all the whole cereal grain must from now on be your daily 
Main-food. At least 50-60% of all the food over the day. Then, in order to fully release 
the food’s Memory, you must  
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CHEW your food until it has become fully watery. Then swallow it before taking in the 
next bite of food. And all along the meal you do not drink, otherwise you cannot fully 
digest the food and thus cannot release the needed memory. By the long chewing you 
will also cultivate Patience. Just imagine that with the chewing you are climbing UP the 
Heavenly Ladder from Within, which is the Remembering of how to get back to the point 
from where you asked the question, ‘who AM I’?  

C: What else? 
M: Waste no food, not even a crumb. This will teach you how to Respect. 
C: Thank you Mam. There is much more to learn isn’t? 
M: Yes, much more. And later you must teach others by Example. And as time goes on 
I will teach you about the following (read daily Practice).  

 

 
 

 
PART 4- 

Official 
 
 
 

 
 

The Universal Proclamation 
of Humanity 

 
Towards the Realization of the Divine Plan to make Planet Earth the Portal of Peace 

Presented by the Elders, Healers, Guardians and Wisdom Keepers of the World.  
 

The Goal 
 

1-  Self-realization is the Goal of Life. Therefore we have been created in the image of the Creator, so that 
we can refine Creation from Within.  In order to be able to do so, CHANGE is the only absolute Constant, 
which is the ONELAW. 

2-  Similar as to how Creation is maintained by Creator’s Onelaw, we need to apply this Law of laws above 
all other laws as the Primary Constant in Daily Life…firstly to ourselves.  

3- Therefore we have the Divine Responsibility to:  



 

 

a- Change the Outer into the Inner, basically by way of FOOD.  
b- Change the Inner into the Outer by way of Consciousness and the Behavior to the benefit of the World at 
large. 

4-  Failure to do so will automatically result in the creation of secondary laws, which have to be artificially 
enforced to keep us in a Fixed context (“matrix”: a space that has a beginning and end). 

5-  As such laws can be used as weapons, which will ultimately make weapons the law. Today’s world has 
become the glaring Evidence of it. 

6-  Duality is in principle needed to come to a Realization, firstly to be applied to the one who must Realize 
(each one of us)…to ultimately make the CHOICE between who we Are and who we are Not - “to BE or not 
to BE”. 

7-  The two extreme Options (to BE – Not to BE) need to be universally clarified and precise at the stage of 
the transition in the Golden Age, as to How we Identify ourselves within the context of Creation - for we are 
Creation in the Human Form. 

8-  All negative and corrupt use of duality needs to be filtered out from our Being (physically, mentally and 
spiritually) to set the basis for the New Cycle of Consciousness. This can happen in two ways:  
A- By the Purification of the BLOOD, so that we can change the world from Within. And this requires 
Creator’s Onelaw to become the Control-factor, which needs to be applied firstly to our way of Eating. For 
FOOD upon the digestive process becomes the BLOOD whereby we can Realize. Consequently the 
physical manifestation and resulting functions such as feeling, emotion, thinking, discernment, choice 
making, acts and lastly the realization of our own ability to BE. With the Sacred Art of Eating we can 
establish ourselves as a Conscious part of Creation. 
B- By Nature’s extreme adjustments (disease, natural calamities – also wars), to be changed from Without. 
And this requires the Denial of the truth that we are the creator of our own reality. Hence we allow 
ourselves to be artificially fixed within a system where we can only be “free” under the dictates of laws 
which make it illegal to freely evolve as a Universal Being. This WILL ultimately End by Nature’s purity that 
is maintained by the Unbreakable Onelaw. The Dark-forces deny this inevitable purification process and is 
doing its last “kicking and screaming” with its extreme efforts to scientifically destroy Nature, and will try to 
drag as many as possible in its grave.  This can only happen with the Self-denial or “not to BE” choice. Our 
Sincerity in the Realization of the Divine Plan to make Earth the Portal of Peace has come to TEST. 

9-  The time is upon us to make that cardinal Decision and therefore Humanity needs the firm Cosmic-
Reminder that ALL IS ONE.  

Summary 

!- Creator’s Onelaw is the absolute and eternal Constant whereby true justice, peace, freedom and world-
order can be attained.  2- Food becoming the Blood whereby we can exist, feel and think, is the control-
factor.  3- The time is upon us to give the best answer on the last question: “to BE or not to BE”?  4- The 
Mother is the first Elder and among all gods she is the greatest, because she can bring Creation forth from 
Within. Without Her the Fatherly Heaven cannot come to Manifest in the Human Form, by which Creation 
can gain Meaning.  5- For Practical reasons, to gain the highest possible quality of Blood, the KITCHEN 
needs to become the Center of Government  (as it was before the infamous Inquisition), to be the First: 
Temple, Hospital, Laboratory, School of Life and Bank (the whole cereal grain is the universal money that 
we can grow and eat). 

 
 



 

 

Presented in the Spirit of Forgiveness at the UN 
Geneva, 10-11 October, 2011 
 

The PLAN 
explained according to the 

Oneheart Teaching 
and the Last Message of the Hopi 

 
        The age-old global problem is disunity, which consummates in debilitation and death.  The goal to 
which each heart intrinsically seeks is the joyousness of Oneness, this is synonymous with true life, which 
has neither origin nor ending.    
        What follows is based on the Self-evident and the very Principle of Creation, which is CHANGE. 
Change is the only FORCE that does not change. Change and unconditional Love are the same.  The aim 
of this presentation is the Essence of the Solution that every individual can independently apply in the 
interest of the whole. Each part affects the Total. ALL IS ONE.  Any problem or conflict can ONLY be when 
this Truth is denied. The system that WE have created and that profits from this massive denial, is known 
as Consumerism – based on artificially created laws which deny humanity to live under Creator’s Law. 
President Obama’s “change-slogan” can be applicable alone to the attainment of a finite sense of justice, 
peace and freedom.  It is essential that such be understood and applied as the absolute and eternal 
constant within the context of the Infinite Universe. This alone will solve humanity’s past and present 
dilemma.  In other words, surrender to the Spirit of ONENESS which is present deeply within the Hearts of 
all.  
        What follows is the introduction of the Practical Universal approach to establish “Heaven on Earth”, 
WITHIN. The Return to the Oneness is INEVITABLE. The question is HOW will we return - will it be by 
wisdom (“369”) or animalism (“666”) along with massive destruction both by war and natural calamities? 
The CHOICE is ours. Creator gave us FREE WILL (His Will) that we must now utilise to get out of the 
TRAP. As it is within so it is without. Freedom begins from Within. 
        The world has come to the completion of a cycle of Consciousness. This required an entire Earth-
evolution involving multiple civilizations, in preparation for the realisation of the PLAN.  We went through 
the seasons which put us through the trials which enabled the possibility that the Last Step be made, that 
is.... to make the Limit the Steppingstone.  Prophecies of doom must be heeded.  Such are inevitable when 
nothing is done universally to bring forth the Power of FREE WILL in service of Creation. It is by this 
Power—which is Creator’s Will—that can flow through us when we subject ourselves to His One Law.  In 
this way alone will the PLAN be fulfilled to make Earth the PORTAL of Peace.  Hence Liberation is 
REALISED for all. Therefore we need the two contrasting sides. We cannot make a portal with just one 
side.  
        The two sides are Creation and “anti-Creation”. This means that in order to create “anti-Creation” we 
need to create secondary laws, which can also be arbitrarily enforced. As such secondary laws can be 
used as weapons, which ultimately make weapons the law. Consequently wars are waged to secure the 
interests of those who need to secure their one-sided and exclusive interests, which are completely 
different from that of the Creator of ALL.  Such interests can never be fulfilled, because they do not serve 
the Oneness. 
        Up to the present MAN has “succeeded” alone with the creation of the extreme contrast or extreme 
illusory world.  Now we need to UNIFY the two sides in order to come back to Reality with a new 
consciousness of Freedom.  The Great TEST is at hand!  This requires the true Human to make a decided 
stand, causing the two sides to become One.  Such can be accomplished alone FROM WITHIN. We are 



 

 

Creation in the Human form and thus have also the Power to open the Portal, because Creation and 
Creator are ONE.  ALL IS ONE. 
        We were able to create the contrasting side, because Creator gave us a Mind.  The Mind enables us 
to deviate from the Centre of centres that eventually we would find, in our HEART, where all opposites 
meet as ONE.  It is the nature of the brain-mind to seek the duality or external and entertain the illusion, 
wherein the conditions are established to grow in consciousness by looking into the MIRROR. Heart does 
the opposite. It always desires to Unify because it beholds the true Observer who has the full-spectrum 
Vision. A Mind with its limited perception, can assume control over Heart only when the BLOOD that 
connects these two inner-polarities lacks the MEMORY whereby we can be conscious...  that all comes 
from the same Source or Centre of centres.  We, in the end, will find such alone Within. The global creation 
of many national borders and sub-borders, which divide humanity, are the result of the outer-search. 
Consequently we have the UN, which has the responsibility to help with guiding humanity back to the true 
world and Principle of Universal Oneness.  This world correlates with the biblical injunction: “Thy Kingdom 
Come”. 
        The distortion of the blood, as part of the PLAN in the creation of “anti-Creation”, came about by the 
infamous INQUISITION. It’s design was to change the inner-control of the individual into that of the outer-
control. Therefore WOMAN became the primary target because she is the one who naturally Controls the 
FOOD that upon the consumption becomes the blood whereby we can begin to manifest in her womb.  
Then upon birth enables us to function, feel, have emotions, think, discern, make a choice and finally 
identify ourselves by the God-given right to BE (I AM).  
         Before the INQUISITION the KITCHEN was the true Centre of Government! It was the first church, 
hospital, laboratory, school and centre of economy.  Every home had its own bank where the whole cereal 
grain was stored, which is the universal money by which we can naturally and freely grow - having the 
Memory whereby we can be conscious of our true Self-worth. How are we identifying ourselves today? 
According to the laws which contrast the One Law and in which context?  Who or what is controlling our 
food whereby our relationship with the Creator can be determined? Who or what has become the god who 
controls our bank and concept and perception of value? Why are laws created to make it illegal for 
humanity to grow the original food (non genetically manipulated food)?  What is keeping us from returning 
to the control of our own blood-quality?  Why has it become illegal for the individual to present the Cure of 
cancer or any other disease that the establishment can only deal with by offering harmful drugs and 
associated methods whereby the masses retain disease at the expense of life? 
        A massive EDUCATIONAL program is needed to restore the Kitchen as the Centre of Government! 
With this Centre we can restore the family-unit, so that the child can be raised with both parents under one 
roof. Not only was Woman persecuted (over ten million women were severely tortured and burned or boiled 
alive to instill the FEAR that’s needed for us to obey the secondary laws) but also the midwifes, alchemist 
(to establish chemistry and other forms of reactionary energies and conditions) and anyone who believes 
that the Creator is WITHIN.  
        Has the inquisition ended? It has NOT. FEAR has deepened. At first we feared to be tortured. Today 
most of humanity fear to loose the comfort that keeps us in the “Velvet Prison” where we must identify 
ourselves by who we are NOT. Now the people are torturing each other by way of consumerism. Do we 
realise that we are walking over dead bodies just by doing the regular shopping at the supermarket? 
Everyday at least one hundred thousand people die in conjunction with keeping up Consumerism. They die 
of starvation, massacre, war, suicide, experimentation and even ritual murder. Do we care? The policeman 
may say that he knows that an arrest is unjustified, but then justifies it by saying “I just do my job”. And this 
goes all along the line from bottom to top. 
        We must realise that the artificial order CANNOT maintain itself separate from Creation. It needs to be 
PARASITIC, so that the Creative Force can be channelled through the Human who has given up its Will to 



 

 

BE. Today’s world represents a Great Harvest of Universal Wealth.  We must know who we are serving.  
Today’s money (illusory concept of value that allows the user of it to survive within a world that is owned by 
those who print the money) can be of value only so long as we get ourselves steadily deeper into the world 
of NO RETURN. The Truth is, we do not need money, money needs us. 
        Now we must heed the last Message of the Hopi: “tell the world the Truth about Creator’s Law”.  This 
Law is CHANGE. Change is the absolute and eternal Constant of the infinite universe. And since we are in 
truth Eternal, we can only be in our Power when we live by the same One Law. This Law is Self-enforcing 
and thus does not need an army or police.  Creator’s One Law must be obeyed as the Primary Constant 
and not the laws which forbid us to bring forth the POWER whereby we can make the choice to BE. Such is 
part of the oath of office: “Thy Will Be Done”.  HIS Will allows us to have FREE WILL. This Will is the 
unstoppable Law or Change. It is only by the FUTILE attempt to break this Constant that we break and limit 
ourselves.. This has already become evident by most of humanity who are prematurely dying in hospitals 
from multiple diseases or some form of conflict in the “pursuit of happiness”.  Practically all physicians 
endorse and promote this procedure of ignorance. We must be aware that the medical system is a product 
of the inquisition, hence it is symbolised with Roma’s cross. Now we must change Roma into Amor! 
        The “Last Question” is now presented to Humanity: “to BE or not to BE?” The education that is herein 
advances the exposure of truth or the “to BE”- OPTION. The contrasting “no option-option” is the martial 
law of which the “United Nations” is presently associated. “making war for peace” is not the answer.  As it 
is, the “NOT TO BE” system cannot exist without a myriad of problems and it offers not one single true 
solution, not even for the “common cold”. In fact the Solution has become illegal and the punishment by 
having a “mysterious death” will occur when the Solution can be globally presented. May it be favourably 
received when this statement comes to stage at the UN! 
 As the Hopi phrase it, “in the end we will SEE”. Truth prevails. The restoration of the control of Heart over 
mind correlates with the prophetic “union of the Eagle (Mind) and the Condor (Heart).’’ 
        As it is, Humanity is being systematically redesigned in the image of an inferior god. The creation of 
the artificial blood, womb, sperm, insemination, heart and brain speaks for itself. The Change that president 
Obama mentioned must be implemented FROM WITHIN. The Law of laws must be now applied to 
ourselves. Firstly, by knowing how to again attain the mastery of changing the Food that contains the Total 
Memory (foremost the whole cereal grain) in the blood whereby we can become Conscious of who we truly 
ARE. This would be the conclusion of the grand experiment and the realisation of the PLAN to make Earth 
the PORTAL of Peace and Liberation. Everyone, regardless whether we are wrong or right, good or bad, 
rich or poor, smart or ignorant, needs to be liberated from the global TRAP, and no institution or any form of 
treaty can do it. It is only by the attainment of the Oneness that’s centred within Creator’s One Law, the 
only absolute common denominator, that the Circle of Hearts can be formed. This is not just a philosophy, 
theoretical notion or opinion. The truth is that the circle is the expanded centre and the centre is the 
contracted circle. The seed is in the tree and the tree is in the seed. How much more practical can we be in 
the common sense line of reasoning that ALL IS ONE?  
        The Oneheart Teaching concerns the practical daily application of this truth. “Anti-Creation” can be 
easily identified, by its means to destroy the world, by the enforcement of laws which forbid us to Live by 
the Law of laws. Its principle and doctrine is to divide and conquer. 
        In whose interest is it to create more laws, medicine, weapons, money and research to have more 
corruption, disease, war, poverty and ignorance? Now is the time for all beings to muster the COURAGE to 
accept the Creator as the ONLY Owner of the world and beyond. Creator’s One Law must be implemented 
as the Primary Constant. Humanity needs to enter the Decisive battle within and it includes the TOTAL 
Revolution/Restitution of body, mind and soul.  The recent “Spanish/Madrid revolution” could be the 
beginning of a Process, when after looking into the “Mirror”, seeing how corrupt the world has become… 
we must do the Self-examination in order to discover that the enemy is within our own selves—even a mind 



 

 

that has sold out to the deplorable system or philosophy of “NOT TO BE”, rather than to just BE.  This 
means we can be in Control of the enemy, because it has no where else to go.... “Got cha!” This adversary 
we can thus negate with the God-given Power for us to BE and it requires the application of Creator’s One 
Law. CHANGE, in daily life. Firstly by changing the quality of our blood by way of food. “Bad blood” is the 
breeding-ground of the enemy.  
        To demonstrate and protest within the arena of politics and economy are merely free advertisements 
for a system that can only work as long as we remain focussed on the boundaries of the TRAP. What 
would be the sense of blaming the “scorpion for being a scorpion” to obscure our own incompetence to be 
a true Human? Let it be. It may sting itself when it has no way out from the circle of small-mindedness. The 
attainment of Liberation requires us to see and know ourselves as an Eternal Being and Creation in the 
Human form. The time is upon us to make the Choice to BE. As such we can negate the “evil” which thrives 
where good people do nothing”. Consumerism is coming to its end and so is the grand experiment. The 
Return to the true world requires us to make Creator’s One Law the Primary Constant. 
        So far...  what has been said here must give a clue as how the true democracy can be established and 
how any form of terrorism can END. Countless casualties and destruction have been inflicted by the 
ENFORCEMENT of so-called “democracy” - more than what the “small fry” terrorists have caused. In either 
case it is the enforcement of the FEAR- based laws. In fact terrorism is the asset to the needed FEAR to 
maintain the TRAP, whether it is the big or small terrorist who does the damage.  The more means one has 
to enforce secondary laws the more violence can be used to make terrorism legal. It all began with the 
deviation from Creator’s One Law. Anyone who can THINK beyond the context of the political and 
economic order can come to the conclusion that unless humanity undergoes the basic UNIVERSAL 
REORIENTATION, the solution WILL come about by the same Force that we have NOT used by making 
the CHOICE to BE.  In our case on Earth, it will be Nature who will do the Enforcement of Creator’s One 
Law.  As prophecies stated, “there will not be one stone left unturned”. This building we are in now would 
be flat in a second. Anti-Creation welcomes this “solution”, because its nature is to have a backwards 
evolution, towards the “big bang”. Therefore it emphasises the most primitive forms of life, such as the 
seedless food, virus, chemicals, microwaves, chemistry over alchemy, survival over fulfilment, competition 
over union, consumerism over creation, and any form of reaction. Robotization is on its agenda. Therefore 
anti-change is needed, to FIX the world within an illusory realm that will violently end, when we do not 
Wake Up in time and SEE who we truly ARE, because Truth is the ANSWER. 

 
Extra emphases on the Inquisition 

 
        In Australia there was a Rabbit epidemic and no matter how many rabbits were gunned down, its 
population increased. Then the ÏNQUISITION-method” was applied. Instead of just killing the rabbits, only 
the FEMALE rabbits were killed. Consequently the family structure got out of balance, because it is the 
female who has the Power to Create. The male-rabbits began to kill their young. It worked. 
 

Final note 
 
        The time is upon us to take advantage of the COSMIC OPPORTUNITY to attain Self-mastery, for it is 
certain that the political/economic system has, on a major level, been instrumental in assisting us to 
graduate from Mystery School Earth. The Diploma is attained when we can truly say “money needs us” 
instead of “we need money”. Therefore, no longer remain side-tracked by those who are corrupt and 
misuse money and political power. Some-”body” has to be “devil’s advocate”.  Forgive, ALL IS ONE. True 
Wealth and Power we already have, WITHIN. Therefore our BLOOD must carry the MEMORY to be 



 

 

attained from the FOOD that we must master at the Original Centre of Government, the KITCHEN. As such 
the basis is set for the true Democracy, where we can truly say “Government of, by and for the people”. 
Then the infamous inquisition will END. We must remain focussed on the Realisation of the PLAN. WE can 
do it NOW, for the Infinite Universe is guiding us to this Joyous Goal!  
        WE managed to create a massive poison on Earth. The plus of this “accomplishment” is that out of it 
WE can create a most Powerful Medicine! In other words, by making Creator’s Law, The Law, we can 
CHANGE that what needs to be changed. What we need now is the RETURN of the Alchemist, foremost 
WOMAN and her KITCHEN! 
        Further information about food preparations for normal daily life and healing can be acquired under the 
name of MACROBIOTICS (books, internet) which’s principle was prevalent throughout the world until the 
inquisition made an end to it. And that is how it is today.  
        This Message was conceived at the last enclave of Hopiland (“Titus Farm”, Third Mesa/Arizona) that 
has been declared Sovereign Under Creator’s Law.                                                                     
     
Thank you for this opportunity to be heard,                                                                    
Roy Littlesun - Hopi elder in spirit                                                                                 
Messenger of the Oneheart Teaching  
Presentation assistant:  Peggy Steevensz  
 
 
 

The Total Health Declaration 
 
1-   The time is upon us to notice that we went way beyond our capacity to control the Great 

Experiment, with all the consequences thereof. This extreme deviation from the Natural 
way of life has also diminished the cellular-Memory that we need, to know and 
understand that we are Creation in the Human Form, and live accordingly. Therefore 
the same Onelaw whereby Creation is maintained must also be applied to the Human, 
in order to attain Total Health. Disease begins by ignoring this Principle.  

 
2-   The restoration of the non-experimental way of Healing requires the Education whereby 

we can understand the Human within the Context of Creation, and how disease can be 
Prevented with the Natural way of daily life. 

 
3-  Today’s world, as the result of the Great Experiment, was created and is maintained by 

way of the Deductive observation (seeing the inner from the outer). As such the 
microscope has been used (also exploratory surgery) to identify only a few details of the 
Totality. But now the Inductive observation (seeing from the inner towards the outer) is 
needed to Repair all the consequential damages, which requires the full-spectrum 
observation. 

 
4-   We are the sole property of the Almighty. Only He can heal and "healers" can only 

facilitate the healing. It is unethical and unjust trying to dominate Humanity by 
dominating that what causes disease and how it can be healed. All methods of healing 
must follow the Universal Pattern (spiral) to form a constructive collaboration.  

 



 

 

5-   Collaboration on reaching the common Goal of life (Self-realization) is of those who 
have the integrity to assist humanity in the pursuit of Total Health. Therefore we need to 
help without political, economic, exclusive or other ulterior motives, in order to establish 
the all-inclusive way of well-being, which is Total Health/Peace. 

 
6-  The change of disease into health requires us to understand and apply the three basic 

observations: 1- the Symptom 2- the cause (s) 3- the Origin.   
 
7-  The biological synchronicity of the Digestive/Body/Food, Nervous/Mind /Teaching and 

Circulatory/Spirit/Act systems are fundamental for the maintenance of Total Health. This 
biological inner-Trinity is in turn based on the Blood that is in the small-intestine 
biologically transmuted from the Food that comes from the outer-Trinity (Earth, Heaven 
and the Seed that unites Heaven and Earth). By the control of the Food that upon the 
digestive process becomes the Blood, we can also control the Total Being.  

 
9-   The principle of the 12 organs (biological clock) to universally balance the body with the 

cosmic realm is essential to harmonize every cell in our body with the heart’s center 
where all opposites unite. Each organ is associated with an emotion, taste, color, 
direction, constellation, bodily function and specific food. (illustration) 

 
10- The Total Health, of body, mind, spirit and behavior, requires the Practical 

Understanding of ourselves and the world within the context of Creation and how it has 
to be maintained according to the only absolute and eternal Constant of Creation, which 
is Change. Eating food is the first application of this One Law. By it we can change the 
outer into the inner-Creation. Disease begins with the Deviation from the order of the 
infinite universe that’s maintained by change. It is by this Law of laws that we can in 
principle change disease into health. 

 
11-  As food is the Principal Medicine (also preventive), it makes sense to restore the 

Kitchen (both in institutions and in the home) as the first practical step towards Total 
Health. This main healing-center got corrupted after Woman (the "witch" or true cook) 
became the main target of the infamous Inquisition, for she controlled the main 
medicine, food, and the resultant blood of the individual who must become independent 
in its evolution of consciousness. The true cooking is the highest form of alchemy 
(harmonizing opposites). So, also the Alchemists were persecuted, which let to the 
dominant science of chemistry (reaction) with all the consequences thereof (such as the 
creation of the atom-bomb and “chemo-therapy”). 

 
12- The strive for the total Personal health must be accompanied with the Caring and 

Sharing for the benefit of global health. It could not be otherwise, since the internal and 
the external can not be separated. The more we care and share with the greater realm, 
the greater our health-potential will be. ALL IS ONE 

 
13- It is the duty of the true Healer, whether one is of an “official or un-official” status, to 

inform the patient to be healed about the origin and cause (s) of the symptoms and how 
one can be responsible for the Total Healing process. 



 

 

 
       This Declaration is not limited to only the healing-field, since its importance is of 

everyone’s Total well-being. It will be greatly appreciated when any leader (political, 
religious and other) and teacher of life will use it with their part of the global 
Reconstruction 
 

 
 

 
“Care and Share” 

is the Motto of Creation 
The POWER of the COLLECTIVE BEING is needed to BIRTH Humanity from Mystery Egg Earth. 
Similar as how the chick will die when the Birthing-FORCE does not come FROM WITHIN, Humanity can 
Fail to Continue its Evolutionary Process when it continues to Depend on the System that Weakens the 
Internal, which have made Cancer and many Degenerative conditions the Norm. 
The Signs of this Critical stage have become overly Clear today. 
We have come to the End of a Cosmic-incubation, and the Hatching requires the Consciousness that ALL 
IS ONE. 
This Knowing is not just of the Mind, but of the TOTAL Being, where each Cell of the Body corresponds 
with a Star. 
Therefore the Practical Universal Education that is centered around Creation’s ONELAW is needed, for us 
to fully REALIZE that we HAVE the Needed POWER to Birth Ourselves, because we are the Totality within 
the Totality (I AM that I AM). 
We must Live by this Truth to become a Genuine Human. 
The Oneheart Teaching that was given to a Few by the Universe, must become AVAILABLE to the World. 
When what is stated here resonates to your Heart, then the following is offered to become INVOLVED with 
the Oneheart Alliance, and Support it with a Minimal Monthly Contribution. “Minimal” is here stated to 
emphasize that practically anyone CAN DO IT.  
 

Subject: Oneheart Alliance (Treasurer - C. Beringues) 

Bank: Triodos (Spain) IBAN: ES84 1491 0001 23 2005207424 

For International Transfer include: BIC: TRIOESXXX 
 

Oneheart Supporters can be involved with: 
* Personal expertise (communication skills such as web-design, translation, videos sub-titling and 

transcribing, cartoon media, social media, editing, other). 
* Organize or sponsor Oneheart events. 

* Distribute Oneheart Teachings. 
* Help with building projects and Food-growing. 

* Become a Oneheart Teacher. 
The Fund can also Support complementary projects. 

   



 

 

Breathe as we are Breathed. 
  Share to be Shared. 

Care to be Cared 
    ALL IS ONE = Unconditional = Universal Sovereignty = Total Health = Total Being 

 

   
          

Love – Roy Littlesun 
roylittlesun@gmail.com ; www.shaketheanthil.info  

 

Once Awakened Awaken Others  
One Seed Ten Thousand Seeds  

 

All Contributions will be used to have the Oneheart Message (literature, Presentations) be 
as Free as possible Shared with Humanity around the World.  

Also, for making the HOME the Primary Oneheart University, so that the True Government 
OF, BY and FOR the People will come TRUE (True Democracy). 

mailto:roylittlesun@gmail.com
http://www.shaketheanthil.info/

